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ASSTRACT

Rock magnetisn measurements have demonstrated that, irr part

of the western Superior Province of the Canadian Shield, definite

long wavelength variations in shallow magnetizations are present.

For a depth extent of several kilometres for these magnetizations,

significant long wavelength contributions to the totaT rnagnetic

anomaly field appear. In situations where proninent, large-scale,

nearer-surface nagnetic units are evident, filtering of selected

wavelength artomalies niay not be a suitable means of separating

anomalies caused by deep sources. Provided sufficient infonnation

is available, subtraction of the field due to shallower units

[both shorter and longer wavelengths) may be the more satisfactory

nethod"

Remanent magnetizations in the sanpled area are doninated

by soft coûponents, and significant reversed magnetizations

are not found. In part of the area, remanent and i¡duced rnagne-

tizations are coÍparable in magnitude. Several magnetic tlrits

have been delineated at the surface, i.r'hich correlate with rnajor

geological units. Magnetic minerals are dominated by large-

graíned, optically homogeneous magnetite.

Model studies show that although the shallow magnetiza-

tions may produce a significant contribution, they do not account

fu1ly for the longer wavelength anomaly field in the sampled

region, and deeper magnetizations are therefore inplied.

11



The signal-to-noise ratios between various model magnetic

units, in the frequency domain, are used with information

theory concepts to indicate the reliability of detecting anomalies

from particular magnetic units at depth, and to show how fre-

quency filters may be selected to enhance signals from gror,rps

of anomaly sources, under given conditions of generalized

magnetic structure.

Spectra and filtered anomaly maps show good correlations

with najor surface geological features in a part of the Strperior

Province. The spectra are compatible with broad shallow

gradational magnetizations, but the presence of deeper nagneti-

zations, which may be related to both shallow magnetizations

and surface geology, is not excluded.
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CFIAP|ER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Statenent

The existence of large-scale spatial anomalies in the

magnetic field measured above the earthrs surface has been

l<nown for some years. Anomalies of long wavelength have been

found in data obtained both at low altitudes and up to satellite

altitudes of several hwrdred kilometers. This present work

is concerned mainly with the features observed in data

measured at low altitudes (500 and 1000 feet; 0.15 and 0.3 lsn.),

of wavelengths approximately in the range LZ to 1000 kn" Such

anomalies have been observed in maps produced by Bhattacharrya

and Morley (1965), Morley et al. (1967), McGrath and FIa1l (1969),

FIal1 and Dagley [1970), Ha11 (1971, 1973). Similar features

have been observed in data obtained at other altitudes (e.g.

Haines et al., 1977; Riddihough, 7972; Riddihough et a1., 1973;

Krutikhovskaya et aL, 1973).

A major question is to what extent are long wavelength

anomalies caused by deep-lying bodies, or to what extent by

shallower more gradational variations in magnetization. It
has been shown that in some areas, the long wavelength compo-

nents of the anomalies carurot be explained by the effects of

near-surface geological bodies (e.g. Ha11, 1968; Krutikhovskaya

et al., 1973). This mtst be examjned more closely in relation



to other areas. The problem of the separation of effects of

sources in different depth regions is one which is ever present.

The extent to which thís separation is possible must be con-

sidered in the light of prior lcrowledge of the region.

I,lcGrath and Hal1 (1969) and Ha1l (1971 , 1973) have produced

maps of filtered magnetic a¡romalies over parts of Ma¡ritoba

and Northwestern Ontario, within the Superior Provínce of the

Canadian Precambrian Shield. The present work extends th-is

coverage and considers the surface magnetizations in part of

the previously mapped region.

The problems to be considered are: (1) what is the nature

of the surface magnetizations; (2) to what extent do shallow

magnetizations contribute to the regional anomaly field; (3)

is it possible to obtain some indication of the reliability

of detecting an anomaly r^¡hich originates from a certain depth

range, under given conditions; (4) to what extent do the longer

wavelength anomalies correlate with major geological features.

7.2 Outline of Approach

The earth has been described as a noisy channel for infor*

rnation transfer (e.g. Sax, 1966). The information theory con-

cept of the capacity of a noisy channel is used to demonstrate

a way of estimating the likelihood of accurately detecting

anomalies under various conditions. A method of selecting



possible fllter bandwidths is also considered.

To obtain information on shallow magnetlzations, magnetic

property measurements are necessary on sanples taken from the

region. Details of the samplings and results are given in

Chapters 3 arñ 4,

Using the detailed magnetization properties from the

sampling areaz modelling of the magnetic anomaly field is

performed, using multiple application of discrete bodies, to

gain some indication of relations between shallow rnagnetic

urits and longer wavelength anomalies in the region sampled.

By considering the spectn.m of the anomaly field jn

several areas, together with filtered anonaly maps, a discussion

of the anomalies in relation to major geologic features is given.

1.3 Geology

The area of study lies almost whol1y within the Superior

Province of the Canadian Shield (e.g. Wilson, 1971), Fig. 1.1.

A sma1l area in the extreme south-east is within the limits of

the Southern Province as defined by Stockwell et al. (1970).

Wilson (1971) has shown that the western Superior province may

be subdivided into najor blocks of contrasting geologic styles and

metamorphic grades. The contrasti¡g styles consist of a volcanic-

sedjrnentary-grani-tic diapir type and a sedimentary gneiss-
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concordânt granitic intrusion type.

The Kenora block (Figure 1 of Wilson, 1971) underlies much

of the southern part of the present area of study, and is

characterized by volcanic and sedimentary belts intruded by

granitic diapirs. The volcanic-sedimentary rocks are regionally

metamorphosed mainly to the greenschist metamorphic facies.

Higher grade metamorphism and partia1- breakurp of the volcanic-

sedimentary belts by increased graniti-c intrusion occur towards

the east within the block. Metamorphisn also increases in a

zone along the northern edge of the block close to the Erglish

River Gneiss block.

The English River Gneiss block (Wilson and Brisbin, 1963;

Wilson, 1971) is composed alnost entirely of sedirnentary gneiss

and interlayered granitic rocks. Gneiss domes are promi-nent

in the southern part of the block. Regional metamorphism is

high grade, in the amphibolite or granulite metamorphic facies.

The presence of anatectic melting is inferred from compositions

of the granitic rocks (Dwibedi, 1966; McRitchie, 1971).

Partial mobilization has occurred in the gneiss dome areas.

In the west, the block widens and the metamorphic grade changes

from amphibolite to greenschist facíes in the centre of the

block. To the north and south, higher grade rnetamorphism

persists (McRitchie, 1971).



To the north, the Red Lake block (Wilson, I97I) is sim-

ilar to the Kenora block both in style and metamorphic grade.

The Berens River block (l{ilson, I97I; Ermanovics, I97L, 1972)

has been shourr to be similar to the Red Lake ald Kenora blocks,

but to have undergone a greater intensity of granitic intru-

sion and to have experienced a higher grade of metamorphism.

The God's Lake block (Wilson, 1971) further to the north

is complex in structure anci may represent several narrower

blocks. Volcaníc belts are present at metamorphic grades in-

termediate between those of the Berens River and Kenora blocks.

In addition, sedimentary-granitic gneiss occurs in two major

elongated belts.

In the south-east of the area of study, a large region

is covered by the Nipigon plate, which ís of Helikian age,

and consists of conglomerate, sandstone, shale, ffid dolomíte,

overlain by basalts with interbedded sedimentary rocks; these

rocks overlap the Archean rocks of the Superior Province

(Stockwell et al. 1970; Ontario Dept. of Mines, 1971). In the

extreme south-east, partly overlain by the Nipigon plate and other

younger rocks, is the Archean Quetico block (l{ilson, 1971)

which contaj¡rs aburdant sedinentary gneiss and migrnatites.

Throughout the whole area, there are numerous late car-

bonatite-alkalic intrusions and some late granitic intrusions



(sometirnes with associated mafic bodies). Prominent trends

pervade the whole region. North-eastetLy, north-westerly and

east-west trends are apparent i¡r the volcanic-sedimentary belts.

A system of late east-west faults accentuates this pattern.

A more detailed dicussion of some of the geological and

geochenical features of the urestern end of the English River

block is given in Chapter 3, which deals with the rnore local-

ized study of the rock magnetizations in this region.



CHAPTER 2

INTERPRETAT ION TECHNIQUES

2.I Introduction

In the interpretation of magnetic field data, there is the

ever present problem of arnbiguity. For a given magnetization,

there is always a unique predictable rnagnetic field, but the

reverse is not in general true; a given magnetic field may be

caused by arry one of an infinite nunber of different magneti-

zatíon distributions. General discussions of the ambiguity

of potential field interpretations have been given by Skeels

(L947), md by Roy (1962), who also discussed the problem of

arnbiguity in relation to other geophysical methods.

In presenting interpretations of magnetic fields, orle

is relying on additional information such as the magnetic pro-

perties of rocks, geologic information (both compositional and

structural), and geophysical infonnation from other methods.

In the more accessible near-surface, one may have quite a good

lmowledge of these features, but at greater depths, on the

scale of total crustal thiclaresses or greater, information is

much more scanty and indirect.

An attempt is made here to indicate in a semi-quantitative

manner to what extent reliance may be placed on an interpreta-

tion, in a particular magnetic environment. In recent years,

several departures have been made from the traditional space-



domain deterministic approach of curve-fítting to individual

anomalies. One of these, Fourier spectnnn analysis, will be

considered here, together with some basic ideas of infonna-

tion theory. lr4odel fitting is sti11 a very necessary part of

the interpretation, but is done in the frequency domain in

the present thesis and often in terms of rnany anomalies.

Traditional space-domain model-fitting to individual or

groræs of anomalies will be returned to later.

2.2 Information Theory and Probabllity

Sax (1966) has discussed the application of filter theory

and information theory to the interpretation of gravity mea-

surements. The development which follows is based in part on

that of Sax, but considers a magnetic analog to this gravity

case.

Seisrnic evidence (e.g. Hall, 1971), previous work in mag-

netic interpretations (e.g. Ivfundt, 1969) and geologic conside-

rations suggest that a horizontaLly layered model for at least

some areas of the earthts continental cnrst and upper mantle

may be useful fron the point of view of nagnetic anomaly inter-

pretation.

Consider a layered earth mode1, Fig. 2.L. A flat earth

model is adequate for thís purpose. Consider that the nagnetic
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signals from sources in 1.ayet B, say, as measured at th-e sur-

face, are of ínterest. The magnetometer R responds to the

totaL field at each of its sites, being the swrnation of

effects from sources in layers A, B, C, D, etc.

If B is the rtarget layer r, the part of the field due

to sources in B is the fsignalr, the rest is tnoiset. If
the layers A, C, D, etc., were non-rnagnetic (or turiforml-y

nagnetized, of infinite extent), the field would unambiguously

result from Tayer B, but if layers A, C, D, etc., also con-

tain nagnetic inhomogeneities, ambiguities are present. The

extent of anbiguity is dependent on the noise 1evels, i.e. on

the relative magnetization contrasts between the layers.

The message to be conveyed to the detector carries the

characteristics of the magnetization at points withi¡ the

Iayer. The encoding process which converts this information

into a transmissable form is potential theory, which deternines

the field in space received by the detector (in the analog with

conventional conrnurication theory, space becomes the equivalent

of time). The same message can be produced in an indefinite

nwùer of ways, i.e. the same field can be produced by the en-

coding of a multitude of different magnetization distributions

from different parts of the sub-surface. If the message ori-

girrates who1ly frorn the target layer, it ís considered lsignalt,

if frorn elsev¡here, it is 'noisel.



T2

In tratsnitting infornation over a conununication channel

there is a technical problem of devisirrg a set of syrnbols

suitable to the information and tb the rnedii¡r of the cha¡nel"

For the present purposes, consider the contours of the two-

dimensional rnap as the symbols; the channel here is the earth

structure, magnetometer and the processing leading to the fin-

a1 map.

Assr.me for the moment that the symbols are independent

of each other and are uncorrelated, (this is not strictly true

for magnetic anomalies, as discussed below). An arbitrary

succession of symbols is assuned capable of representing a

certain message. The total duration T (in space) of a message

is the sun of individual durations of the symbols contained in

the message (i.e. the contour spacings). Consider all possible

distinct messages having a total duration T, corresponding to

all the possible conrbinations of the symbols, with no restric-

tion, no correlation irr the use of the different symbols (see

below). Let the nunber of such distinct messages be N(T). All

of the N messages of total duration T are considered as equally

probable a priori.

In selecting one of the messages, information I is ob-

taiaed,

I=k1nN,

idrere k is constant (Brillouin 1956).



I3

The rate of transmission of information in the channel

is I/T; this varies with T but approaches a limit as T be-

comes larger. The capacity of the charrrel is defined as

C=k1im
f-ro

1n N(T)

(Brillouin 1956).

In the case of magnetic anomalies, there exist certain

correlations and restrictions on the sequences of contours

that are permissible. As a result, redundancies are present

in the information and the cha¡nel capacity is reduced; in

addition, the message length is not infinite, ffid the contours

are not equally 1ike1y. The above definition then gives an

upper lirnit.

Thus far the cha¡nel is noiseless. However, in the pre-

sence of noise, a given turperturbed signal may be displaced,

and the noise may constitute a message identical with the tsig-

nalr message.

The channel capacity tn the presence of noise has been

given by the Hartly-Tuller-Sharnon formula (e"g. Brillouin

1es6) .

C < k Av 1n (1 + P/Pn) bits/tnit distance tl)

where C is the charrnel capacity, k constant, Âu the bandwidth



I4

of the chanriel, P the average signal power and P' the average

noise power; the equality holds for white noise. If the

quantities on the right hand side of equation (1) can be estimated,

an upper liniit for C may be determined.

Shannon (1963) showed that, for a noisy channel, the

maximum rate of transmission for an arbitrary smal1 frequency

of errors is given by equation (1). If information is trans-

mitted at rates greater than this, a definite positive frequency

of errors occurs. Sax (1966) defined a resolving por^/er L/ Ls,

to provide an estimate of the spatial density of contours which

can resolve signals with ninimun error.

The number of bits of information per symbol, assuning

that contours (symbols) have equal a priori probability i-s

B = logz tffl bits/contour

where AI is the contour interval, and Imax and Iniin are

highest and lowest contours, respectively, ín the map.

The resolving power is obtained from

, ,Imax - Imín.roe (-ìl:)
rmit distance/contour (3)

1og (1 + P/Pn)

(2)

the

^s 
= l' 1-L_AV
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If the distance AA represents the mean distance observed

between contours i¡ an area of the map, one may consider that

the nurLber of false changes is proportional to I/AA, and the

number of true messages is proportional to 1/AS.

Thus, using an information cha¡nel approach, one may

make estimates of probabilities of seeing true, uncontaminated

anomalies frorn given depth ranges, asstuning that there are

anonaly sources there. This is not the same as a determination

of the probability that a given anomaly originates from a

certain layer, in the sense that even if the anomaly has been

contaminated with noise, it rnay basically originate from that

layer. I\hat is implied, hou'ever, is that in many situations

caution must be applied in the interpretation of anomalies

attributed to certain 1eve1s in the sub-surface. An estimate

of reliability, or rconfidence parameterr nLight be corsidered

along with an interpretation.

A mathematical description is necessaty for the nodel

referred to above, ffid this is developed in Section 2.3.

Exanples of possible crustal rnagnetic situations are modelled

in Section 2.4.

2.3 Theory of Model

Several versions of layered models il the frequency domain

have been presented (e.g. Spector and Grant 7970, Naídu 19ó8, 1970),
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Figure 2.2 Coordinate axes for: models.
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but have been applied mainly to near surface nagnetizations.

The development which follows differs fron those of Naidu in

that rnagnetizations do not vary in the vertical direction,

within a layer of finite thiclaress. In this respect, the model

is analogous to that developed for the gravity case by Sax

(1966); it also has some affinity to the model of Spector and

Grant. The restriction of constant magnetization with depth

within a Layer nay not be unreasonable geologically, in nnny

areas.

Consider an element of magnetized material of voh¡ne

dodgdy at position (o,rßry,) relative to coordinate axes,

as shown ìn Fig. 2.2(A). Let the polarization vector be char-

acterized by the direction cosines LrMrN, and its magnitude

bv r.

The nagnetic potential dV at a point P(x,yrz), distant r

from the element is given by

dV= I dodßdy (1)

where

kc*r

k =Lh.Mfu.Nh

1S

The magnetic field at this point P in the direction [,m,n)
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dodgdy

where

and

12 = (o - x)2 + (ß - y)t * (V - z)2

Consider I to be a furiction only of (o,ß) within a Iayer

of finite thiclcress, i.e. r(o,ß). This suggests a system of

variable sized, variable magnetization blocks r^¡ithin the layers,

not unreasonable geo1ogica11y. A further assumption that will
be made is that the direction of magnetization can be considered

constant throughout the 7ayer. The Tayer will be considered

infinite in extent, md between depths L1 atrd L2 below the

plane of measurement (z = 0).

The total potential at the point P(x,y,0) due to the

Consider the Fourier pair: (witJi urv the component

frequencies in xry directions, respectively)

¡2
-oñk=l-

dsd L [+]

fo=ifo.o'b.'.L

Layer is given Orri 

i,v(x,y,o)=ll .| r(o¿,ß)k [+] dadßdy
.__ 

Lr

t4)
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I (o., ß)

I (u,v)

Substituting

_1
412

î(,r,v) "i(t'o 
+ vß) du d.v_1

4r' ll
(sa)

(sb)
JJ

I (s, ß) "-i 
(uct * vß) d., dß

î (u,,r)

î (u,,0)

(4) ,

J "t(* 
+ vß) 

dydudvdadß
)

"i(* 
+ vß) dgdßdydudv

] "i 
f"C"-x)+v(ß-y) )¿o¿ß¿y.

. "í 
(* * w) d..d.,

v(xryr 0)

eq

Lz

I
Lr

for I(o,ß) in

iTfii*,
Lz

I
Lr

L2

j
L1

II

ii

f

uation

a lr
-t-âs Ir

a f 1

-t-âs Ir

a lr
âsl.r

_1
hr2

_1
4r-2

LetX=o,

Then,

xrY=9-yrZ=y-zrandk= (u2 + v2¡%

v(x,y, 0) = # I] 
îc",")Ï' 

[,r* 
+ Miv)ll * "'(ux+vy)dxdy 

+
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. 
JJ 

Nh tll
oo Lr

iJi'''l_co Lz

the Fourie

co

' ll

^r' ll

lt

"i 
(ltX + vY) dtdy dy. "i(to 

* w)drrd,,

- (Liu + Miv + Nk) .!; (v-t)k¿y."i(itx*vr)¿rr¿,,_1
4t¡2

_1
412

in free space.

Consider

V(u,v) =

r pair:

V(x,y) e-i(tx * 'ry) dx dy

z=0

f î¡u,,r¡. (Liu + Miv * Nk) tr+] . ["-r't-"-t'u] ."i(**'v)d.rd',,

(6)

using the integral transforms given by Erdelyi (1954), in equations

(7), p. 11, and equation (44), p. 5ó, and noting that V2V = 0

v(x,y) = û¡.r,v¡ "i(to 
* vY) du dv (7a)

(7b)
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Comparing equations [6) and (7a), for z = 0,

The magnetic field is given by

F(x,y) = ð V(x,y)
at

and its Fourier transform by

^F(u,v) = -(1iu + miv + nk).V(urv)

Ê¡..r,v¡ = zn î(u,v). (Liu + Miv + Nk). (1iu + miv + nÐ. [.-t''k-"-L'kl t t'2' ¡uL;.Lv " J / 
K

Thus,

(8)

and for the energy spectrr.un,
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(Iu+mv)z+n't'1.
)

P (u,vJ = F (u,v) . Ê* ¡r.r,v¡

= 4r2 Q(u,v).i,* * Mv)' * *'u'1.t)
Lzk

e
k_

1-2
-t\

roì
= S(u,v).Q(u,v)

where

 A

Q(u,v) = I (u,v) .I* (u,v)

The total spectral energy content observed at the surface

z = 0 is obtained by linear sununation of the energies from all
the layers, assuniing that the anomalies in the layers are

statistically independent, md that cross-pohrer terns are

negligible.

Some assunptions regarding the spectra of magnetiza-

tion variations in the layers must be made. Various forms

have been proposed (Mundt 1969, Naidu 19ó8, Spector and

Grant 1970).

Initially, one might consider the situation of a constant

mean square magnettzation contrast for all frequencies. However

trends which are apparent in the field spectrum may be related

to magnetizatLon trends in the various layers. The leve1 of

magnetization contrast may differ in different directions within
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a Layer,

Another simple form for the nagnetization spectrurn ì-s

lîl = A2exp(-n2k) , k = l(u, *ur)',|

A is a measure of the magnetization intensity contrasts

in the Tayer, and B is a measure of the spatial frequency

distribution of the contrasts. B may be directional; however,

urless independent information is available, assurrptj-ons must

be made regarding the parameter B. Furthermore, the e>iponential

factor is indistinguishable from the exponential factors

in the earth structure terms. Thus, there is a certain

latitude in the depth estimates, depending upon the nature of

the magnetization spectrum used. For the surface layers,

samplirrg of rocks may give an indication of spectral

variations.

There is another form of model which may be more applica-

b1e to studies of large scale magnetic anomaly fields. In

the above models, no explicit consideration has been given to

the physical dimensions of the anomaly sources within a Iayer;

merely attempts to describe the magnetization spectrwr in simple

mathematical forn. It may be more useful to consider source

sizes. In the layered model previor-rsly described, it is

convenient to consider the sources as rectangular blocks of
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various lateral djmensions, but constrained to have the depth

extent of the Layer. A simple rectangular distribution of

Iateral block sizes will be considered (cf. Spector and Grant

1970), (other distributions are possible, but more complex).

It is now possible to consider the spectral contribution

of such sources. The Fourier transform of a single areal

region of constant magnetízation is of the form

where a, b are the half-lengths and u, v the frequencies in

the x, y directions, respectively; A is an amplitude constant.

This transform, when squared and riultiplied by the

structure term for the layer (from equation 9) gives the

field spectrum of the finite block of magnetization, for

block axes coi¡cident with x, y, z, axes.

Therefore, if. a nr.¡nber of blocks of varying lateral

dimensions are present, the areal nagnettzation spectrr-.un

will be of the form, for many blocks

2 sin(bv)

tt2 f. zrirr(u,r) 2sin(bv)

t

tã ,b

I 
nr" 

I 
inax

l" . lb
m1n m1n

^ 2 sin(au)
¡t. 

-

u

In addition, if the blocks are randomly oriented with
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respect to the x, y axes,

k.cos0 and k.sinO, lr'here

k2=u2*v2

and averaging is also done over 0,

Perfonning the averaging over

gives the expression, for constant

ít is useful to e:press u and v as

0=tan'v/u

0 to ri. radians.

lateral dimensions

from

the

A,

k2cos2o

I amax

2a - sin(2ak.cos0) 
|

k.coso - |

)

b

amin

;l'

(10)
(a' max

al
mtlL'

k2sin2o

h -b I' max mrfl'

This is then averaged over 0. This is done most readily by

numerical methods; series expansions of the terms sin(Zakcos0)

and sin(Zbksin0) are necessary for smal1 values of a, b, and k.

These e4pressions are very significant, especially at

lower frequencies, if the sizes of blocks depart from the il-
finitesímaI. In fact, the simplest assr-mption of a flat mag-

netization spectrun is the case of zero l,ateral dimensions.

As exaniples, plots of the expression (10) , averaged over

0 also, are given in Fig. 2.3, for the special case rvhere
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a*^-- = b_^--, and a*r- = b*._ = 0, for several values of a*^-,.max max' m1n m1n -- -max-

It is seen that for dimension limits less than about 1 lcn,

the spectrum approaches zero slope for frequencies less than

about 0.15 cycles/lsn. It is in this range of frequencies that

one is mainly interested, in large scale studies. However,

as the block sizes increase, the slope of the curves increases

rapidly at lower frequencies, with a relative increase in

amplitude, ffid the general amplitude of the whole curve increases.

(These curves are similar to those given by Spector and Grant

(1970), but differ by a factor containing the dimensions as a

result of a different definition of parameters.) Therefore,

when multiplied by the structure terms (equation 9), the effect

of block size is very significant in shaping the anomaly

field spectrun.

In other situations, block axes inay be aligned, and it is

useful then to consider the spectrum perpendicular to the strike

direction, say in the x, u direction, for v = 0. In this case,

expression (10) reduces to

+ b2. ì'-j.L
3

1

k2

\aI max
2a - sin(Zak) |

-l

kt
)^

b2 +þ bmax max m]-n

a
m1n (11)

(a -a- )t nax m1n'
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There are many other rnathematical forms which might be

used in this context. One other relatively simple one is

the triangle pulse. This coï'responds, physically, to a gtad'

ual1y increasing nagnetization to a peak value over a certain

distance, followed by a similar decrease beyond the peak. One

rnight associate this with say, a gradational variation in mag-

netite content as a result of changing nretamorphic grades in

the rocks. In two-dimensions, consider a triangle form (of

seni-dimension a) in, say, the x-direction, and a rectangular

form (of semi-dimension b) in the y-direction. The spectral

form for this is (Papoulis 1962)

A . 4 sinz(au/Z) 2 sin(bv)
an)2 v

and again one could consider averaging over lateral dímensions,

and 0, if necessary.

More complicated variations, in attempts to nrodel changes

in magnetizatíon more closely, will in general result in very

involved spectra, often not readily calculable. FurLhermore,

it may be that no real gain in infonnation would be achieved.

Another sìmplifying assunption rnight be made in nrany cases.

If, on the statistical sca1e, the effective directions of mag-

netization may be considered to be the same as, or close to,
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that of the ambient fie1d,.then a lreduction to the polet may

be rnade (Baranov Lg57, Baranov and Naudy 1964, Spector and

Grant 1970). In terms of equation (9), the transformation

may be nade in the frequency domain by changing the direction

cosine terms. The expression for Ê(u,v) in equation [9) is di-

vided by

( Lcos0 + Msin0)' . *' l l ( 1cos0 + msino) 2 + n2

It
where

0 - tan-I (v/u)

If the parameters for the layers are lcrou'n or estimated

from some other ildependent information, such as seisnic data

along with geologic interpretations and rock magnetíc data,

then these may be used to determine the contributions due to

the different layers to the spectrr..rn. The energies due to

the layers other than the ttarget Tayer' are sr¡nned to give

the 'noise', and the ratio of this noise to the energy of the

target Layer gives the sígnal to noise ratios over the fre-

quency range of interest.

It is possible to consider the sane types of models in

relation to spectra of real data, to obtain some estinates

of possible structures and magnetizations. However, ce¡tain

assumptions regarding the nature of the magnetization spectra
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are again inevitable; some of these may be suggested by the

form of the actual anomaly field.

To demonstrate the ways in which the several terms affect

the shape of the theoretical spectrum, a series of standard

curves is given. In Fig. 2.4, structure factors S(urv) for

layers of several depths and thiclcresses are shown. This

structure factor is the riglrt hand side of equation (9),

'reduced to the pole' and excluding the factor Q(u,v). If the

magnetization spectrum Q(u,v) is flat, these curves also repre-

sent the shape of the total anomaly field spectrum. These

curves were calculated with an implicit amplitude factor of
A

10-, r.r'hich is to be considered if estimates of relative 1eve1s

are needed in conrparing spectra.

In Fig. 2.5, curves are given for magnetized blocks all
aligned and viewed across-strike (v = 0), for bru* = 100 kn.

and b*,- = 0. By reference to equation (11), different valuesmln

for these parameters simply involve recalculation of a constant

multiplicative factor. Effects of varying amin for constant

a are shoum.
max

tion

b
m1n

In Fig. 2.6, cuntes are shown for rtriangulart magnetiza-

variations, all aligned, for v = 0, and br* = 100 lsn.,

- 0.

The curves are plotted in logarithmic forn, and since
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the factors are nultiplied in the equation [9), nodel spectra

niay be readily constructed by adding the values obtained from

the curves in Fig. 2"4 to those taken from Figs, 2,3, 2,5, or

?.6, as appropriate, together with an amplitude factor.

ûnly a selection of curves is shown here. Curves for

other parameter values have been, md may be, readily obtained

from the basic formulas. A point to be noted is that the fore-

going has assr¡ned a sufficiently large nt¡nber of individual

bodies for the averaging to be va1id. In some instances, this

may imply a very large area of study. In attempting to jnter-

pret measured spectra, this may not be realizable, and the form

of the models rnay require that the simple averaging be replaced

by another process, such as straightforward sr¡runation of dis-

crete body contributions - this, however, brings one back to

individual interpretations. Experimentation with the formulas

has indicated that, in most cases, a small statistical popu-

lation does not drastically affect the curues shottn, for semi-

dimension 'a' less than about 50 kn. in the frequency range

of interest here.

2.4 Models

As an example, consider the situation of a two=layer

crust, with structure on the interface between the layers.

For a sinple model, assume that the structures are LateraLly
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equidimensional, vertical-sided, a¡d all of the same depth

extent. In this way, a three-layer magnetic model, of the

tlpe discussed in section 2.3, may be considered, if a

magnetic contrast exists between the crustal layers.

Suppose that both upper and lower layers are magnetLzed,

and further that in the main body of each 1ayer, only smal1

(seni-di:nension less than 1lqn.) magnetization blocks are

present, ffid that they are randornly distributed, i.e. a near

flat spectrwr of magnetization exists.

In the 'interfacer 1ayer, the blocks of magnetizatLon

will alternate betlveen the mean magnetization of the upper

Iayer and that of the lower layer, but consider that the

structures are much larger, say of the order of. 20 to 30 lcn.

serni-dinension. Sr-iperimposed on this one should also consider

the smaller scale variations within the major structural

blocks, appropriate to the r-rpper or lower layers.

The problem now is the choice of magnetization levels.

It has been proposed (e.g. FIa1l 1973) that the deeper crust

rnay be more highly nagnetic than the upper crust. Consider

a model with mean upper layer nøgnetization 1000 units, md

for the lower layer 5000 units. The block magnetizations lvill
be taken to be of the same order as the mean levels.

There is also the question of how many blocks in each
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layer, This must be considered in order to conpare the Layer

spectra. The average nimber per unit area is sufficient for

this estimate. To al1ow for random lateral distribution, one

might assume a mean separation of 10 times the. mean block semi-

dimension in a layer. Thus, for upper and lower layers, the

mean serni-dimensíon is 0.5 la,n. and the mean separation 5lon.

The number per rnit area may be taken as 0.04/1rrTt2. For the

lúddle layer, with larger structural blocks of mean semi-dirnen-

sion 25 lcn., the mean separation is taken as 250 lcn., and the

nurnber per unit area is 1.6 x ro-S/tmz.

The nunber per trrit area is nultiplied by the square of

the block magnetization and by the total area of concern to

give the amplitude factor in the spectri.un. For the upper

layer, the factor is 0.04 x 106 = 4 x 104 tinits'/t*'; for the

lower layer, 106 i-nits'/^'; and for the middle layer,256

,nitsz ¡l<nz .

There are indications (Chapter 4, fol,lowing; Puranen et

aI. 1968) that the standard deviation of nragnetization is of

the order of the mearr, for surface layers, but the model dis-

tribution above would result in lolter standard deviations (low-

er relative dispersions) for upper and lower model layers, i.e.

the layers are more homogeneous magnetically" This migþt be

so for lower layers, but in any case, the ru-¡nrber of, or inten-

sities of magnetizatíon of, blocks in a layer may be greater

than those considered above.
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Consíder relief on the crustal interface of the order

of 4 iqn., fron 18 to 22 (c,n., with the base of magnetization

at 35 kn. The spectral contributions of the individual block

units, with others yet to be discussed, are shown in Fig. 2.7 
"

The total nrodel spectra are given in Fig. 2.8. The signal-

to-noise ratios for the several units are shown in Fig. 2"9.

A similar nndel, but with a different form of block

structure in the niddle layer, is also worthy of note. Consider

a series of long blocks of order 160 to 200 lcn. length and

30 to 40 lcrr. width, all aligned in the strike (lengthwise)

direction; consider tJrat they may be fairly closely spaced

along strike, but may be separated by the order of 250 lan.

between centres, across strike" 0n average, assume 1 block

in an area 250 lsn. x 250 lqn., Ðd the nt¡nber per writ area

becomes 1.6 x Io-5 /Anz .

For these simple models, the signal-to-noise ratios show

that to isolate the anomalies caused by the structures on the

interface between ræper and lower crust, the application of

a filter of short wavelength cut-off of about 40 iffi. will pro-

vide good separation fron shallower effects. The power con-

tribution of other deep sources is very snal1 in comparison.

Using the ideas of sectíon 2.2, an estimate of the resol-

v1ng power of the filtered map for such anomalies nay be
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obtained, with an estimate of the probability, or rconfidence

parameterr, for accurate, uncontaninated detection. The mean

signal-to-noise ratio in the appropriate filter bandwidth is

obtained; this, with the filter bandwidth, mp contour intenral,

and map contour range will give the resolving power, AS. The

mean actual contour spacing is estimated from the map, AA.

The probability is obtained from

P=
1 + 

^S/^A

For example, lrhen filtered at 38 lqn. cut-off wavelength,

for a contour interval of 200 gaüaras (nanotesla), contour

range of 800 gaÍïnas and assuming a typical contour spacing

of 10 lcn., the 'confidence parameter', or probability, for

Model 1 is 0.39, and for Model 2 is 0.51. In these cases,

the estimated resolving power is approached; detailed compari-

sons are not possible, in view of the underlying asslilptions,

but a high reliability is indicated here.

This is not always the case, however; a simply structured

upper layer is unlikely. A large variety of models might be

considered in this context, but two additional ensembles will
be given as examples.

Model 3 reconsiders the Model 1 situation, but with an

additional ensenble of blocks, of semi-dimensions 5 to 10 1cn.,
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say, at depth 6 to 1ó lon.; suppose the same relative spacing

as before, I block in 75 lsn. x 75 lsn. or 1.78 x 10-4 /k^2"

Consider that these blocks have magnetlzatLons of 2000 ulits,
the amplitude factor being 7720 Fig. 2.7.

Model 4 reconsiders Model 2, with near-surface shallow

large scale structures withi¡ which the rnagnetization increases

linearly to a peak and then decreases again, in the cross-

strike direction; the seni-dimensions range from 30 to 50 lcn.

cross-strike and 80 to 120 lffi. along strike. All the blocks

are aligned along the major trend direction. Assume 1 block

in 250 lcn., and an amplitude factor of 16, for a peak

magnetization of 1000 urits, Fig.2.7.

The chances of accurately detecting anomalies due to the

structures on the original crustal interface are now much

reduced; for the same specifications as before, the 'confidence

parametersf are now, for lvlodel 3 - 0.I2, and for Model 4 - 0.13.

Flowever, for Model 3 especially, the 38 lan. filter cut-off is

not optimuin. For a cut-off at, sayr 52 lcn., there is slightly

better enhancement of the required anornaly group, but sti1l

a decrease in 'confidence parametert to 0.10, owing to the

loss of higher frequency content; i.e. a further loss of infor-

mation from the map. There is still a major contribution fron

the unwanted sources. To filter further to, say, 100 lan. cut-
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off, will remove ttre effects of these sources, but as seen

froni Fig. 2"7, wlII seriously affect the required anomaly

fonn by removing major components fron the wanted anomalies.

For Model 4, further filtering will not improve the situation.

These examples, though of course artificial and somewhat

arbítrary, sen/e to indicate the relative contributions to

the total spectrtm of different groups of magnetized blocks.

Geologic structures similar to these forms are not uncormon,

at least at tJ:e surface and, by ilference and by geophysical

interpretations of various kinds, probably at depth.

The examples also show how possible filter bandwidths

for attenrptiag to enhance particular groups of anomalies might

be obtained, and from these, estimates of the 'confidence

parameterst that obsewed anomalies are true manifestations

of the effects of sources in a particular group.

It is evident that when there is considerable rnagnetic

structure in the ræper layers, the chances of observing a true

arromaly from a deeper region become small. Therefore, in any

interpretation, it is of the utmost importance that the possible

contributions of surface a¡d near-surface magnetization dis-

tributions be accoimted for, before interpretations in terms

of deep distributions may be taken too far.
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2"5 Mrodel-fittiag using Multiple Right Rectangular Prisms

It4any sintple geometric forms have been used to model

magnetic anomaly fields; some of these, €.9. the vertical or

inclined two-djrnensional s1ab, have been particularly success-

ful, especially jn near-surface exploration work. lt{ore compli-

cated shapes are often difficult to model exactly. Talwa¡i

(1965) has produced a method for three-dimensional arbitrary

shapes involvirrg the stacking of polygonal laminas. A simple

geonetric fonn which is readily applicable to multiple close-

spaced stacking in order to model anomalies, md also to al1ow

for variations of rnagnetization, is the finite-depth vertical-

sided rectangular prism. Bhattacharyya (L964) gave the expression

for the total field anomaly at a general point above such a

prism. Sharma (1966) has also produced formulas for the

prism, giving vertical and horizontal anomaly fields. Sharma

applied his method to the computation of anomalies caused by

bodies of arbitrary shape, ffid to the discussion of demagneti-

zation effects.

In the present rrrork, Bhattacharwa' s expression has been

programred for the computer, so that the total anomaly field

caused by a nurber of prisms, of differing sizes and polari-

zations, frãy be calculated, Bhattacharrya' s expression is

anaLytical, and similar in form to that of Sharma. Remanence
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effects are included in both cases.

The expression for the total field

nite depth vertical-sided prisnr is given

from Bhattacharyya (1964),

anomaly for an infi-

by equation (10)

'i*.1]
0u

o1

dr

ßr

râ

The direction cosines

M, N and for the direction
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for the polarization

of the earthts total

cx,

ß
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X

v
n2
Þ1 +h2
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the volune element do.dgdy in the prism (Fig.

are the coordinates of the measurenent point.
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vector are L,

field, 1, il,
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The inclination and declination of the earthts field are

and Do, respectively, and for the polarizationyector, I

D, respectively.

o,tz = Lm + I\[l , ole = Lrt a N1 , ozz = ItÌ + lür .

To obtain the fíeld for a prisur of finite vertical ex-

tent, the fields due to two bodies of infinite vertical extent,

with depths equal to the top and bottom, respectively, of the

finite prism are calculated. The latter field is subtracted

from the former to give the resultant field of the finite
prisn.

Details of the computer program BLOCK are given ín Appen-

dix 3. It is designed for the computation of the resultant

total field anomaly caused by arr¡ nunber of right prisms, with

arbitrary dinensions, directions and intensities of magnetiza-

tion.

The direction of the x-axis ís chosen perpendicular to

the predoninant strike direction of the anomaly field. The

declinations of the geomagnetic field and prisn polarizations

are measured relative to the x-axis. The facility in the pro.

grarn r,irereby a previor-rsly computed field may be modified is

usefu1 in modelling a complex anomaly pattern; a simple prism

configuration may be used initially, with refinements added

Io

and
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subsequently. In nany cases, th-e nain features of an anomaly

fj-eld are represented by a few large prisms, vürereas in order

to model the snaller scale detaíl, numerous smaller blocks

may be needed. Herein lies a possib4e disadvantage in the

use of right prisms; if the depths of the prisrns are small,

unwanted residuals may occur at the edges of the prisns.

However, with careful choice of prism dimensions, these ef-

fects may usually be made ínsignificant" In nrodifying an

anonaly field, i¡r order to subtract an unwanted prism, the

prisn is given a poLarization of opposite sign to that prev=

iously carried. It is inportant, where prisms overlap, to

ensure that the correct poLarization is obtai¡ed in the over-

lap (a sunrnation effect will occur).

This type of modelling is very useful in attempting to

explain anomalies caused by deep-seated bodies (Hall , 1973),

where residuals at block boundaries become less evident. It

is also valuable in modelling anonaly fields in terms of larown

surface magnetizations (see Chapter 5).

As indicated by Sharma (1966), demagnetization effects

may become significarft at high nagnetization intensities; also

interactions between the secondary fields of blocks and the

geomagnetic field may have a sígnificant effect on the anom-

alies generated,. However, in the application to large.scale

crustal anomaly rnodelling, these are not 1ike1y to be impor-
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tant factors.

2"6 A Least Squares Approach to Finite Prisms

In appropriate circumstances, space-domain nrodel-fitting

of magnetic anomalies by the least squares techniques has some

advantages over other interpretation methods; many data values

are used to obtain the solution and the solution rnay take into

accormt lcrolr'n geological or geophysical constraints. The least-

squares method which has been used here in modelling right rec-

tangular finite prisms to total field anomalies is due to

It4arquardt (19ó3) , described in its application to two-dirnensional

structures by Johnson (1969) and McGrath and Hood (1970).

McGrath and Hood (1973) have used a combination of Marquardt

and Powell algorithms in a different approach to the problem.

Consider that the total magnetic anornaly î(t,j,) is

measured at a constant leveJ. af. Z and at the points (x,y)

denoted by (x(i) , y(j), i = 1, 2.....rn; j = 1,2.....n).

The condition of least squares requires that

T(i,i ) -S(Er,Ez'-..Er)
mn

_FF_LL

i=l j=1
T(Er, Ez, - -.Eo,x(i),Y(j))l (13)

be a minimum. T is the theoretical computed field and the
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synibol ãO denotes a general paraneter of T.

The expression for T (equation 12 ) is nonlinear with

respect to the body paraineters. T is etçanded in a first
order Taylor series about initial values of the ã parameters

to obtain an approximation of equation (13). The approximate

stmr of squares is rni.nimi zeð. for the changes of tJre parameter

values; the E values are corrected and the process is iterated

with the hope of minimizing S. The least square values of the

clmnges AEq ut" given, following Johrson (1969), by the p 1in-

ear equations,

ðr(E,x(i),yfiil f nt¡g,x(i),yûil I

-usn 

J t- 'r, j 
I

.(1 *
c-r (r)

6k1À) AEriåJ,[ll

T T llur,r,*,,,,r,,r1 i,
i=1j=11 | ,r=l-_-' I 

tc¿(r1 ',x(i) ',vu)) -

'., 
'E=6 ¡r;

t,r,rr)]

(14)

where k = Ir2r... o ..p

1 if k = 1;and ôU, =

È

'(r) .

otherwise ôt,

The value of parameter E at the r
=0

iteration is denoted by
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It is seen from equations (14) that the first derivatives

of the expression for T wi-th respect to all the variables are

required. The analytical determination of the derivatives of

(L2) is tedíous but quite straightforward, and rnany of the

terms jnvolved are very similar to one another. Particular

terms are often used in several different derivatives. As a

result of this, the programming of the method could be

s funplified considerably,

The form of equation (12) as used in this section is

modified slightly from that descríbed in the previous section.

In order to permit the direction of the x-axis to vary in

relation to the sides of the prism, x and y are replaced with

the forns

x' = (y - Io) sin0o + (x - xo) cos06

y, = (y - Io) cos0o - (x - xo) sinOs

where xo r yo are the coordinates of the centre of the top of

the block relative to the fixed x, y axes, md x', Y' are

coordi¡rates of points relative to axes para11el to the prism

sides. 0o is the angle between the x-axis and the x'axis

(Fie. 2.2).

Also,

01 = -0u ,Þ1--Þu
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The subtraction involved to produce a finite depth extent

is also incorporated into the derivative calculation. The

parameters irdrich are incorporated into this part of the solu-

tion are the following: length, width; depth to top, depth

to bottom; x-coordinate of centre, y-coordjnate of centre,

angle betrveen x-axis and xt-axis; declination and ilclination

of polarization, intensity of polarization.

One of the problens encountered in model fitting is the

correct choice of base level. Tn the present method, this

choice is made separately from the solution for the other

paraneters. The kernel of the computer program is the itera-

tive solution for the ten prism parameters. This kernel is

itself incorporated into an iterative scheme r;sing a selection

of base 1eve1. values. The best fit choice is taken fron the

series of sets of parameter values obtained for the various

base leveIs. A facility for constraining parameters with-in

certain ranges is also available.

The anornaly field is fed to the program, along ivith

initial guesses of paraneter values and a sequence of control

codes to define udrich parameter values, if any, are to remain

tnrchanged in the solution. The lowest, incrementaL, and highest

base levels to be tried are also given.

Many of the terms required in the calculation of the
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derivatives are independent of x and y; these are computed first.
Following this, further terns, the fu11 derivatives and then

the total field are obtained" The normal equations are set up,

and a solution obtained. Any suitable subroutine may be used

for this solution. The parameters are modified according to

the solutions of the normal equations, and a check on the surn

of squares of differences is made. If this has decreased, À

(equation t4) is reduced and the process repeated. If the

sum of squares has not decreased, À is increased and the process

repeated using the previous set of parameters, until a decrease

in the sum occurs or the iteration li¡nit is exceeded.

hhen all variable parameters have ceased changing signi-

ficantly, a procedure is available to restart the iterative

process, which normally moves to an improved convergence.

A good choice of initial parameters is sometimes important

but in many cases, some of the parameters, such as the coordi-

nates of the prism centre and angle to the x-axis may be suggested

by the anomaly field. Good choice of base leve1 incrernents is

often very important, but usually a repeat run centred arornd

a previous 'best fitr base level will produce a satisfactory

result.

A choice of an acceptable rLilimtu'n value of the sum of squares

of errors should be nade. Ithen this limit, or the iteration limit,
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is reached, execution will stop.

The facility whereby parameters may be constrained within

limits is often useful as an interpretation technique. Inde-

pendent information, geological or geophysical t may be available,

rr'hich enables restrictions to be placed on one or more of the

parameters.

The method is most reliable when the anomaly to be i¡rter-

preted is isolated, as applies in all interpretation nethods.

However, provided that anonalies do not overlap to a great ex-

tent, it is successful. Careful choice of the extent of the

grid of data values is sometimes very important.

The nost critical inter-parameter relationship appears

between the base-1eve1, depth to botton, md intensity of

polarization. It was for this ïeason that the base-1eve1

iteration was kept separate from the rest. The hunan jnter-

preter is very important in the selection of optimun values

of these parameters.

Details of the use of the computer program PRISi{ are

given in Appendix 3.
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CI.IAPTER 3

ROCK MAG{ETISÀ4 - INTRODUCTIOT]

3.1 Rock lvlagnetism and Anonialy Interpretation

A lmowledge of the magnetízatîon characteristics of rocks

is essential to the neaningful interpretation of magnetic anomaly

fields measured above, or below, the earthrs surface. The nore that

is knor^¿n about the rock magnetizations in a locarity, the more

valuable may be anomaly interpretations. As discussed in the

previous chapter, interpretation of magnetic fíe1d data is inher-

ently arnbiguous and any information from other sources helps to

reduce the uncertainties. A lsrowledge of the spatial variations

of rnagnetizations, of the relative contributions of induced and.

remanent magnetizations to anomaly fields, of t-jre directions of

resultant polarizations, is of great value in using some of the

recent semi-statistical interpretation nethods, illd a1so, of course,

in any interpretation method.

Several studies of the distributions of and varia-tions in the

magaetizations of rocks and their relations with magnetic anonaly

systens have been nade. Puranen et al. (196s) studied the induced,

and some remanent, magnetizations of a large number of sanples from

Precarnbrian rocks in the virrat area of Finland. Kornik (1968) has

conducted a surv,ey of induced and rernanent nagnetizations of samples

from sites scattered over a large area of Precambrian rocks ir nor-

thern Ma¡ritoba and saskatchewan. Hall (1968) made an extensive sur-

vey of rock magnetism in the Kenora areae northwestern o¡:tario, and
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showed some correlations between regional magnetic anomalies,

surface magnetizations, æd deeper magnetizations. Lidiak (rg7s)

has studied the relations between magnetic anonalies and rock

types jn selected basenent areas of the United States.

In attempting to assess the significance of surface rock

magnetizations to the production of magnetic a¡omalies over a

large region, several types of measurement should be made on a

representative series of rock samples from the region.

To detennine the effect of induced nagnetization, nagnetic

susceptibility measurements are needed. To determine the effects

of remanent magnetization, a more complex series of measurements

is necessary. The magnitudes and directions of the remanences of

the samples are needed, and in addition, a lcrowledge of the stabi-

lities of these rern¿utences must be obtajned by a series of tests

involving progressive demagnetization of the remanences.

A rock unit cannot contribute significantly to an anomaly

field if its magnetic mjnerals are above their Curie temperatures.

Accordilgly, this parameter should be determined. The compari-son

of the measured Curie tenrperatures with estimates of temperatures

in the earth's crust and upper mantle is useful.

To further define the significance of magnetizations and the

relations of magnetic minerals with other minerals of the rocks,

microscope studies are also very useful.
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3,2 Location and Details of Field 't{ork

In order that the study of the rock magnetizations in Southeastern

It{anitoba could be made, a program of rock samplirrg has been carried

out. Sanples were obtained fron 279 sites along roads and trails,
as indicated on the nap ir Fig. 3.2, (Fig. 3.1 is an index map).

The work was carried out during parts of three field seasons , L970,

r97L, L972.

The spacing between sites averaged about 0.8 kilometre, being

governed in many areas by occurrences of rock outcrop. In areas of

abundant outcrop, the site spacing was about 0.4 kilornetre. lufagne-

tizations often change considerably fron one site to the next, and

to achieve a reasonable representation of nagnetization variations

on a regional sca1e, such a small spacing between sites v/as necessa'ry.

Two oriented cores r^/ere generaLly obtained from each site, the

two cores being several feet apart, chosen to represent the rock

type at the site as well as possible. In a relatively small ntnnber

of sites, the outcrops were badly shattered or difficult of access,

and oriented cores were not obtained; grab samples were taken and

remarence measurements were not made in these cases.

Cores were obtained by dianond drilling using, at different

times, two dri1l systems. The G.S.C. type sarnpling drill (Truco

Ltd.) operates with a gravity feed water supply, is portable, and

car be readily used in areas where vehicle access is not possible.
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This drill was used for about 50% of the sites. The dri1l is a

converted chain saw, and has a high speed Z-stroke motor. Bits

drich al1ow the developnent of a high speed, and yet are adequate

for cutting in granitic gneiss terrain, are needed. Cores of 1

inch (2.54 centimetre) noninal diameter were produced, initiall-y

using thin-walled high-speed bits which proved inadequate for

these rocks, md later with modified jndustrial bits (De1ro

Industries Ltd.) which though slower were more robust and longer

lasting. A factor of some importance in selecting bits is that a

left-hand thread is needed for this machine.

The other drilling system was based on the Model 4lt,l Packsack

drill (Truco Ltd.). Water was provided by a truck based centrifugal

pump, driven by a gasoline engine. The pump was arranged either

to draw water direct from a lake or pond, or to take it from a 45

ga11on (0.2 metr"3¡ turrk carried in the truck. In this way, the

tank could be replenished periodically using the pwrp, enabling

drillirrg to be done in areas of no natural hrater supply. Enough

water could be carried for about 5 or 6 average sites. Cores of

29/32 inch (2.30 centimetre) nominal diameter were produced using

standard EXT straight-wal1 bits (De1ro Industries Ltd.). Core

lengths from both systerns varied but were typically 3.5 inch (9

centinetre). This length was used in order to sample below the

topmost, often fractured region, and to provide sufficient length

for susceptibility measurements and the cutting of more than one
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specimen, if needed.

In the application of these dri11s to this type of work, it
is sonnetimes difficult to obtain good cores still attached to the

outcrop (for orientation purposes), in view of the hardness, and

often fractured nature of the rocks. Hor.r'ever, in almost all cases,

it is possible to rematch the core, if broken, to its stub on the

outcrop and to fix it with a quick-setting (5 minutes) epory

adhesive. There is no loss of orientation accuracy in this operation.

The dri11s are normally hand-held, ffid as a result, the life of the

diamond bits is relatively short, though this may be extended

s1ight1y, with easier drilling and cleaner cores, by the addition

of cutting oil (solub1e oil) to the cooling water. As an alter-

native, a frame or jo-bar attachment might be used, to steady the

dri11, but this normally involves a second hole.

The early cores (codes begin with A) were oriented by nagnetic

corpass held at head height Ìvith careful alignment of marks on the

core top and outcrop. Inclement weather and a lack of identifiable

rnajor features precluded srin arrd topographic sightings. The later

series of cores were oriented by using a special sighting tube and head

(similar to those described by He1s1ey, 1967; Brown and Kahn, 1967;

Opdyke, 1967) with a Brunton transit to obtain sun sightings (Creer and

Sanver, 1967). Magnetic compass readings taken with the instrunent

close to the rock surface rvere not reliable in areas of high 1oca1i-

zed magnetizations, but if held at head height, the conpass deviated
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at most by no more than 3 or 4" from the general magnetic north

in the area. This observation cannot be assuned valid in other

areas (for example, wtrere iron formations are loown to exist,

or i¡ greenstone areas). Orientation accuracies for the bulk of

the A-series of cores are + 5o i¡r declination, and + 6" in dip

angle; for the later series of cores, accuracies are + 2o in

declination, and + 1o in dip angle.

3.3 General Geology and Geochemistry of the Area

The geologic mapping in the area of the sarnpling survey,

Fig. 3.2, has been r:neven in coverage and in scale. Until recent

tjrnes, studies of the 'granitic' rocks of the Precambrian Shield

have been neglected as a result of the conmon association of

economic mineralization with metasedimentary and metavolcanic

rocks. A recent extended project which has included in part a

study of acid rplutonic' rocks is Project Pioneer (ltrlcRitchie

and l{eber, 1971). The Project Pioneer area covered parts of the

Red Lake block and the English River block (see Section 1.3,

Chapter 1) in Manitoba, and as an extension, to place the study

in the context of the surror¡:ding regions, a recoruÌaissa¡ce survey

was made by McRitchie (1971) of the region to the south and west

of the main Project Pioneer study area. It is in this region that

part of the present work was carried out.

Early geologic work in the southern part of the present area
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of interest was done on a reconnaissance scale by De1ury (1946),

Wright (1932), æd Springer (1952). More recently, geochronolo-

gical work has been carried out in the region east of Lac du

Bomet (Penner and Clark, 1971) and south of the Winnipeg River

(Farquharson ard C1ark, 1971).

The area of study lies alnost wholly within the confines of

the western extension of the English River gneiss block as defined

by Wilson (1971). It extends from Rennie in the south, close to

the southern bourrdary of. the gneissic block (H.D.B. Wilson,

personal commtrnication 1973), to Manigotagan in the north, which

lies just wíthin the Rice Lake greenstone belt of the Red Lake

bloclc.

Major rock divisions are disci.rssed by McRitchie (1971) and

Farquharson and Clark (1971), md are in agreement with sunmrary

exaninations of outcrops and handspeci:nens during the present

study.

In the north of the area, near Manigotagan, greenstones

are found, with granodiorite-quartz diorite intrusions in a

few places. Southward to the Black River, (Fig. 3.2), the

predomina:rt rocks are paragneisses and grey granodioritic gneisses,

with some pink granitic phases. Near the Black and O'Han1y

Rivers, porphyroblastic quartz dioritic and granodioritic gneisses

occur. Between the OtFlanly River and the Pine Fa11s area is a

grey granitized gneiss tract; it is heterogeneous and contains
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abundant discontinuous amphibolitic dykes, md quartz dioritíc

intrusions and skialiths.

To the south of Pine Fa11s, the abundance of quartz dioritic
and quartz monzonitic intrusive phases increases, urrtil between

Great Fa1ls and Lac du Bonnet , a fanTy honiogeneous unit is

found, which extends to within about 5 kilonetres north of Pínawa

and eastward towards Point du Bois. Its westward extension

disappears beneath glacial and Paleozoic cover. This unit has been

described by McRitchie as the Lac du Bonnet quartz monzonite, ffid

ì-t represents the yowrgest and largest distinct pluton in the area.

South of the Lac du Bonnet pluton is a grey granitized

gneiss region which continues to just south of the Winnipeg River.

In the western part of the area to the south of the river, a rapid

transition to a pink granodioritic unit takes p1ace. In the trans-

ition zone, some xenoliths of amphibolite are fornd, together

with skialiths of mafic inclusions. This pink granodioritic

unit is heterogeneous in character, sometimes showing compositional

layering, sonetimes foliated, often massive, hypautomorphic gra-

nular to porphyritic and often crosscut by pínk pegmatitic phases.

Schlieren of more mafic composition are conmon. The unit extends

at least to the southern lirnit of the survey, at Highway 44.

In the eastern part immediately south of the Winnipeg Ri.ver,

a pink granodioritic tmit is present, which may be the same i¡rit
as that described above, but definite continuity has not been
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established. Fiowever, the transitional zone of xenoliths and

skialiths is present. A few kilonetres south of the river, abundant

large (1-2 cm.) microcline prophyroblasts appear in a coarse

grained granodioritic matrix. Farquharson and Clark (1971) have

termed this the Vlhiteshell Porphyrític Granodiorite. Its fu11

extent is not known, but as observed during the present work, it
extends southward to Jessica Lake. McRitchie (1971) has described

a rock type in the area extending towards the west and southward

from the contact zone with the grey gneissic trnit, as a massive

porphyroblastic granodiorite. hrith the whole area are several

local1y porphyritic qtsartz monzonitic phases .

Centred around Red Rock Lake is a medirm grained pink granitic

unit. Inrmediately to the south, a sma1l area of grey granodioritic

material is found, followed to the south by heterogeneous pink

granodioritic material, similar in appearance to that described for

the western part of the region. South of Brereton Lake, to Rennie,

nigmatite becomes the dominant rock type. A number of amphibolite

xenoliths occur in the pink granodiorite and the nigmatite.

Penner and Clark (1971) have given an Rb-Sr age for the Lac

du Bonnet qtsa-rtz monzonite as 2495+ 130 m.y., æd for the quartz

dioritic naterial to the north, 2640+ 135 n.y. This tends to

sr-rpport the geological interpretation of age relations by McRitchie

(1971) . A high initíal Sr877St86 rario for the quartz monzonite

suggests that it originated fron pre-existing crustal material, or

was contaminated by Rb-rich naterial during enplacement.
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Farquharson and Clark (1971) have detennined Rb-Sr ages

for the najor r.rrits south of the Winnipeg River. They consider

that the pink granodiorite was emplaced about 2665+ 50 m.y.

followed by the emplacenent of the hhiteshell prophyritic

granodiorite about 26L0 n.y. A11anite, an indicator of late-

stage intrusive phases, was noted by these workers in the

porphyritic granodiorite, Ðd they suggest that this u-rit may

be a mobilized margin of the pink granodiorite. The initial

St87/St86 ratio for the pink granodiorite is 1ow, indicating

that it was derived from primitive naterial, not enriched i¡r

Rb through crustal fractionation processes. In contrast, the

initial ratio for the porphyritic granodiorite is higher, which

may reflect derivation from a crt¡stal source. Alternatively,

Farquharson and Clark suggest that the higher initial ratio

may be a result of the time lapse, if the porphyritic unit is

a late stage phase of the pink granodiorite. As another

possibility, they consider that contamination of granodioritic

naterial by pre-existing metasedjmentary or metavolcanic rocks

may have produced the high initial ratio.

McRitchie (1971) has pointed out similarities between the

porphyritic unit and that for.u-rd near the Black and O'Hanly

Rivers, but considers that whereas metasomatic origins may be

true for this latter unit, the htriteshell unit is probably

magmatic and intrusive in origin.
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CFIAPTER 4

MA$.IETIC MEASUREMENTS

4,I Introduction

Physical measurements have been made on the sanples collected

during the field work described in Chapter 3. The measurements

made were those indicated in Section 3.1, namely, suscepti"bility,

reiltanence (before and after magnetic cleaning) and Curie tempera-

ture determinations. In some series of measurements, only selec-

ted samples were used. In addition, rn-icroscope studies of the

opaque ninerals in some polished sections from cores are described

in this chapter.

and observations

A

is

discussion of the results of the measurements

given at the end of the chapter.

4.2 Induced Magnetization

Magnetic susceptibility measurements have been made on all
core and grab sarnples, using a Geophysical Specialties It4S-3 sus-

ceptibility bridge. For the cores, two measurements were made,

the second one with the core inverted from the first position.

These trro measurements sometimes differed by several percent due

toinhomogeneities, ffid an average of the two values was taken

as a representative value for the core. Some but not all of the

grab samples were repeated; the samples t{ere crushed to pea-sized

fragments for the measurements, and no sígnificant differences were

found on remeasuring.
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A hístogram of susceptibilities of all the samples is presen-

ted in Fig. 4.I" A bj¡iodal distríbution is evident, with the bulk

of samples i¡ the s x 10-4 to s x to-s emu/cmÍ (s.8 x 10-3 to i.8 x
_)

10 " SIU) range, but with a second peak at the 1ow end of the scale,

below to-5 emu/cmÍ (1.3 x ro-4 sru.1.

A susceptibility profile along an approxfuntely linear trav-

erse over the rrhole region is presented in Fig. 4.2. The position

of this traverse 'is within 2 kilometres of the li.ne Ht marked on

Fig. 4.3. The traverse extends from the regional magnetic anomaly

1ow into the anomalous high region to the south. A second profile

is shown in Fig. 4.2, and its position is approxirnately along the

line YY' in Fig. 4.3. This profile extends only over part of the

high anonaly field region. It is irunediately evident that there

exist consíderable differences in the levels and patterns of in-

duced magnetizations between the several regions.

Along most of its length, the profile Hr was sampled at 0.8

kilonetre intervals or closer. Using a third order polynomial,

the data were ilterpolated on to a 1 kilometre spacing; the dif-

ferences between this interpolated profile and Fig. 4,2 are minor.

Using the regularly spaced interpolated values, a cum.rlative induced

magnetizatíon profile was determíned and is shown in Fig. 4.4. A

similar determination using the original data showed the same gen-

eral features. Distinct changes of slope are apparent at several

points along the profile, indicating changes in the mean 1el'e1

and character of magnetization.
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In Fig. 4.5, the susceptiblltty data have been contoured to

delineate major changes in the level of magnettzation. Within

each of the areas, there is considerable variation in detail, but

the contouring was done on the basis of broad features. The

contour 1eve1s are 0.5, 1.0, 2,0, and 3.0 x 10-3 enu/crns. The 3.0

contour encloses areas of much higher susceptibility.

4.3 Remanent lt{agnetization.

Remanence measlrrements have been made on most core sanples

taken in the field suryey. The rnagnetometer used was developed

as part of this project, arrd is described in detail in Appendix 1.

A discussion of the measurement procedures is also given in this

Appendix. The li¡nit of measurability for the magnetometer is

about 6 x t0-6 enr.r/cn3. (7.5 x 10-10 wa/^z.). This is well below

the nininun 1evel of significance for aerornagnetic anomalies.

A group of samples which had no remanence greater than this

was found; these a1so, in many cases, had i¡rduced magnetizations

of less than ó x 10-6 emu/cns. In other more highly magnetic san-

ples, rernanent intensities also ranged as high as about 10-2 enu/cm3.
_A ')

(1.3 x 10 ' Wb/m'.). The d.istribution of remanent intensities for

all samples measured is described in the histogram in Fig. 4.6.

The distribution is bimodal, but the peak at higher intensities

is broader than the corresponding peak in the histogram of suscep-

tibilities, Fig. 4.I.
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The remanence directions for the whole area are sunmarized

in Fig. 4.7, which is a contoured plot of the directions on a

lower hemisphere equal-area projection, using standard techniques

(Turner and ltreiss, 1963). tlpper hemisphere directions are not

included on the plot; as shor,¡n later (Fig. 4.9 a¡rd Section 4.5) they

are subordinate in mmùers, and very scattered in directions.

Although there is scatter present in the dírections rndrich are

Inorrnallyr directed, there is a prominent peak, not centred around

the geomagnetic field direction but about the centre of the net,

(Fie. 4.7) .

4.4 Curie Temperatures

Curie temperatures have been <letermiled for many of the samples

taken in the survey. The instnmentation, methods and techniques

used have been described and the results for the A-series of

samples have been presented previously (Coles, 1970). The Curie

temperatures for all these samples were formd to be within a few

degrees of 573"C (84óK) . Ttie rneasurements are made in air, r,r.itJr

rapid heating of whole rock sanples, in subsaturation magnetic fields.

A representative selection of samples from the other aïeas

were subjected to the sane kind of analysis. A total of. 42 addi-

tional samples were measured. With one exception, the Curie tem-

peratures may be quoted as 575 + 5"C. (848 + 5K).

The exception was a very weak sample, C484, rvhich gave a just
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detectable indication of a Curie point at about 320"C (593 K),

but the sample appeared to urrdergo alteration and disintegration

above about 400'C. (673 K). The sample occurred near the OrFianly

River (Fig. 3.2).

4.5 Magnetic Units

It is evident from an exarnination of the spatial distributions

of magnetic properties that there are several distinct magnetic

u¡,its in the region. These magnetic r¡rits have been defined

primarily in ternrs of induced magnetization, because it is the

susceptibility property that shows the distinctions most c1ear1y.

Ivfagnetic imits defined in terms of other properties rnay or may not

coi¡tcide with the present ones; for example, a definition based

on Curie temperatures would not be a useful one in this context.

In fact, an examination of the character of the magnetizations

within the trrits shows that, in general, remanences do tend to

suggest units similar to those based on susceptibility. The units

as chosen would then appear to be reasonable ones.

The areal distribution of the nra.gnetic units is given in Fig.

3.2. Susceptibility histograms are shown in Fig. 4.8, and some

statistical paraneters are presented in Table 4.1. The remanence

directions are sununarized in Fig. 4.9, where they are divided into

the same writs as for the susceptibilities. Only six major units are

shor'm; in the other units, renanences are mainly very weak, often
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TABLE 4"1

STATISTICAI PARAMETERS OF SUSCEPTIBILIT]ES

OF MAG\IETIC TINITS

I.]NIT MEATT STANDARD
DEVIATION

q

LOG.
MEAN

m
1

LOG.
S.D.

S
1

s/m

A

B

C

A+C

A+B+C

D

E

F

G

H

ALL

SAMPLES

57

34

76

733

167

65

r02

63

75

15

2052

4809

L6s3

1813

2423

802

972

479

96

551

851

10s5

1130

1030

1591

72L

815

450

203

355

0 .41

0.22

0. ó9

0.s7

0.6ó

0.90

0.84

0.94

2.IL

0.64

3.28

3.67

3.r3

3.20

3.30

2.6L

z.8r

2.36

1. 18

2.57

0.16

0.10

0.23

0.22

0. 28

0.63

0.4s

0.66

0.72

0.48

542 L278 1608 L.26 2.67 0. 88

IN IINITS 0F EMU/CM3x10-6
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unmeasurable, with a few higher ones, widely scattered in direction.

Remanence intensity histograms for Units A+B+C and D+E+F+G+H

are shown in Fig. 4.10, which may be compared with corresponding

histograns of induced magnetizatíon in Fig. 4"77.

In order to express the several units in another rnanner,

which serves again to indicate the relative contributions to

induced and remanent magnetizations to the anonaly field over the

area, plots are presented in Fig. 4.L2, of the remanent magneti-

zation versus induced magnetization for samples in the several units.

Although there is overlap in properties between the different

units, separate distribution centroids and spatial discreteness

justify the delineation of the units. There is a östinct

change in character betr,ueen Units A, B, C on the one hand, and

Units D, E, F, G, H on the other. Borndaries between Units A,

B, C are less clear, ¿rs are those betn'een Units D, E, F, G, H,

but differences are present.

The divisions into Units A, B, C, rnay not be exact, and. it

is considered that some samples in Units A, C, have properties

effectively the same as some of those in Unit B. However, the

spatial discreteness and the distinctly higher magnetizations in

Unit B tend to set it apart. The general 1evel of rnagnetization

in Unit A is higher than that of Unit C, from which it is separated

in space. Furthennore, the remanence directions in these two i;nits

appear to have different characters.
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Figure 4.12 Comparison of Remanent and Induced Magnetizations

for Magnetic Units

Remanent magnettzation (R) in emu/qns.

Induced magnetization (I) in emu/cns.

Logarithmic scales.

The dashed line on the plots for Units D, E, F represents the

linit of measurabtltty for remanences.
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The divisions between the units D, E, F, are less distinct

but comparisons of susceptibilities, remar.ences and the ratios

between these properties do indicate differences in the characters

of the magnetizations beüveen the units. The rather tighter grolip-

ing of remanence directions in Unit E is noticeable, as is the

grotrping of remanent/induced magnetizatíon ratios, which though sti1l

diffuse for Unit E, is tighter than for Units D and F. Unit E may

be considered further as two sub-units. One of these, to the north,

ís characterized by more widely fluctuating nagnetizations over

short distances, even within sites. The southerly sub-unit is

characterized by more homogeneous magnetizations. Within this

second sub-writ, there is sti1l a spatial variation, with a maxi-

mun near the centre, but this is of longer wavelength than the

variations in sub-mit 1.

Unit G is very distinctive in that most of the magnettzations

are less tha¡r 6 x t0-ó emuTøns. (7.5 x 10-10 lø/^2). In most cases,

susceptibilities and remanences were not even detectable. In

contrast, a few isolated samples were found to have nragnetizations

comparable with those in the adjacent units.

Unit H is rather vague in its southern boundary, and its
northern bor-rrdary is not covered by the survey. The magnetizations

are higher than in Unit G, and for that reason it is considered as

a separate unit.

In addition to these main tnits, several sma11 areas of different
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rock phases are present in Units A, B, C. The corresponding mag-

netizatíons are considerably lou'er, md they generalLy coincide

with sma1l areas of decreased rnagnetic fie1d. There is also a r.rrit

I to the south of Unit A, rrtrich is sma1l and too varied to be con-

sidered in the various plots. It is characterized by widely sep-

arated values of magnetization within a site and between sites,

and by scattered reÍìanence directions. It is quite distinct in

character from Unit A. Another sma1l groræ of more highly nagnet-

ized samples was fourd near Point du Bois; the sampling in this

region was not detailed enough to determine the fu11 significance

of this group, but rvas sufficient to indicate that these samples

could not be satisfactorily gror;ped with either of the nearby tmits,

D. or E.

It has been forind, in general, that histogram-representations

of the susceptibility and remanence data are improved if the logarithrn

of the property is used in the classification. Tn some of the

units (A., C, E) an approximation to a lognorrnal distribution is

seen, (Fig. 4.8 and Table 4.1). In others, (D, F, G), the dis-

tribution is more complex. Units B and H have 1ow populations and

may give poorer indications of the actual distributions. For Unit

G, the values in Table 4,L are not fully representative. A very few

higher nagnetizations affect the mean and standard deviation con-

siderably, ffid the distribution is very positively skew.
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The r¡-rits as defined are fatrLy inhomogeneous, as indicated

by the relative dispersions s/m in Table 4.1. These values are

in general agreement with the results of Furanen et a1. (19ó8),

who for-n'rd that the s/ni ratios in the Virrat area of Finland u'ere

of the order of 0.5 - 1.0. However, Puranen et a1. subdivided

their data into specific rock types rather tharr magnetic units.

4.6 l4agnetic Cleaning

Remanent magnetízations in rocks may be acquired by a varieLy

of nechanisms (Irving, 1964). Some of these renanences are stable

and not easily removed, whereas others are less stable and more

readily removed.

Thermorenanent magnetization (TRIt{) is acquired by a rock in

cooling from an elevated temperature il the presence of a magnetic

field (usually the geonagnetic field, for rocks). TRMts are

stable at temperatures well below the range of blocking terpera-

tures of graíns carrying the TRM.

Chemical remanent magnetization (CRM) is acquired as a

magnetic mineral is formed below its Curie temperature during a

chemical reaction in the rock, in the presence of a magnetic

field. CRM's are also often stable magnetizations.

Isothermal remanent magrctízation (IRM) is produced when a

rock is subjected to a magnetic field at normal temperature, the

field later being removed. Some IRM's are unstable and easily
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Temoved, but others have stable components. This depends on

the nature of the magnetic material and on the strength of the

applíed field.

Natural anJrysteretic remanences (ARM) may be produced by

lightning strikes; again, these may or may not be easily removed.

Viscous remanent nagnetization ftRNl) is an isothermal effect

produced to a greater or lesser extent in all rocks containing

magnetic minerals. For a given grain, VRM is dependenton tenpe-

rature, time, æd the strength and direction of the nagnetic

field in which the grain is placed. VRM is a¡r effect produced

by magnetic transitions across low energy barriers, the trarsi-

tions are thermally induced. \RMrs produced at normal tempera-

tures are generally easily removed; however, they are also easily

reacquired. Theoretical studies of VRM have been made, for

example, by Neel (1955), Stacey (1965), Sholpo and Belokon (19ó9),

Tropin and Belous (1970).

Detailed studies of remanences in both single and multidomain

rnagnetic grains in rocks have been made by a nuuber of workers

(e.g. Stacey, 1965; Dunlop and l{test, 1969; Dunlop, 1973).

The conrnon presence of more than one type of remanent

magnetization in rocks even of paleonagnetic quality has long been

recognized, and procedures have been developed to enable the stable

component of paleomagnetic significance to be isolated (e.g. Irving,

19ó4). In fact, magnetic arñ/or thernal clearring is considered an
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essential step in the processing of sanples for this kind of

work. Useful discussions of the principles and techniques involved

are given by several authors in Chapter 3 of Collinson et al.

(rs67) .

The energy required to change the magnetic state of a spec-

írnen may be sr-rpplied by a magnetic field, and in this case the

coercive force indicates the hardness of magnetic transitions.

The average coercive force for a specimen nay be measured, but

in general the actual magnetic transitions, be they single do-

main changes or domain wall npvements in multidonain grains,

will be represented by a wide range of values (microscopic coer-

civities) .

Because of the spectrtm of microscopic coercivities, it

is possible to pïogressively demagnetize first softer regions

and then harder regions. This nay be done by subjecting the

sarnple to a dininishing alternating field such that softer zones

are rernagnetized into a cancelling configuration, while harder

zones are tmaffected. This is referred to as nagnet'ic cleaniag.

In the context of the present project, magnetíc cleaning

is irnportant sjnce it is necessary to lcrow the significance of

renanences ín relation to the induced magnetizations in tJ:e

production of magnetic anomalies. In some areas, renanence

directions have been foi.rrd to be quite scattered, whereas in

others they are somewhat more closely grouped. If renanent
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magnetizations are coherent in direction over a considerable

region, then they may, íf of sufficient íùtensity, produce a

significant part of the total magnetization. Furthermore, if

the direction is greatly different from that of the geomagnetic

field, then the form of the magnetic anomaly will be greatly

affected.

The remanent magnetizations obtained from the mcleaned

samples may consist of more than one component. It is quite

possible that the open outcrops have been struck by lightnìng

on numerous occasions. It is also possible for samples to have

acquired soft magnetizations during storage. To ascertain whether

or not there is a sígnificant coherent stable nagnetization

obscured by secondary rnagnetizations, it is essential that clean-

ing procedures be carried out.

An apparatus for perfortning alternating magnetic field clean-

ing has been built as part of this project. Details of its de-

sip, construction and operation are given in Appendix 2.

A nunrber of pilot runs were made on sanples selected from

various magnetic tnits. The peak fields, at which the progressive

cleanings were made, were usually at 50 or 100 Oersted intervals

up to 200 0e., ffid then at 100 or 200 0e. jntervals. (In tenns

of magnetic induction, 50 Oe. are equivalent to 50 Gauss, or

5 rTrilli-tes1a.). Examples of some of these runs are given in

Fig. 4.13. The directions are plotted on a lower hemisphere
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equal-area projection, and the intensities are nonnaTízed to the

rllcleaned intensity for each sample.

It is in.mediately apparent that the remanent magnetizations

of these samples are in general very soft. In most cases, there

is 1itt1e or no evidence of a stable component of any significance.

In a few cases, the 1evelling of the intensity at intermediate

cleaning fields cor;pled rvith a temporary halt in the changes of

direction suggests a more stable component, but the very soft

components are sti1l the most significant.

Fron the results of these trials, the probability of wide-

spread soft magnetizatiorn appeared great. The j:ttensity and

directional plots suggested that 200 0e. would be a suitable

cleaning 1eve1 to remove the bulk of the soft components. Accor-

dingly, nany sarples were cleaned at 200 0e., although some of

the weaker ones were also cleaned at the 100 Oe. level prior

to this. The general pattern of results confirmed the presence

of large proportions of soft magnetization conponents, and no

systematic convergence of directions. In fact, a general div-

ergence occurred in some areas.

It{any of the sanples were subsequently cleaned at higher

fields; convergences were not apparent, but information on the

intensity variations was obtained. To give an indication of

the changes in intensity with progressive magnetic cLeaning,

histograurs are pïesented in Fig. 4.I4, showing the intensities
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Figure 4.13 Examples of Magnetic Cleaning

Intensity plots are normalized to the uncleaned intensity in

each case; abscissae are in Oersteds. Directional plots are

equal-area projections; dots - lower hemisphere, open circles

- upper hernisphere.
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for cleaned samples in the two main divisional units, at 200 Oe.

and at 400 0e. The nunùers of samples at the 400 Oe. level are

less than at the 200 0e. level for two reasons; firstly, the in-

tensity at the 200 0e. leve1 rnay be extremely 1ow, and secondly,

the magnetization may have been for-md to be very unstable at the

200 0e. level.

This latter point, instability, presented a considerable

problem in the measurement of these samples. In some cases,

the data on cleaned remarences is not reliable - although all

measurements have been nade carefully, to the limitations of

the instrunrentation, it became apparent quite earLy in the series

that many samples were extremely unstable. It was found that

repeat measurements were not possible, even over the short tjme

span of about 5 to 10 minutes required to measure dre three

components of the magnetízation. The instrtunentation was care-

fully checked and shown to be stable in calibration.

To verify that the samples v¿ere rmstable, the following test

ivas devised and applied to a mrnrber of the suspected samples

(the test is sjmilar to that used in many paleornagnetic labor-

atories over a longer period of tfune for testjng stabilities).
The sample was cleaned in the usual way, and immediately after

cleaníng (this being the normal procedure) the remanence was

neasured. Flowever, only one measurement of one component was

determined. The sanple was then placed, still in the sanple
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holder, on a bench with its +Z axis in the vertical position;

it was left there for about 10 minutes. The same measuïement

of the same component was again determined. The sample, in its
holder, was placed on the bench in the same position, but with

its +Z axis inverted and left again for 10 minutes. The sane

component was remeasured again, and the sanrple placed as before

with its +Z axis downwards for 10 minutes. Again the conponent

was measured, the sample left for a further 10 minutes with +Z

axis upwards, and finally the conponent was remeasured. Some

typical results are shown in Table 4.2; the notable feature is

the correlation of the change j¡ intensity 1eve1 with the

change in +Z axis orientation. It is clearthatin these cases,

any attempt to measure a remanence accurately will be unsuccessful.

In some cases, it was not even necessary to employ a formal

test; the intensities changed noticeably whilst being observed

in the magnetometer for one or two minutes. Other instances were

fou-rd u'herein the remanence changed quite significantly over a

period of several hours.

Subsequently, some of these samples were subjected to another

kind of test. They were initially cleaned at the 600 Oe. leve1

(equivalent to 60 millitesla) and irunediately afterwards the

remanence was measured. The sample was then placed with the Z

axis vertical and the X axis in the magnetic meridian. At later

times, the remanence was r-emeasured, with the sample being returned
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DE},{ONSTRATION OF SA}4PLE INSTABILITY

Sample inverted between neasurements; one component measured.
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to its same position and orientation after each measurement.

The time intervals varied, depending on other activities, but

were typicalTy 10 minutes for the first remeasurement, and longer

(tens of minutes, hours, days) for the later measurements.

Significant changes in remanence occurred in most cases lrúthin

the first few minutes. However, the observed behaviour with

successive measuremerús was not simple. ûre of the problems, of

course, was the one which had originally been noted, namely, that

some renurnences charge significantly during a measurement. However,

it may be concluded that the reacquisition of the soft cornponents

of remanence in these rocks appears to be a time-dependent process.

Sone of the results are given in Fig. 4.15. The jntensities

and directions are not to be considered accurate, but only indi-

cations of trends; the present instrumentation does not pennit

a closer analysis of this behaviour.

The sanples which were subjected to nagnetic cleaning were

primarily tJrose which were more highly magnetic and had strong

remanences, since it is these which night contribute to the anonialy

field. Even with investigations of some weak NRM!s, no instances

of a major remanence masked by soft components rvere found.

In total, of the samples cleaned, about 45% gave trouble

during the measurements and were inherently r.nstable over very

short tine periods. The greatest concentration of these was

ín Unit B, where 80% were very unstable (the rest may be unstable
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over longer tjme periods). Units A and C each contained about

40% very wrstable samples. Unit E had the least percentage, about

23%. The remainder, comprising mainly higher magnetizations in

otlrer urits, amounted to about 55% very unstable samples.

It may be concluded that the samples subjected to nagnetic

cleaning procedures have shown the presence of a consíderable

proportion of very 1ow coercivity components contributing to

their remanences. Harder cotlponents may be present but are very

subordinate.

4.7 Opaque Mineralogy

Polished sections have been obtained for a m.rnber of sarnples

selected from various magnetic units. They are listed in

Table 4.3, and their locations shown in Fig. 3.2. The sections

were examined using a Reichert Zeto-pan Large Research Microscope.

Recormaissance surveys were made in air at l32X magnification.

The major part of the studies was done with 360X or 540X magnifi-

cations with oil irnmersion, and examination of some detail was made

using 1080X nragnification in oi1. No colour filters were used.

The lolnler magnifications were fotu-id to be better for general

observatíon, in view of the r¡ature of the opaques for.¡nd.

In most of the sections, the op4que minerals were dominated

by anhedral, often irregular grains (isotropic, mediurn to 1ow

reflectivity, slightly brovn-rish grey in colour) . Following
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the descriptions of Ramdohr (1969), this material is interpretéd

as a nagnetite, which may contajr urexsolved titaniun to some

extent. However, as Randohr points out, variations in colour

are not r.rrequivocally related to chenical composition. The

average dj:nension for these grains varied from 54 ¡m. to 470 ¡Nr.

in different sections, (Table 4.s). rndividual grains, oï pos-

sibly clusters in contact, were found r4rith dimensions exceeding

1000 ¡-rir. seven sections contaíned grains or clusters exceedilg

600 ¡n. in average dimension. rn many cases, the intermed.iate

sized grains (100 - a00 ¡m.) showed no sign of being polycrys-

talline, but in other cases , as a result of the irregular bor.m-

d¿ries of the grains, it u,as not clear whether adjacent opaque

regions were separate grains or were joined below the surface.

rn yet other cases, there was some evidence of fracturing of
larger grains into smaller ones, of sizes ranging up to the order

of 100 ¡m. It should be pointed out that the values in Table

4.3 nay be overestimates in some cases, for the above reasons.

rn addition to these larger grains, in many of the sections,

smaller grains of magnetite were found, ranging in size doi,çn to

less than z ¡Nt. (There may be grains much less than 2¡m. but

these were not reliably identified). These snarler grains were

frequently idiomorphic, often showing octahedral form.

some of the magnetite grains carried ilmenite exsolution

lame11ae, generally from 1 to 5 ¡m. in width, i-rsua11y only a
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sma11 ntlnber less than 5 being present in a grain, (Plate 1).

Even at the highest magnification available, no evidence of

extensive, fine-scale exsolution textures was found.

In sorne cases, discrete ilmenite grains were found il
the same section with magnetite bearing ilmenite lamellae.

In other sections, all ilmenite occurred as discrete, usually

anhedral grains. These grains are distinctly anisotropic; the

colours r.rnder partly crossed nicols vary somewhat, but the

typical rich red-brown is more apparent in air than in oil.
Reflection pleochroisn is present, but often difficult to

recognize in the absence of a contrasting grain (Plate 2).

In several sections fron one particular area the amount of ilme-

nite approached, or exceeded, the amount of magnetite observed

(8002C, 81078, 81114, 81214). Grain sizes are extremely

varieci, but generally smaller on the average than for the

magnetite grains (Table 4.3)"

In some instances, ilmenite lamellae were seen to be

partly or u'holly altered to 'leucoxener, a mixture of Ti oxides

and hydroxides, (P1ate 3). Some discrete ilmenite grains also

showed leucoxene coronas, md a few grains appeared to have been

almost completely altered to leucoxene, havi-ng abundant yellowish

internal reflections, with vestiges of opaque polishable surfaces.

þrite grains were found in less than 50% of the sections.

Generallyrthe total amowrts were sma11, although in a few cases,
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pyrite amor;rrted to about 3% by area of the opaque minerals.

fn one case, 40278, a single 500 ¡m. pyrite grain was found,

along ivith a few large magnetite grains.

P¡rrhotite was uncoilTnon, occurring only as isolated grains

jn a few of the sections. In several cases, replacement by

magnetite was evident (Plate 4).

Hematite occurred in a few sectíons. As blebs in rnagnet-

ite, it was found arotnd the edges of some grains, âlld along

cracks, (Plate 5). In some cases, associated with these areas,

reddish internal reflections were seen in oil. Hematite was

occasionally found in rnagnetite in rather irregular but 1ame1la-

like forms; and in others as distinct thin 1amel1ae along the

octahedral planes (Plate 6). The host grains in these cases

were isotropic, idrereas the hematite was much lighter, whiter

and distinctly anísotropic.

The areal percentages for the various opaque minerals

observed are given in Table 4.4. (These and the data in Table

4.3 y¡ere calculated using a computer program developed by Dr.

P. Dagley, University of Liverpool).

The procedure followed to obtain these values was to note

every grain which passed the field of viéw during a series of

traverses of the section, noting the grail type and estimates

of two orthogonal dimensions. The number of traverses varied

from specimen to specimen, being dependent on the abundance of
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SI]IVII{ARY OF PERCENTAGES OF OPAQUE MINERALS

Pyrite
o.
'o

0.15

0.ls

0.51

0.23

0.01

19.90

3.27

0.60

2.80

0.02
?oo

3. 00

Pyrrhotite
o.
'o

0.24

0.27

0.20

0.13

0.60

0.48

0.20

Hematite
o.
'o

0.07

0.20

0.50

3.70

0.36

L27

% Area of
N{aj or
Fraction

0.9s

0. 8s

0.2s

0. s4

4.4r
0. 89

0. 5ó

2.3L

r.36
0.91

8. 28

0.74

1. 55

4.34

1.93

1.13 *

0.82

0. 15

(3.68) !

0.34

0.7r
0.32

0. 11

0.41

Sample l"{agnetite Ilnenite
%%

40014 97 .s2 2.48

A00sD 9s.?.0 4.65

40068 97. 50 2.I0
4010A 98.50 1.50

40134 99.20 0.003

40188 99.70 0.06

40234 9s .90 5. 80

40278 80.10

4033A 100.00

80018 99.40 0.60

8002c 67.60 29.û0

8017A 98.00 2.00

81078 55.10 44.30

81114 58.80 37 .80

B1lsA 92.90 7 .I0
81214 43.97 52.6!
8133A 96.80

c0068 99.80

c027A 99.99 0.01

c0524 100.00

c1084 99. B0

c117A 99.70

c1178 96.30

c2528 97.90 1.10

* lvlagnetite fraction.

0.20

0. óB

I ùrly two grains for-md.
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Plate 1. Ilmenite lamellae

Sanple 80018; nagnification

(dark) in rnagnetite (light grey).

460X; partly crossed nicols, in air.
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PIate 2. Magnetite (light grey)

a typical association in samples

Sample 8002C; magnification 250X;

and ilnrenite (mediun grey) show

where ilnenite is abr.ndant.

partly crossed nicols in air.
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Plate 3. Magnetite grain showing

(light, speckled, rather blurred

Sanple 80018; nragnification 490X;

1amel1ae altered to leucoxene

1ane1la features).

partly crossed nicols, in air.
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Plate 4. þrrhotite (light), partly

Sample 81354; nagnification 490X, in

to magnetite (grey).altered

air.
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Plate 5. tviagnetite (medir-nn grey) , showing

(1ight) along cracks, at edges, with large

Sample 80174; magnification 200X, ir air.

alteration to hematite

altered area at left.



Plate 6. Magnetite (medium

Sample C1178 ; magnification

727

grey) with lanellae of hematite (light).

340X, in air.
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opaques. In some cases, 50

as in others as few as 1 or

only a rough estimate of the

in each sample was obtained"

4.8 Discussion

to 100 graias could be found, where-

2 graLns were found. Undoubteðly,

distributions of opaque minerals

It is evident from a comparison of Fig " 3.2 and 4.5 with

Fig. 4.3 that there is a correlation in gross plan features be-

tween the surface magnetic r-rrits and the aeromagnetic anomalies.

Ithether or not the total anomaly amplitudes can be accor.rnted for

by the near-surface magnetizations is discussed further in Chap-

ter 5. It is also apparent that there exists a direct correlation

be'tween magnetic units and some rnajor geologic units in the area.

The measurements described in this chapter have shotr'n that,

in this part of the English River Gneiss Belt, surface magnetiza-

tions over much of the area are at quite sufficient 1eve1s for

the production of aeromagnetic anonalies. It has also been dem-

onstrated that the remanent magnetizations are either extremely

soft, or of intermediate to 1ow stability.

The somewhat scatterêd nature of the renanence directions

may be due, ín part, to the extreme softness of many of the

rentrnences. Deviations in some cases may be attributable to

such processes as lightning strikes, but in others, deviations

may be produced during storage. In the storage areat the incli-

nation of the ambient field ranged from about 65o to 80o, owing
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to building effects. It was not practicarly feasible to store

several hurdred specimens in true orientation relative to the

ambient nagnetic field vector, an<i it was decided that measured

specimen cylinders would be stored with +Z axes vertically down,

but that X axes may be random, since if soft conponents Ì\rere

present, magnetic cleani¡rg would remove them, leaving any more

stable conrponents relatively unaffected. If soft conponents

were predomi¡rant, one might e4pect, at mos! a scatter in direc-

tions, caused by partial remagnetization of very soft conponents,

amounting to the order of 25o semi-angle, centred on the verti-

ca1 dornmward direction. This is in fact observed in Fig. 4.7 ;

however, some directions are outside this range, ffid may have

been acquiredtin situ', in transit, or for one group in the

following way. Unit C displays a larger scatter than other u-rits;

the bulk of samples from this unit were obtained more than one

year before processíng equipment was available, and the samples

were stored in a random fashion witJ: respect to the X, Y, Z axes.

Flowever, the rernanences which were subsequently cleaned. were

found to be soft. One rnight then postulate only that the char-

acter of the rin situf directions of rernanence rnight have been

similar to tJrose ín samples taken later in the program.

The significance of these soft magnetizations is that even

if the directional scatter is real (except in Unit C) ,'the con-

tribution of the remanence to the total anomaly field may re-

present a large fraction of the total magnetization. If the
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soft remanences tend to fo11ow the anbient field, the relative

contribution of the remanence is governed, in a particular re-

gion, by the factor 8.cos0, ivhere 0 is the angle between the

geomagnetic field and the renarrence vector, and Q is the ïema-

nent/induced nagnetízation ratio. For example, if the angle 0

is 30' for all samples, ffid Q is 1.0, then Q.õsE- is 0.866. Exami-

nation of Fig. 4.9 suggests that in some writs, 0 is generally of

the order of 30" or less from the ambient fie1d. In the southern

units, Q is of the order of 1; thus, rennnence may be significant

in adding a contribution of 50% or more to the total magnetization.

In Unit E, Q is lower, but again a contribution of the order of

10 to 20% nay be present; here also the observed scatter is 1ess.

If in fact the rin situf directions were closer to the geomagnetic

field direction, then the contribution of the remanent magneti-

zation would be íncreased.

There is no evidence of strong coherent remanences in direc-

tions far removed from the geomagnetic field. The presence of

reversely magnetized specimens is attributed mainly to the ease

with which the magnetic transitions may occur. As explained above,

many of those found in Unit C may be due to storage, whereas in

other uníts, where the relative abi.¡ndance of reversed directions

is small, it is considered that natural tnear-isothennalt rernagne-

ttzation processes, such as lightning, inay be the cause. Natural

self-reversals, or effects of geomagnetic field polarity reversals
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are considered unlikely, in view of the general low stabilities.

Frolova (1970) has studied the relations between the viscous

remanent magnetization [VRM) of nagnetite and grain structure,

and has i¡rdicated that about 50% of the VRM is destroyed in mag-

netites v¡ith ilmenite exsolution textures when placed in fields

of about 300 0e. (or 30 mT), in oxidízed nagnetites placed in

fields of about 100 0e., and in structurally homogeneous nagne-

tites placed in fields of about 50 0e. In the samples studied

here, the NRM's rvere reduced to less than 50% by fields less tha¡r

200 0e. in general, and in many cases, less than 500e. This is in
keeping with the microscopic observations on polished surfaces,

which showed a predoninance of optically homogeneous magnetite

graÍas, with a few oxidized (martitized) grains and some with

development of ilrnenite lamellae.

The nicroscope studies have indicated considerable inhomoge-

neity of magnetization within some specimens. This may also be a

factor causing some scatter in the remanence directions as measured.

The several tests and observations indicate that the nlajor

renanence carried by the samples studied here is probably a VRM,

and as such has no paleon'agnetic significance. Any other remanences

are either randomly oriented IRM's, ot are obscured by very soft

VRIt'l conponents, even after cleaning.

Larson et a1. (1969) conducted a detailed study into the

stability of remanent magnetizations in igneous rocks. They have
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shohrn that a relation between the distribution of graia sizes

of magnetic nilerals and the spectrun of coercivities exists.

They conclude that rocks containing mainly large grains in

excess of 10 um. are magnetically soft. Their results indicate

that the carriers of stable components of remanent nagnetization

reside in actr.ral sma1l grains, rather than in strained regions

in larger grains as suggested by Verhoogen (1959). In the

present suite of samples, the selected polished sections indicate

tÌwt, in general, snal1 grains although present are overwhelmed

by the quantities of magnetic naterial in large grains.

Curie temperatures have indicated that the major magnetic

mirreral in the area is either nearly pure magnetite, or a higher

Ti content titanomaghemite v/hich may be very sinilar in Curie

tenperature and structural properties to pure nagnetite (Larson

et a1. 1969; Ozima and Larson, 1970). It has not been possible

at this stage to distinguish betrveen tJre two possibilities.

Thus the magnetization variations represent the variatíons

in the distribution of titanomagnetite (in the generalized sense

of the terrn). The mode of origin of the mileral is of interest

in this connection, and the correlation of high magnetization

with a particular grade or grades of metamorphisrn or metasomatísm

may be of significance in the interpretation of other areas, on

the basis of magnetic anomalies.
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CI-IAPTER 5

ROCK MAG{ETIZATTONS AND ]\'IAÖTE"IIC ANOMALIES

5.1 Introduction

Using the results of the measurements discussed in Chapter

4, several models are considered for the magnetization distribu-

tion il the area sanpled, and the theoretical magnetic anomalies

compared with the acttsaL measured field shown in Fig. 5.1a,

which is taken from the Four Mile to One Inch series of aero-

inagnetic maps (G.S.C.,1967, 1969). It ís not possible in such

an area of rapidly varying ntagnetízations (spatially), sampled

in the narìner indicated, to model in great detail the finer points

of the anonaly field; neither is this desired at this time. The

purpose is rather to consider whether or not the rnagnetízations

of shallow units are capable of producing the total anonaly field

observed on the regíonal sca1e, or whether these nust be extended

in depth, or again whether different magnetic units must be in-

ferred at depth.

As was pointed out in Chapter 4, there are correlations be-

tween the surface n'Bgnetizations and some major lithologic Lnits

in the region of study. Magnetic urits A, B, and C correspond

closely with leucocratic tgranitic' rocks, md Unit B in partic-

ular appears to coincide with the lVhiteshell Porphyritic Grano-

diorite of Farquharson and Clark (1971) as discussed in Chapter 3.

Llnit D agrees closely with the belt of grey granodioritic gneisses

along the Winnipeg River near Seven Sisters and Pinawa. Unit Et
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in the south, corresponds with the Lac du Bonnet pluton of

McRitchie (1971), md in the north, with hypabyssal phases of

the pluton and quartz dioritic intrusions. The bor.rndary of

Unit F with Unít E is indistinct, owing to a shortage of

sampling sites, but there is some evídence, from the profile

in Fig.4.2,that an extra writ rnight be included, of low magne-

tizations; this unit corresponds with grey granodioritic

gneisses. In the bulk of Unit F, magnetizations are higher, and

in part at least may correspond with the westward extensions of

McRitchie's (1971) Black River Suite. The abrupt change in

magnetic character at the northern end of Unit F corresponds with

the Black and O'Flanly Rivers fault zone. The mesozonal Manigotagan

gneiss belt underlies Unit G, with very 1ow magnetizations.

The correlations between geological units arrd magnetic units

must place some constraints on possible interpretations of the

form of the magnetic units, md therefore on their contributions

to magnetic anomaly fields.

5.2 Magnetic Units and Anonaly Modelling

In attenpting to model æ.omaly fields usi¡g the nagnetíza-

tion data, it is necessary to determine a representative level of

magnetization for a particular region of voltmre. The simplest

forn is to treat each magnetic unit as a trniformly magnetized

block represented by the nean of the magnetizations. In this way,
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a gross picture of the general theoretical anomaly 1eve1s nay

be obtained, assr-rning various depths to the bases of the units.

In Chapter 4, the area was subdivided into a nurnber of

magnetic units, md some statistical parameters l^Iere quoted in

Table 4.1. It is seen that Unit G is characterízed by very low

magnetizations, in general. It is important from the modelling

point of view to lmow whether or not this writ is likeIy to

have much depth extent.

A semi-quantitatíve test was described by Puranen et a1.

(1968) . Consider a lvlodel 1, which comprises a nunber of vertical

infinite prisms whose horizontal dimensions are much greater

than the flight height. Then over the central regions of

prism (i), the total field T. is given by (following Puranen

et al., 19ó8)

Ti = 2t¡ ki To

assuming induced magnetization only; susceptibility kr;

geomagnetic field To. The standard deviations will fo11ow a

simílar relationship (Puranen et al., 1968),

Sf =2nSTs

r,shere I it the standard deviation of the anomaly field,

and S is the standard deviation of susceptibilities.

Thus,

h/S = 2n Ts
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Model 2. Here the prisns are finite in depth extent, but

stil1 with horizontal djmensions greater than flight height.

Now,

Ti < 2r kiTo

and

ST/S < 2t¡To

Model 3. The prisms are now sma11 in horizontal dimensions

comparable with or smaller than flight height. Owing to inter-

actions lvith fields due to other prisms

Ti < 2r kiTo

and

ST/S < ZttTo

l'{odel 4. The prism structure is now overlain by a homo-

geneous (or nearly so) layer of rock. Since, in surface sam-

pling, it ís this top layer which is sampled, S will tend to zero.

Thus,

ST/S + oo

In the case of unit G, the standard deviation S is 0 ,2 x I0-3

"*.r/.*3 
(2.5 x ro-3 srU¡, ffid for the anomaly field sampled close

to the sites, the standard deviation h ít 103 gairunas (nanotesla).

The ratio Sr/S is 1.39 x 2n To. Thls is the value obtained when
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S includes the effects of the very few isolated rnore highly

magnetic samples; if these are removed, Sr/S will of course

increase further. This indicates that the surface magnetic tmit

G is of very limited depth extent in the form observed. The

presence of a few more highly magnetic samples r¡fiich are similar

in character to those found in adjacent rnits F and FI, suggests

that the deeper magnetic unit may be sinilar to these units.

In all the other surface units, there is sufficient varia-

tion in magnetízation that the ratio S¡/S is always less than

2t¡ T". Nothing can therefore be said on this basis, regarding

their depth extents.

From a comparison of the anomaly field and the increase in

magnettzations at tJre southern end of Unit F, it is likely that

the more magnetic unit F is fairly shallow, at least at the

southern end. This magnetization ends abruptly in surface ex-

pression at the O'FIanly and Black Rivers fault zone, and as

indicated above, it is inferred that this magnetic unit may be

present at some depth beneattr Unit G.

In view of the ilterpretations of metamorphic grades placed

on these regions by McRítchie (1971), it is also inferred that

the higher rnagnetizations in the south of Unit F may be turder-

lain by lower magnetizations comparable with those of the grey

gneisses at the surface, near the boundary region betr^¡een Units F

and E, in the tkatazonalt region.
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The anomaly fie1d, Fig. 5.1b, is taken from a profile close

to XX' in Fig. 4.3; it is intended only to show the general fea-

tures of the fie1d. A very large scale trend has been removed,

using an expression for a second-order surface for this area,

given by McGrath and Ha1l (19ó9) and quoted irr Chapter 7. This

surface is intended to approximate the core-generated field.

An extreme case would be to assume infinite depth extent

for the magnetic units; a more realistic case is to consider

a 1evel within the crust for the bases of the i;nits. 0f course,

the writs probably extend to different depths, but in the absence

of such i¡rfonnation, a constant level wíll be assumed initially,

with the exception of part of Unit G.

A simple nodel is shown in Fig. 5.2. It is evident that

fine details cannot be nodelled in this way. However, some of

the major features of the anomaly field are present. The magne-

tizatíon levels were based partly on the values jn Table 4.1, and

parti-.y on the character of the susceptibility profile of Fig.

4.2, A depth to the bases of the r.¡nits was taken as 20 14n.,

this being an average depth of the major Intermediate seismic

i¡rterface in the crust in the area (Ha11 and Hajnal, 1969; Hajnal,

L970; FIa11, I97L; Hal1 and Flajnal , T973).

If the depth to unit bases is increased, the general leve1

of the anomaly field will increase. As rnay be seen by a compa-

rison with the residual anomalies in Fig. 5.1b, if the trend

surface renoval is correct, the general 1eve1 of the nodel field
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is already rather too high, witJr the exception of the area at

about 45 lqn. from the southern end, rvhere the anomaly peak is

missing. 0ir1y induced magnetization was considered here.

Thus most of the nragnetic r.u-ríts as seen at the surface are

capable of producing anomalies comparable with the observed

field anomalies; their depth extent is not greater than about

20 lm. This is in general accord with results of Bhattacharyya

and Morley (1965) and Hal1 (1968) in adjacent areas.

Modelling in this and subsequent sections has rsed right

rectangular prism configurations; the anomaly fields have been

calculated usiag the computer program BLOCK (Chapter 2, section

2.5, and Appendix 3). In profile models, the blocks lvere nor-

mally extended about 30 lqn. to either side of the profile 1ine.

This is reasonable in view of the general form of the anornaly

field, and of the lcnown geology in the area.

5. 3 Model Sl.ntheses

In order to model the field somewhat more c1ose1y, smaller

volumes of magnetizatíon are needed. The choice of magnetiza-

tions for the blocks is somewhat arbitrary, since the rnagneti-

zations are often variable over very short distances. However,

values which were interpreted as characteristic of a parti-cular

region were used. In most parts of the area, a model profile

is considered. The sampling was basically profile in nature,

across the general geologic and magnetic strikes.
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Southern region

A model profile has been constructed for the southern part

of the area close to the profile )ff' (Fig. 5.3). Since the

choice of block magnetizations is limited by the values obtained

from sample measurements, anomaly relief for a given block con-

figuration is governed largely by the depth extent of the'blocks.

The block magnetizations were interpreted from the profile in

Fig. 4.2. The effect of variation of depth for one particular

nodel is shor.,n in Fig. 5.3a, and b.

The general relief is approximately accounted for if the

surface units in the southern region extend to about I to 10 lcn.

depth. Insufficient relief is produced for smaller depths, using

magnetizations no greater than those measured at the surface.

Further extension of the block bases beyond 10 lqn. will of course

increase the general level, but the present block for¡n becomes

unrealistic.

One model that may be considered i-s that the nore highly

magnetized Unit B is rel-atively shallow, and the larger urit C

has a deeper base. A very sinple model is to extend the depth

by the addition of a generalized region below 8 14n., of magne-

tization of the order of that at the southern end of Unit C.

In Fig. 5.3c, this region is extended over the r¡¡hole area con-

sidered. The effect is to raise the 1evel of the field by about

100 gamrnas, if the unit is extended to about 20 l<rn. depth.
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Alternatively, the extent of the magnetization may be restricted

to the region underlying its surface expression. Depending on

the exact form of the northern boundary, l,virich is indeterminate,

the a¡romaly relief may be increased somewhat as a result.

þ using measured sampled magnetlzations in the southern

area, and considering both their areal distribution and the

form of the anomaly field, a model comprising many prisms was

constructed. The purpose was not to nodel definitively or in

great detail the anomaly field (this is not possíble with the

available information), but rather to demonstrate that the

observed field in the area may be produced by a simple extension

of the surface magnetizations to no more than 10 lcn. depth" The

contoured model field is given in Fig. 5.4a, and the corresponding

anomaly field in Fig. 5.4b; this latter is a recognizable portion

of the southern part of Fig. 4.3. The model blocks are listed

in Table 5.1. 0f course, this and the other profile models

are but a few of the nrultitude of possible block arrangements.

Any attempt to interpret this area in terms of individual

discrete body curue-fitting methods is likely to be unsatis-

factory, because of the erratic nature of nagnetization distri-
butions. The block magnetizations used in the region where profile

U' lies are sinilar to those used earlier in the profile model,

but not identical. The fields from the two models are comparable

in this region.
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TABLE 5.1

BLOCKS USED IN T4]DEL OF SOT]'|TüRN REGION

SW. Corner
XY

lar. lan.

-20 .0 -50.0
34.0 0 .0
34.0 - 50. 0
50.0 0.0
28.0 5.0
28. 0 8.0
26.0 5.0
27 .0 t2,0
31.0 L4.0
31.5 18.0
26.0 14.0
24.s 16.0
24 .5 16 .0
23.5 18.0
23.5 18.0
22.5 20 .0
22.5 20,0
2?.0 8.0
22.0 22,0
22.0 31.0
18.0 22.0
L7 .0 26 "017.0 2L.0
7.0 2L.0

10. 0 24 .0
L2.0 28 .0
9.0 28.0

-20.0 2r.0
17.0 2L,0
31.0 14.0
29.0 11.0
34.0 7 ,0

Xlength

lffi.

54.0
3.0

L2.0
4.0
4.0
4.0
2.0
1.0
2.0
1.0
4.0
1.5
1.5
2.5
2.5
3.5
3.5
4.0
9.0
s.0
4.0
5.0
1.0

10.0
2.0
5.0
3.0

27 .0
1.0
2.0
2.0
3.0

Ylength

]fl.

86.0
7.0

100.0
5.0
3.0
6.0
9.0
2.0
4.0
3.0
8.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0
2.0

14.0
9.0
3.0
4.0

12"0
5.0
7.0
4.0

12.0
2.0

15.0
5.0
4.0
3.0

32.0

r47

Intensítv/T
o

10- 6eniu/crn3

1300
900
400

2000
700

2000
700

1000
2000
2000
2000
2000
1700*
2000
1700*
2000
1700*
s00

2000
1700
2200
2200
3700
3700

-4600
3700
3700

700
-1500
1700*
1 700*

900

Block

10
20
30
50
60
70
BO

90
100
110
r20
130
131
140
141
150
151
160
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
2s0
260
270
111

101
7L

280

Depth to top 0.31 lsn. Depth to base 10.0 kn., except those marked *,
u'here depth to base is 5. 0 lan.
Induced magnetization on1y.
Some blocks arranged to overlap to produce required form.

Or,igirr is at S.W. corner of Fig. 5"4a.
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The maj¡r features of the anomaly field are reproduced by

the mode1, which uses magnetizations no greater than those

observed at the surface.

Lac du Bonnet region

Modelling with measured surface-sampled magnetizations

has failed to produce the high anomaly peak found in the

observed field at about 45 lffr. north on profile Hr, (see

Fig. 5.1). Samples have been obtained in the vicinity of the

peak, but are only intermediate to 1ow irt value. Unfortrmately,

outcrop ís not plentiful in the anonaly high region.

The sharpness of the peak would indicate that the top

of the source is not deep, and the rnagnitude implies

considerable depth extent and/or high magnetization.

To the north, arrd to a lesser extent to the south, of the

main anomaly, high localized magnetízation peaks were found in

the sampling. Yet on examining the original aeromagnetic n¿rps,

no evidence of correspondíng fine scale anomalies was fou-rd;

this implies that these nagnetizations are localized and fair1-y

shallow in depth extent. If, as McRitchie (1971) suggests,

this area is wrderlain by hypabyssal phases of the pluton which

appears to underlie the area of the nain anomaly, the high

magnetizations may be a result of a contact phenomenon between

rock types and may be erpected to decrease in ni.unber further
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froni the pluton. McRitchie interpreted the pluton as dipping

to the north, based on the form of the anomaly field to the

north of the pluton. He attributed this field to the presence

of the h1'pabyssal phases above the main pluton. The predoni-

nance in places of the higher magnetizations in the north of

Unit E may well be a result of differential erosion of the

granodioritic gneissic rocks relative to harder quartz monzonitic

or quartz dioritic units. As outcrops are relatively sparse in

the area, occurring as hillocks protruding through younger cover,

sone unevenness in the sampling will inevitably occur as a result.

The true abundance of the higher magnetizations may therefore

be overestimated; the other nagnetizations in the region are

1ow, less than 0.4 x 10-3 enru/crs (often nuch less).

Although magnetizations do rise to a naxinun almost

coincident with the high anomaly peak, they cannot produce a

sufficient anomaly rnagnitude even if extended to about 20 kn.

depth. By taking a grid of data values over the main peak and

extending j¡rto the region around, a separation of the large scale

anomaly and the high peak may be achieved. The grid interval used

was 1.ó lffi.; smaller interuals were rejected because of the noisy

r¡ature of the field, and a small amormt of manual smoothing was

incorporated into the data acquisition. As appears from the

nap (Fig. 4.3), the larger scale feature is essentially two-

dimensional in this region. Accordingly, a surface (in the form
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of a curve perpendicular to the major trend) was subtracted from

the data values, to give the residual anomalL Fig. 5.5.

These residual values were then used in the computer pro-

gram PRI${ (Chapter 2 and Appendix 3) to attempt a vertical

prism model fit. Because of the rather noisy fonn of the local

fie1d, a good fit was not expected. However, an indication of

possible dimensions, depths and magnetizations were obtained.

Several starting points were tried; those with intermediate i¡.i-

tial nagnetizations converged towards very thin, but very deep

(order of 20 to 30 lan.) prisms, which were rejected as being

unrealistic. Higher magnetizations converged towards a smaller

shallower body. The nodel whose curves are shown in Fig. 5.5

was the most Teasonable one obtained. The main bulk of the

residual peak may be modelled by a body 4.3Ì,tn. long by 2.3lm.

wide, with depth to top of 1.6 lsn. and depth to base of 5.0 lsn.

The magnetization is near normal, of inclination 89o and decli-

nation from true north of 30', of intensity 4 x 10-3 
"*r7.^3

-7)(3 x 10 yfb/n-). Superimposed again on this anomaly form

are two even sharper features r¡irich may be interpreted as r-ipward

projections from the top of the body. It is quite possible that

these may subcrop at the drift-covered Precanrbrian surface.

However, the nature of this body is not fu11y defined.

There are several peaks similar to this anomaly, along the

strike length of the larger scale anomaly. These have not
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been subjected to a nodel fit, but from their forms, similar

results to those given above are expected. The suggestion is

therefore that these are nearer-surface projections of a deep-

lying larger body, of magnetization considerably greater than

that observed at the surface. If this is the case, the main

broader anomaly will be largely the result of this deeper body.

Alternatives may be considered. These higher magnetized

smal1 bodies may be roof pendants similar to the perípheral

occurrences of high nagnetizatíons to the north and south of

the nain surface outcropping pluton, or in a sinilar tn¿¡rtner,

may be large xenoliths of stoped material which have undergone

metasomatic and/or contact netamorphic effects. However, the

intensities of rnagnetLzations for.rrd at the surface are sti1l
not as high as the nrodel interpretation indicates.

It is also possible that these highly magnetic bodies

may be isolated, but in some way t{ere carried upwards irr

the intrusive phase which produced the surface rock unit.

If these bodies are localized, whatever their mode of

orígin, one is left with a relatively low magnetization

surface rrrit, and a larger scale anomaly feature which reaches

the order of 450 gaffmas (nanotesla) above base level. Even by

extending the surface urit to depths of the order of 20 lsn.

it is not possible to adequately account for the anornaly

magnitude.
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Figure 5.5 Lac du Boruret Anomaly - Interpretatíon of

Central Peak.

Profiles were taken at azimuth 150".

Profile spacing 1.6 lffi. Station spacing 1.ó lsn.

Location shov¿n as Area A in Figure 4.3.
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It would therefore appear 1ikely that a deeper extensive

high nagnetization exists below the surface rock and magnetic

units in this area, below a depth of about 5 lsn. If one

considers the nature of the anomaly field, a magnetizedboðy

dippì-ttg to the north is suggested. This has already been

proposed for the form of the surface rock unit, the Lac du

Bonnet pluton, on geological grounds QvlcRitchie, L977). However,

as indicated above, it seems that the surface magnetízations

are not adequate to accormt for the main anomaly. It is

therefore proposed that the fonn of the anomaly is a result,

not of a unit dipping from the surface, but prirnarily of an

imderlying more highly magnetized unit, which also dips to the

north. The magnetization may be assr.uned to be that of the

prism interpretation for the high peak. A very sinple nodel,

to indicate a possible form, is shor.,un in Fig. 5.3d.

l{hereas, in the southern region of the profile Hr ,

surface magnetizations, if extended several kilometres in

depth, appear capable of accowrting for the anomaly field, in

the case of the Lac du Bonnet region, an appeal to deeper, more

intense nagnetization has to be made.

Northern Region

Further north from the Lac du Bonnet area, the residual

anomaly field (Fig. 5.1b) goes below the zero 1eve1;
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correspondingly there is a region of low magnetizations at

the surface. To the north agaín, the anomaly field rises to

slightly above zero and then decreases at the end of the

profile to below zero values. The surface magneti-zations, as

discussed earlier, do not correspond rr'ell in the northern part.

There is evidence, Section 5.2, that the extremely low magne-

tization urit G is very sha11ow, in its southern ha1f, and also

that the more magnetic part of Unit F may thicken in depth

extent towards the north.

If these trrits are generally of shallow depth extent, any

relief in the anomaly field resulting from then will be sma11.

If, as was shown in the simple rnodel in Fig. 5.2, the depths

are extended to 20 lon., the field levels are too high.

Geological considerations [McRitchie, 1971) would suggest

that surface urits F and G are limited in depth to a few

kilometres at most. The low nagnetizations at the southern end

of Unit F are considered to r:nderlie the more northerly parts.

5.4 Evidence for Deep lt4agnetizations

In the Lac du Bonnet areae recourse has already been made

to deeper magnetizations to account for the high anomaly in that

region. In other areas, surface magnetizations appear capable

in general of producing the level of residual anomaly field

(Fig. 5.lb) - or greater.
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If the base leve1 as determined ís not correct, md there

is of course this possibility, there are two possible resultant

effects. In view of the method of obtaining the regional sur-

face, by fitting over a very large area to the Dominion Obser-

vatory Magnetic F lfaps of Canada (McGrath and Ha1l, 19ó9), it is

considered that the general trend in the present area of study

is reasonable; however the absolute level may not be a true

representation of the core-generated field, since a rníformly

magnetized layer will also contribute to the colxtant field
level.

If the level is accepted as it stands, then it would seem

that deeper magnetizations must be invoked in most areas, such

that an absence or decrease results in a depression of the

general 1eve1 tpon whích are superimposed the shorter wavelength

variations - in this \úay, a predominantly negative region may

appear.

An alternative is to call for a large extensive body of

reversed nagnetization. Hoviever, it has been for.md in a nunber

of different Precambrian terrains, of different ages and erosion

levels, (e.g. Kornik, 1968; Puranen et a1., 19ó8; Hal1, 1968;

Chapter 4) that the renanent magnetizations are rarely much greater

than the induced nagnetizations, are generally near nonnally magne-

tized, and as shown in Chapte'r 4, are mostly of 1ow stability. The

prism interpretation for the stronger nagnetization under the Lac du
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Bonnet area also supports the idea of generally near-nornal mag-

netizations. In the northern two-thirds of the surface sampling

area, only an insignificant nt¡nber of samples were found to be

reversely magnetized; they were magnetically soft and the remanent

magnetizations generally 1ow in comparison with the induced compo-

nents. In the south of the area, rather more intermediate or

reversed remanences vrere measured, but as discussed 1n Chapter 4,

these were generalLy soft and cannot be considered significant

over any large area.

It nay be suggested that magnetic minerals forrning in envi-

ronments of high temperature and over extended periods of geologic

tirne will tend to form large grains, l,frich may be magnetically

unstable, in the absence of fine-scale exsolutíon textures. In

none of the samples studied here was fine-scale exsolution

found; the grains indicated a genera1-1ry soft magnetic behaviour.

Stable remanences may be formed by the exsolution of magnetite

a¡rd hematite in very sma1l grain sizes from silicate minerals.

The presence of such exsolution has been noted by McRitchie

(1971) in some samples from the Lac du Bonnet pluton. However,

in the present study, the occurrence of large homogeneous, or

partLy nartitized, magnetite grains were foind in samples from the

pluton, carrying a magnetically soft major remanence. If such

large grains are present to any extent in a body, they will tend

to overshadow any more stable remanence, reversed or otherwise.
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Thus, any najor body of reversed magnetization must 1ie

at depth, belorv the zones in which the rocks sampled in this

and similar studies r.,rere formed.

If the base level, intended here to represent the core-

generated field, is too high, this Ímplies that there is more

magnetization in the earthts crust and/or ræper nantle. In

this case, simple extension of surface magnetizations to

greater depths to produce the increased residual anomaly field

in the present area requires that the t¡rits may extend signi-

ficantly below the 20 lqn. level. Although there is lorown

structure on the i¡rterface, this is a typical level for the

Intermediate seisinic discontinuity. It would seen unreasonable

to attempt to extend the surface units across this distinct

bor.nrdary. Thus deeper, more intense magnetízations are irnplied,

either above or below the seisnic interface.

If the base 1eve1 is too 1ow, this has the effect of

accentuating the need for structure in deep strongly magnetized

units, sirce the northern end of the residual anornaly field

(Fig. 5.1b) will become negative. It has been demonstrated that

the surface units cannot account for this.

Thus, the need for deep magnetizations is shown. Th-is com-

parison of surface and shallow nagnetizations with anomaly fields

has denonstrated the need for a detailed lcrowledge of shallow magne-

tizations and their relations with possible geological structures,
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when attempting to interpret longer wavelength anomalies. The

long wavelength variations in shallow magnetízatLon in the

present area wj-11 produce components of long wavelength in a

filtered rnap. This is then further confirmation that the

'confidence parametersr for deep interpretation nr,ay be lolv (cf.

the sirnple models in Section 2,4, Chapter 2).

The ain is then to generate the field due to the shallow

units and subtract this to obtain the effects of deeper units.

Orce again, the choice of depth extents for the shallow units

is questionable; however, it was indicated earlier that for

depths of about 8 to 10 lcn., the relief in the southern end of

the profile could be produced. Furthermore, the bulk of the

Lac du Bonnet anomaly may be accounted for by magnetization

above 10 kn. The depths of all the major blocks was therefore

taken as 10 lcn., with lateral variations according to surface

magnetizations.

Any such exercise in tstripping' is to a greater or lesser

extent an arbitrary procedure because 1itt1e is known of the

detailed structures even after a basically one-dimensional

surface sanpling such as has been undertaken here. Gross assump-

tions must be nnde and only gross features can be nodelled"

Flowever, a simple model of the topmost 10 lcn. was produced,

¡.r'hich would take into accourt some of the limitations imposed

i-n the earlier discussion. The model and profile are shov,rn
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in Fig" 5.6. Also in Fig. 5.ó is shor¡n the difference, i.e.

the 'renaining field', between the residual fie1d, Fig. 5.1b,

and the model field. This 'remaining field' must be produced

by deep sources"

In the southern ha1f, the remaining field is slightly

positive, md in the north, slightly negative, the variation

being a feature of long wavelength, perhaps of the order of

150 lcn. The shorter wavelength features are of course mainly

residuals resulting from the model itself.
If the interpretation of the Lac du Bonnet anomaly as

caused by a deeper magnetic tririt is corsidered, if it extends

below 10 1cTr., or has a greater northward extension aboVe 10 lsn.

the higher field in the 'remaining field' to the north of the

Lac du Boru:et area may in fact be removed. Also, if the

southern high anomaly sources extend below 10 lsn., the high

renaining in that region may be accounted for. An extension to

about 18 kn. depth with a magnetization of about 0.8 x 10-3 enu/crn3
_'7 ')

(10 ' \{b/m') (similar to that of the southern end of writ C)

will effectively reduce tJre remaining field to near zero,

In all of the modelling considered, remanent rnagnetization

has been discussed only insofar as the general absence of signi-

ficant Teveïse magnetízations. It was pointed out in Chapter

4 that in the southern u¡:its, the remanent intensities were com-

parable with the induced magnetizations in many cases, and the
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directions were predominantly within about 30o of the arnbíent

field. Therefore, Teilìanence nay contribute an amount equal

to 50% or more of the induced value to the total anornaly, es-

pecially in r¡rits A and B. In view of the variations within

the units, it is not feasible to attempt any form of detailed

model synthesis on the basis of the remanence contributions.

However, the effect of the renanence nay be to reduce the depth

extent required in the rnore highly magnetized parts, i.e. unit

B and parts of urit A. In the unit E, over the Lac du Bonnet

area, although renanences were soft and close to ambient field,

the remanent/induced magnetizatíon ratios were generally low.

The small contribution to the anomaly field is not enough to

significantly change the earlier argunents.

However, in the low region in the north, no extension in

depth of surface units, or appeals to remanent magnetization

will reduce the 1ow, but rather will increase the negative

values in the 'remai¡ring field'. If the model is made

shallower in extent here, the mi¡imum field it will produce

is zero, which sti1l leaves a negative rremajning field'.

Hall (Lg73) has considered a nunber of possibilities to

accourit for this and other very long wavelength anomaly

features in other areas,
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CFIAPTER 6

SPECTRAI SIUDIES

6.1 Introduction

Studies of the spectra of magnetic anomaly fields may

yield some infonnation regarding the structure of the region

below the plane of observation. It should be enphasized that

there is, in general, no rnique solution for an observed aro-

maly field. This restriction applies even more strongly to

the interpretation of fr.¡nctions of the data wherein informa-

tion carried in the phase is lost. Nevertheless, the use of

spectral fi.rrctions is sonetimes advantageous.

In the present work, the interest is primarily in longer

wavelength anomaly features, ffid as such, larger areas of

anomaly field are considered, as indicated in Fig. 1.1.

6.2 Data Processing

In obtaining gridded ðata, a decision has to be made

regarding the interval of digitization. There are two con-

flicting criteria: (1) the digitizing interval should be smal1

enough to avoid significant aliasi¡g at the frequencies of major

interest; (2) there exist practical linits to the time and

storage available, æd cost. The data which has been used in

this study was digitized prior to the corrnencement of the project;

that for Area 1 was obtained originally by Bhattacharrya
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and lt{orley (1965), and that for the other areas by McGrath and

Hall (1969). These groræs were interested in anomaly hrave-

lengths greater thæt 24 kilometres and 12 kilornetres respectively,

and the data was obtained at digitizing intervals of 3.2

kilometres and 3 kilometres in the respective cases.

To avoid aliasing completel¡ the sampling interval should

be not greater than one half of the minimum wavelength present

in the data. For airborne magnetic data obtained at low alti-

tudes, the rninimwr wavelength is of the order of 0. 5 kn. This

interval is not practical for magnetic ðata over very large areas,

in view of the large number of data points required. However,

a compromise is necessary, and íf the contributions fronr

frequencies much greater than the Nyquist frequency t, = #
are relatively small, the level of aliasing nwy be satis-

factorily low.

Second-order poly::omial surfaces were removed from the

data values, representing the core-generated field. These

surfaces were obtained by fitting second-order polynomlals

to values taken over large areas of the Donilion Observatory

Magnetic F l4aps of. Canaða (1955, 1965, 1970). The surface

used for Area I is given by

F(x,y) = 60547 + 6.6953 x - 1.0951 y - 0.0045 4¡

- 0.0166 x2 - 0.0094 y2
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where the origirr is at 94oW, 48"45'N, and x and y are in units

of 3.2 lan. ; x is northward arLd y is eastward.

The surface rxed for the other areas is the one used by

McGrath and Hall (1969) and is

F(x,y) = 60898 - 4.1115 x - 1.4334 y + 0.0081 4¡

- 0.0093 x2 - 0.0080 y2

with x and y axes south and east respectively; the origin is

at 93"W, 51'28'N; the units are 3 km.

The residual values thus obtained were then subjected to

a screening process which truncated arry values which exceeded

three times the standard deviation of the data. This renoves

high intensity 1oca1 anonalies and reduces aliasing. The

removal, by inspection, of remaining isolated peaks had 1itt1e

effect on the spectra.

The estimation of spectra has long been a subject of dis-

cussion. Some useful works are by Blaclqran and Tukey (1958),

Jenkins and Watts (1968), together with a collection of papers by

prominent workers in the field presented by the IEEE (1967).

Other approaches have been considered by U1rych Q972) and others.

A smoothed spectral estimator of the form

¡2
C (nÂf ,nÂf) = 4

N2

N-1 N-1
5'r

k=0 1=0
w(k,1) x(k,l) e

,''r[*. +j

m, n = 0, Ir 2 ... N-1 Af = 1/2N^,
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has been used, rÍrere w[krl) is a window function, and x[krl)

is the ðata; A is the digitizing interval and N the nunber of

data points in the x and y directions.

Spectral estimates were determined for the areas using

the computer prograrn POI{ER, described in Appendjx 3. This

gives a two-dimensional spectrum estimate. Several data

windoivs were tried, but little difference in the form of the

estimate was fot¡nd; the circular cosine bell window was fin-

ally used, over the whole data block in each case.

A second computer program was used to select one-dimen-

sional views of the spectra; the program PROFIL uses a spline

interpolation to obtain values on the profile. The assurption

of a continuous smooth spectrum is made in doing this.

Provision is made for a reduction to the pole of the spectrum.

In view of the high nagnetic latitudes, little change was pro-

duced in the spectra by such a reduction, mainly a slight

increase in magnitude. Although remanent magnetization may

affect poTarization in sone cases, it is considered that over

the whole area, distortíon of the spectrum will be small.

6.3 Spectra of lvlagnetic Anomaly Fields

The spectral estimates in this section were produced in the

Ít¿uÌner indicated in the previous section. The two-dimensional

estimates were generalLy quite burpy in fonn. The versions
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here have been sinrplified by simple averaging over 9 adjacent

spectral points, md by omitting contours enclosing sma1l

features at intermediate or higher frequencies. The directions

of the corresponding profiles are marked on the plots (a direct

comparison of profiles and plots is not possible since the

profiles have been reduced to the pole).

The possible existence of aliasing is aclarowledged, in

view of the digitizing interval. A smalL area of lcrown higher

intensity short wavelength features was available at 1 iqn.

digitizing intervals; a test was made on this data without pre-

screening, md it was fowrd that aliasing effects were only

significant at wavelengths less than about 12 ian. (0.08 cyc/lar.).

Since the present study is concerned mainly with features much

larger than this, ffid since prescreening was normally done,

aliasing was not considered of great importance for the longer

wavelengths.

The spectral estimates are shov.¡n in Fig. ó.1, from areas

as indicated in Fig. 1.1. The size of the data blocks was

approximately 250 lcn. in diameter (since the data window is

circularly synrnetric) .

A conrnon feature in many examples of magnetic anonialy

spectra has been noted by Spector and Grant (1970), namely

that the spectra show a bimodal distribution of power. This
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is significant if any filtering process is to be applied to

the data for further ínterpretation techniques. A binodal

di-stribution apparently exists in some of the cases in Fig.

6.1. A definite break in the general slope of the spectral

curve occurs in the region corresponding to about 40 1,lTI. wave-

length (0.025 cyc/im). This could indicate that trvo (at least)

processes of differing characteristics are contributing to the

anomaly fields, ffid that to effect a partial separation, a fi1-

ter cut-off at about this wavelength would be suitable.

Furthermore, as may be seen from the nodel curves in sec-

ti.on 2.4, wavelength components shorter than about 12 kn. (0.083

cyc/isn) are nrainly due to shallow sources. Thtls filtering at

this wavelength limit removes these shallow effects, leaving

the longer wavelengths which may or rnay not be fron deeper

sources (e"g. Fig. 2.7).

The choi;ce of optimtmr filter bandwidth for separation of

sources is dependent on the nature of the magnetization dis-

tributions present. In section 2.4, several sinple models

were constructed, to indicate how the signal-to-noise ratios

affected the bandwidth. As the nagnetic structure in the sub-

surface is not lmoi,rn-r a priori, one cannot definitively design

a filter by using the structure as a model. However, if one

hypothesizes, based on geological and geophysical lcrowledge
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in an area, and constructs an appropriate nrodel, he may choose

a filter bandwidth r¡frrich would enhance particular features of

the mode1. If the form of the measured spectri.m is s jmilar to

that of the nodel, there is justification for the.choice of

filter properties.

There are some similarities between the nodels in section

2.4 arñ the spectra in this section. This has inplications

regarding anomaly interpretations. The filter cut-off of about

40 lili. wavelength was chosen as the nost suitable compromise

value, for enhancing the longer wavelength anornalies for the

whole region.
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CIIAPTER 7

DISCUSSION OF FILTERED IVIAGNET]C ANOMALY

MAPS A}]D SPECTRAI EST]MATES

7.L Introduction

Magnetic anomaly data have been filtered in nany ways and

for different purposes. In studies of the whole crust and

læper mantle, it is the longer wavelength components which are

of prirne concern. A nr¡nber of maps from different areas have

been produced by digital filtering (e.g. Bhattacharyya arrd

Morley, 1965; McGrath and Ha11, 1969; Hall and Dagley, 7970;

Hal1, I97I, 1973). The purpose of these is to display in an

enha¡rced form the longer wavelength components in as true a

representation as possible.

McGrath and FIa1l (19ó9) demonstrated a method based on a

classical two-dinensional snoothing operator for removing

short wavelengths. Bhattacharyya and lt{orley (19ó5) presented

a nap produced by tnncating a double Fourier series expression

for the anomaly fie1d.

It has been part of the present project to re-examine

this latter area of data. The method of Bhattacharyya and

lvforley is interesting in its approach; however, a ntrnber of

relatively intense, but smal1 size, anomalies are apparent

in the map, and in some cases appear to be related to the

grid directiors of the Fourier transformation. A remarkable
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result of the Ínterpretations of these and other anomalíes

was that the dírections of polarization were grouped about

two diametrically opposite directions, both distant from the

ambient field direction" This furplies strong remanent magne-

tizations in all of these bodies. However, such a result

may have occurred as an effect of alternating high and 1ow

intensities caused by the spurious side lobe effects of an

i.rrsuitable window furction, namely the data block size.

7.2 Data Processing

The data of Bhattaclwryya and Morley (1965) have been

filtered using the method of McGrath and Flall (1969), which

uses a l7-point smoothing operator to give (for data digi-

tized at 3.2 l<rn.) a cut-off wavelength of about 13 kn., and a

1ow distortion for wavelengths greater than 38 lsn. The data

vüere processed in a manner sinilar to that described by McGrath

and Hall (1969). A second-order surface was removed from the

data as described in section 6.3, ffid the screening and precon-

ditioning procedures carried ouf as part of the filteríng process.

The m¡rnerical filter used was the following (I{cGrath

and Hal1, 1969)

Fo (xrY) 55 Fi(x,y) + 42 st + 29 str - 10 su-TI
259 I

t
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where Fo(x,y) = the filtered value of Fr(x,y)

and S, = the sun of the data falling in circles

of radius r centred at Fr[x,y) where r

is in sampling r:nits.

The resultant map is shown in Fig. 7.I.

As noted in section 6,4, a filter cut-off at about 40

1sn. n.ìay effect a separation of the long wavelength features.

This is the sane cut-off as used by Hal1 (1973). In order

to use the method of McGrath and Hal1 (1969), it is necessary

to decimate the previously filtered data to an jrterval three

times the basic interval, i.e. 9.6 lan. The new fílter cut-off

is approximately 38 kn., with low distortion beyond about

100 lffi. After filtering, the data were interpolated back to

the original grid interval of 3.2 larr, r.rsing the computer

program SPLINT (Appendix 3) , based on bicubic splines. This

is possible with this smoothed data. The resultant nap is

shown in Fig. 7.2"

As indicated in Chapter 2, there is in general a conside-

rable overlap in frequency between different alomaly sources.

It is apparent from the spectra that to attempt to isolate

the major part of intermediate wavelength anomalies, a band-

width between about 13 and 50 lffi. may be better than 13 to 38

]cn. The 13 lsn. filtered data were therefore also filtered
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again at 52 lffr. (4 times the basic interval) . After inter-

polation back to the original grid, both this field and the

38 lsn. field were subtracted fron the 13 lfl. filtered data

to give residual intermediate anomalies. The resulting fields

contained a few isolated anomalies, but the bulk of residuals

followed the main longer wavelength features and were not readily

separable into discrete anomalies. This indicates that by

filtering at the longer wavelength limits, some information is

1ost, which may be significant in the interpretation of the

anomaly sources.

Spectral estimates were obtajned for the filtered data.

The data filtered with 13 lsn. cut-off wavelength was decimated

to twice the basic grid interval, giving a Nyquist frequency

of I/I2.8 cyc/lcn.; thus no further aliasing is introduced.

The data filtered with 38 lsn. cut-off wavelength was decimated

to six times tJre basic interval, givíng a Nyquist frequency

of L/38.4 cyc/kn; again, no further aliasing is introduced.

These processes were performed only for Area 1. The spectral

estimates are shown in Figs. 7,3 arÃ 7.4.

7,3 Discussion of Spectra

The same basic features at low frequencies are apparent

in the spectra of filtered ðata as for the urfiltered data.
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The presence of a peak at wavelengths of the order of 100 lcn.,

indicating a donrinant ENE trend, points out that this is the

main contributor to the longer wavelength anomaly field in the

map aÏea.

The nature of the spectral estimates obtained does not

permit definitive quantitative interpretations. However,

since the anomaly maps show a major trend direction, the as-

sumption of rflatr magnetization spectra is mreasonable.

Furthernore, an interpretation in terms of such a spectruî,

with the slope of the logarithm of the spectral estimate

representing the depth to the top of the magnetized unit

(cf. Spector and Grant, 1970) requires intense nagnetization

at depths below 20 lqn.

To demonstrate this, consider Area 1 - SW. The slope

of the low frequency spectrum corresponds approximately with

that of the 20 lqn. depth curves (Fig. 2"4). Using the curves

in Figs. 2,3 and 2"4, the model spectrun for a random dis-

tribution of blocks smaller than 1 lcn. semi-dimension at a

depth of 20 lqn. was formed for 2 lqn. and 10 lsn. layer thick-

nesses, Fig. 7 "5. The model spectra are constructed usjng

an arbitrary arnplitude factor of 104. The nodel curve for

2lsn. thiclsress peaks at a 1og. value of 2,L; the spectral

estimate peaks at 16.0. Allowing for the factor of 104, the

amplitude factor for the spectral estimate is (16 - Z.t + 9.2)
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irr logarithmic form. The value is approximately 1.1 x 1010

,nits? /lsrr? . If one supposes a distribution as in section 2.4,

the m¡nber of blocks per writ area is 0.04/r:n2. Thus the mean

magnetization leve1 is (1.1 x fO10/O ,OÐ2 units, wtrich since

1 r.mit was chosen to be 10-6 emu/cm3., gives a mean 1eve1 of

the order of 0.s emu/cms. (6.5 x t0-5 yfo/^z). A sinilar opera-

tion for the 10 lsn. thick layer gives a level of the order of

0.13 enu/cns. (1.7 x 10-5 Wb/nz). The other spectral estimates

will give sinilar high values on this basis. These high nagne-

tizations present problems in the ìnterpretation of the nature

of the magnetizations and of the rocks carrying then.

The character of the anomaly field and of the spectra

demonstrate that appropriate models to consider may be the

I two-dirnensionalf forms, viewing rectangular tblockr or

f triangular' rnagnetizations in a cross-strike direction.

Consider again Area 1 - SW. A model curve for the

Itriangular' distribution of semi-dimension 30 - 40 ian. with

depth extent fron surface (0.3 lan.) to 5 lcn. is shown in Fig.

7.5. This is again an approximation to the 1ow frequency

spectral estimate. Other magnetization units are r-u-rdoubtedly

present, which may affect the closeness of fit to any parti-

cular model.

Using this model, and again allowing for the arbitrary

amplitude factor 104, the anrplitude factor for the spectral
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estj-rnate is (1ó.0 - 20.+ + 9.2) in logarithmic form; the value

is about 120. The rnodel curves were calculated for b*u* = 100

]qn. and b - 0. If the value of b , is also taken as 100 l<rn.*'* "min "^ "min

this is a limitíng case, and has the effect of i¡creasing the

nrodel curves by a factor 3 (equation (11), section 2.3). Using

these latter values, and considering 1 block in 250 x 250 1cn2,

the nr¡nberper urit area is 1.6 x 10-t/^'. The mean peak magne-

tization level, at the centre of the variation, is given by ((120

-t 7' -^-3 33) /L.6 x 10 ')-2 units, or the order of 1.6 x 10 emu/cm .

This estjmate is not truly representative because it has assuned

that the spectral estimate is constant over a very large region,

enough to contain many such blocks. Bringing ar.r, closer to

a*^-. has the effect of slightly increasing the magnitude of thenax

model curves and of increasing their oscillatory nature. In

the limit, if only one block size is present, of about 100 lffi.

b-dimension, then the nagnetization level is of the order of 1.3
-7x 1o-' emu/cm". (1.7 x 10-' l,!b/m:).

Similar block or gradational ttwo-dimensionalr structures

at greater depth will result in higher magnetizations, (by

elementary considerations, or by examination of the curves in

Figs. 2.4, 2.5, 2.6). Fig. 7.5 also shows a nodel at l0 lsn.

Arr analysis sjmilar to that above results in a level of the

order of 3 x 10-3 emu/.r3. fot the single block situation, or

higher values if there are variations in sizes. A variety of
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models nay be fourd which are equally satisfactory fits to the

spectra. The magnitudes should strictly be only considered as

relative, in view of the nethod of spectral estimation.

Nevertheless, the point is made that shallower, lower

intensity magnetizations with longer wavelength cornponents may

accornt satisfactorily for some of the obseryed spectra, whereas

deeper models may require magnetizations whose intensities

present difficulties in their interpretation (eg. Serson and

Hannaford, 1957). The spectral estimates for the filtered data

cover larger areas, but again similar magnitudes are fourd, with

a slightly better statistical population.

It is evident that more than one major magnetic unit (or

groræ of units in the restricted sense of Chapter 4) are con-

tributing to the spectra. In some areas, the lower frequency

peak is less evident.

Comparison of the three sets of curyes in Fig. 7.5 (which

were chosen rather arbitrarily, as having sirnilar low frequency

forms) with spectra from areas 1 - NE and 3 shows that these

spectra also nay be explained large1y by shallow (less than 10

lcr.) magnetization, but that deeper more rnagnetic units may

give similar spectra too.

The spectrrm for Area 1 - NW is rather different in that

two trends appear. The separation into distinct units, either

two-dirnensional or isotropic, is not feasible here, although
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the form of the curves suggests the presence of considerable

effects fr,on shallow sources. The change in character of the

spectnrn is in keeping with the different nature of the anomaly

fie1d.

The spectnrn for Area 2 is characterized by a trend i¡d'rich

is apparent at intermediate wavelengths jn the ENE direction.

There are evidently more than one unit contributing to the

longer wavelengths, but again tJrey are not separable. A slíght

long wavelength trend in the ItôlW direction is apparent, similar

to that observed in Area 1 - NW, which partly overlaps Area 2.

An examination of the anomaly maps of McGrath and HaI1 (1969)

and Hall (1971) shows that Area Z encompasses two regions of

distinctly different magnetic character. The power increases

to zero frequency (to this resolution), which may indicate

that deeper magnetizations (greater than 20 1¡n.) nny be more

significant here than jn other regions.

Area 1 - SE again has a different spectrum; the low fre-

quency power increases to a maximtrn at zero frequency, witJr

a slight peak in a low frequency trend, which contrasts witir

the major ENE trend in most of the remainder of the map area.

Comparíson with the anomaly map indicates that this subdued

I{lrlW trend is a result of the broad high anomaly feature over

the Lake Nipigon region. Consideration of the forms of the

nrodel curves in section 2.3 shows thatby suitable choice of
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dimensions (a_^-- greater than 40 kn. , for the gradational model) ,' max

this peak may be e4plained by shallow magnetization (1ess than

10 lan. ) .

The presence of deeper sources in the whole area is not

excluded, but is indeternrinate in view of the i¡herent a:nbiguity

of interpretation. However, the results in this section, in

Section 2.4, and in Chapter 5 imply that deeper effects may be

seen with a very low signal-to-noise ratio, and that filtering
at arty reasonable bandwidth could result in a very low tconfi-

dence parametert for deep interpretations.

The emphasis above has been on the gradational magnetiza-

tion model. The relative anplitudes of higher frequency compo-

nents for the rectangular block forns are higher than in the

gradational case, (Figs, 2,5 and 2.6). In attempting to match

the observed spectra satisfactorily at low frequencies, blocks

at depths greater than about 2 to 5 kn. and extending to the

order of 20 to 25 lsn. are necessary for most spectra, witJr other

r¡-rits producing the bulk of the higher frequency components.

A single writ of blocks extending from the surface cannot produce

the 1ow frequency peaks adequately and be consistent with the

higher frequency portions of the spectra.

A feature of the gradational model approach is that

interpretations of the lower frequency portions of the observed

spectra rnay use units extending down fron the surface. The
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extent to which this actually occurs may be tested by surface

studies. Models which must invoke deeper sources cannot be

tested in this way directly.

7.4 Magnetic Anomaly Maps, Spectra and Geology

The general geology in the northwestern Ontario map area

has been discussed briefly in Chapter 1. Wilson (1971) has

presented several maps of the area. One is a magnetic trend

map (Wilson's Fig. 3) which delineates part of the English

River Gneiss Be1t. This belt crosses the present naps between

50o and 51o N in an approximate east-west direction. It

corresponds with the intense lows in the western region but

becomes more diffuse at about 89oW, where it appears to merge

with the southern edge of the anomaly high at 51oN in Fig. 7.L.

Between 92" attd 94oW, the southern edge of this Gneiss belt

is bordered by a region of anonaly high. This high continues

to the west, beyond the present map area, to join the high

region (Ha11 , I}TI) over which part of the sampling was carried

out (Chapters 3 and 4). Hall (1968), as part of a larger survey,

has sampled in the region just east of 94"W and just south of

50'N within the present map area. In his whole region, he

defined seven magnetic r¡:its. Within these r:nits are fotnd

some areas of more intense magnetization, related spatially with

anomaly highs, and comparable with those in the magnetic i;nits
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A, B, C of the present work. The full areal- and depth extent

of these particular areas is not knoun, although Ha1lrs sanpling

suggests that the surface e4pression in his inrnediate region

may be small. He found the depth extents of certain of his

seven defined units to average 17 l<rn.

Careful comparisons of the maps in Figs . 7.I and 7.2 with

Fig. 7.6, and with the Geological }4ap of Canada, the Tectonic

Map of Canada (Douglas, 1970) and the Ontario Geological

lvlaps (Ontario Department of Mines, 1971) show a nunber of

correlations. Wilson (1971) has also discussed areas of

greenstone preservation and greenstone destructíon.

In the southwest of the rnaps the northeasterly trending

magnetic lorv overlies a predominantly greenstone area, with

diapiric granites. The southernmost belt of magnetic highs

overlies a predominantly granitic belt within the major block

of greenstone preservation. In the north east of the map area,

a region of lows overlies the Albany River belt of greenstones,

and another less definite area of irregular highs and lows

bears some correlation with the Berens River Block (Wi1son,

L97I) to the north and west. The anomaly pattern in this

northwestern region differs from that in other parts of the

naps, as does the surface geology; the spectral estinates for

areas 1-SW and 2 also show these different features and trends.

In the south east, a ljnear belt of lows appears to be
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related to the Quetico structural block (Wilson, L977).

Prominent faults in the region bounding this belt of lows

suggest a distinct major structure which may extend to depth.

An increased occurrence of metasedimentary rocks nay be asso-

ciated with the anonialy lows (ûntario Dept. of Mines , L97I),

(cf. the northern part of the sampled region of the Eirglish

River Gneiss be1t, Chapters 3 and 4).

The broad high anonøly around Lake Nipigon coincides well

with the geological Nipigon plate (Stocklvell et al, 1970), which

contains abundant mafic and ultramafic rocks, and is of later

age than the Kenoran orogeny. The anonaly and the geological

sub-prouince nay be closely related in origin.

Many of the shorter wavelength features of the anonaly

map in Fig. 7 .L may be associated with lcrown geological tmits

rnapped at the surface. Some of the higher intensity anomalies

correspond with carbonatite-alkalic complexes (e.9. in the

southeastern corner of the nap). In other cases, anonmlies

may be related to urafic intrusions which partly outcrop at

the surface. In other instances, (e.g. the group between 91o

and 92oW at about 51.8"N), they may be associated with late

felsic and related mafic intrusions.

Some of these shorter wavelength anomalies were subjected

to discrete body interpretations, using the computer program

PRIS4, after subtracting wavelength components greater than
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about 50 lsn. The interpretations resulted in bodies of high

magnetizations of 2 to 5 x 10-3 "rt¡*5 at depths between

about 4 and 10 lfl. The magnetization directions vary but are

generally shallower than the ænbient field. The reliability

of these interpretations is reduced because of the distortions

which may be introduced in the filtering process at these

wavelengths. More accurate interpretations would require a

more detailed investigation. These bodies do not constitute

a major part of the total anomaly field, but do indicate the

presence of some higher magnetizations, at least above 10 lfl.

It is therefore apparent that many of the features of

the anomaly maps are related to major surface geological fea-

tures, although it is possible that the surface geological

structure and the magnetics both may reflect deep structure.

The interpretation of the spectral estimates shows that

models using 'two-dimensional' linear blocks with gradational

magnetizations are not incompatible with the spectra. The

widths of individual blocks reaching the surface were suggested

to be of the order of 60 - 80 kn. These dimensions are

comparable with those of many of the geological sub-regions.

The magnetizations interpreted are of the order of those which

have been observed at the surface in sinilar areas.

The spectra in Areas 2 and 5, which 1ie within the anomaly

map area of Hall (1971) , are also compatible with shallow
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magnetization interpretations. The anomaly fields in these

regions show good correlations with najor surface geological

r.¡nits (Wilson, 1971) . The forms of the spectra do not show

clearly a bimodal type of poi,rer distribution, and considerable

frequency overlap of the effects from different groups of rnagnetic

sources is implied. This indicates that a separation of anomaly

groups may be relatively inefficient.

The spectra from all regions, if interpreted in terms of

'f1atf, or tnear-flatt magnetization spectra, do indicate a

magnetized region below about 15 - 20 lfl. However, the nagne-

tizations required are high. Direct correlations with such

features as the Intermediate seismic discontinuity are not

possible with the present spectral estimates, and such

correlations with anornaly fields must be treated with the

caution necessary in interpreting magnetic field data, in the

absence of additional information, such as on shallower

magnetízations.
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CFITAPTER 8

CONCLUSIONS AND COMIUENTS

The validity of simple filtering as a means of separating

anonalies caused by deep sources is dependent to a considera-

b1e degree on the distributions and nagnitudes of shallow

magnetizations. In situations rvhere prominent shallow magnetic

u-rits are evident, filtering of selected wavelength anonalies

may not be suitable. Provided sufficient information is

available, ã ' strippingt process of subtracting the field due

to shallow effects [both shorter and longer wavelengths)

may be the more satisfactory method.

It has been demonstrated that in the area of samplif1¡ ã

definite longwavelength variation in measured surface nagneti-

zations is present. For a depth extent of several kilonetres

for these magnetizations, a significant longwavelength contri-

bution to the total magnetic anomaly field appears.

Remanent magnetizations in the area are dominated by

soft components which tend to follow the ambient field direction.

These reilìanences are of sufficient intensity in some areas

to give contributions to the anomaly field comparable with

those of induced niagnetizations. Significant coherent reversed

magnetizations have not been for-rrd.

The magnetizatLon distributions enable a nwber of magnetic

units to be delineated at the surface. Correspondences also
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have been noted betrveen these magnetic units and major geolo-

gic divisions. Higher magnetizations are associated on the

regional scale with more granitic leucocratic urrits, whereas

netasediments ald.grey gneissic areas are generally associated

with lower magnetizations.

li'lagnetic mínerals in the sampled region are dominated by

magnetite. The grain sizes are generally greater than

20 pm., often 100 - 200 pn. The magnetite is generally

optically homogeneous, some with slight development of broad

ilmenite 1ame11ae, r'rith most ílmenite occurring as discrete

grains. The variations in magnetízation in the region are

governed mainly by variations in the rnagnetite concentration.

Not all major features of the anomaly field over the

sampled region can be satisfactorily accounted for by rea-

sonable depth extension of surface magnetic units. Deeper

magnetizations need to be invol<ed to explai¡ some features

of the anomaly field. The anornaly near Lac du Bonnet is of

shorter wavelength and a relatively shallow body is proposed.

A broader smaller amplitude anomaly remains after the effects

of a simple model of shallow magnetizatiors have been removed

over the region. This anomaly is caused by deeper magnetic

structure.

In spectnun interpretations, it is shou¡n that models

which consider gradational, shallow magnetizations of magnitudes
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similar to those observed at the surface are compatible with

the measured spectra at longer wavelengths, w'hereas deeper

models require higher magnetízations. It is also possible

that both deep and shallow sources are contributing to the

spectTa at long wavelengths.

A broad comparison of the filtered anomaly maps and the

surface geology in the area indicates considerable correlations.

Regional anonaly lows are associated with predominantly green-

stone areas and areas of metasediments, whereas highs are

often associated with granites, granitic gneiss and rnigmatite

areas. This is in general agreement with findings of FIa11

(1968) and Morley et aI. (1967). One large scale anornaly high

appears to be related to the younger rocks in the Lake Nipigon

region, which contain abundant nafic volcanic units. In order

to interpret fully the longer wavelength magnetic anomaly

features in the present area of study, it is essential to

consider in detaí1 the magnetizations of surface u'rits, by

sampling and/or by inference fron information gathered in areas

which have been shown to be equivalent geo1ogically. The surface

geology nay be controlled by deep structure, whose magnetic

e>çression may be nasked by that of the surface features.

A method. of estimating the reliability of separation of

an anomaly feature ín terns of lnovun, or inferred, magnetiza-

tion structure, for simple trectangulart, and ttriangulart
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magnetization variations, is presented. A method of selecting

appropriate filter bandwidths is indicated.

The data used in the present study do not a11ow delinea-

tion of the form of the deeper magnetizations which have been

invoked in at least parts of the area. The study has emphasized

the need for lorowledge of shallow magnetizations on the large

scale prior to considering deeper anomaly sources, since the

form and magnitudes of longer wavelength anomalíes nay be

considerably modified by shallow sources, the effects not being

efficiently separable by frequency selective filtering.

Ancient shields are good areas for these investigations,

since surface sampling is possible, and in many shíeld arease

geological studies are well advanced.

Recent work on heat flow has given estimates of crustal

temperatures (e.g. Cermak and Jessop, I97I), lrhich indicate

for shield areas temperatures of the order of 400'C (673 K)

at the base of the crust. It is therefore possible for

significant rnagnetizations to exist in the lower crust, and

be1ow, provided the Curie temperatures of the magnetic

nrinerals are above the ambient temperature (the Curie

temperature of pure magnetite is approximately 581'C

(8s4 K)).
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APPENDIX 1

A REÀiÍANENCE MA6IETCA,{E"TER

A.1.1 Introduction

Remanence magnetometers for use in rock rnagnetism at nor-

nal tenperatures may be grouped into two general classes: (1)

those in which the sanple is effectively stationary during mea*

surement; (2) those where the sample must be rotated during

measurement. In group (1) are astatic magnetometers of various

kinds in use in many laboratories. In some versions, the sam-

p1e is rotating, but only to average out wrwanted conponents

ß.L. Wílson, personal communication, T97L; Collinson, 1970);

in others, the sample may be rotated slowly, in order to de-

ternrine the coinponents in a repetitive manner, for inproved

reliability. All of these forms t wV of which are described

in Collinson et al. (196i) , are, however, essentially static

in their determination of the remanent moment. In group (2)

are the spinner, vibration ard ballistic Í¡agnetometers wherei-n

the sample generates an EMF or charge rnbalance by the changing

nragnetic ftrix (e.g. Collinson et a1. 1967). For these, move-

ment is an essential part of the action, in generating a signal.

In its orr'ginal conception, the instrument to be described

here r+'as a rstaticr device, with the sarnple rotating slowly
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(about 0.5 l-lz) , only a few times for eacÏr component; the rate

of rotation was urrimportant, being governed only by the need

for repetitíon of the measurement. In its Tater development,

the instrurnent falls into group (2) above, rotation at a fixed

rate being an essentíal part of the measurement.

The nagnetometer díffers from the conventional dynamo action

spinner in that the chaaging magnetic field produced by the

rotating sample is directly measu.red by a rubidium vapour sen-

sor. In this sense, it is sinilar to some instrtunents using

fltxgate sensors (e.g. Molyneux, 1971). The prime reasons for

the choice of this particular rubidium vapour system were its
sensitivity and the possibility of using the gradiometer mode

in a noisy environment.

AL.Z Principles of Operation

The gradiometer mode of operation uses two sensors, ffid

the difference between the magnetic fields measured at each

is determined as the final output. In its application to rock

magnetisn, the fact that the response of the gradiometer fa1ls
.Loff as I/r-, for r much greater than the separation between the

sensors, means that environment nagnetic noise from artificial

sources can be considerably reduced, and that drifts due to

geoilBgnetic diurnal and other variations are effectively e1í-

minated. With respect to individual sensors, the field due
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to the sample falls off as Uts. The sanple is positioned

close to one sensor, and the second sensor is placed in a con-

venient position, far enough away for the effect of the sample

to be negligible, yet close enough to allow some reduction of

environmental magnetic noise. The change in the difference

between the two sensor signals, when the sample is moved, is

then a measure of the sample magnetization.

Since the remanences of rocks are generally very weak,

high sensitivity is needed, The rubidiun vapour optically

punped magnetometer is a totaL field measuring device capable

of measuring to 0.01 ganmas (nanotesla). If the disturbing

field is snall (as is the case for a rock sanple in the geo-

rnagnetic field), the magnetometer measures in effect the com-

ponent in the direction of the ainbient field. By rotating a

sample near the sensor about an axis perpendicular to the ain-

bient field, the component of magnetization ín the plane of

the sanple perpendicular to the axis is measured. This is

carried out for three mutually perpendicular planes in the

sample.

The fjnal output from the magnetometer is a voltage which

is directly proportional to the resultant magnetic field, i.e.

that due to the sample, plus a steady bias. In the early 'staticr

version of the instrunent, this voltage was fed to a chart recor-

der, from which the peak-to-peak amplitudes could be taken to

give measures of the magnetizations.
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A series of samples for the present work were originally mea-

sured using this version in an isolated building in a rural

area. However, conditions were not suitable for year-round

work, and attempts to use the system in a normal laboratory

v\iere unsuccessful as background magnetic noise was too high.

To overcone this problem, and at the same time to elim-

inate effects of anisotropy, which were not important in the

earlier measurements but were anticipated in later work, a

niodified design was developed. The speed of rotation Ìvas raised

to approxirnately 6.45 Hz, and a narroròandpass rnotch' filter

and A.C. meter substituted for the chart recorder. Thus, the

emphasis was changed and the instrunent became a 'spinnert.

The resonant frequency of the filter was the same as the ro-

tation rate of the sample, and the voltage displayed on the

A.C. neter r^ras a measure of the component of magnetization.

Initíally, both in static and spinner versions, angle

measurements were derived frorn the component intensities, and

the correct octa¡rt determined by use of a phase marker ptltse.

In the static version, this pulse was placed on the chart; in

the spirmer versj-on, the pulse was displayed on a double-bean

oscilloscope, the second bearn displaying the output waveform

from the bandpass filter. In the later developnent of the

jrstnment, an angle determination facility was incorporated,

which is independent of the component intensity measurements.
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phase angle between the reference pulse and the peak of

output waveform is changed nechanically.

41.3 Details of Instrumentation

The arrangement of the systen is shown in Fig. 4.1.1. The

basic magnetometer consists of the Varian AssoCiates Rubidíum

Vapour Magnetoneter 4938, with additional sensor and sensor

coupler for the gradiometer mode of operation. The principles

and details of construction are described in the manufacturersr

nanual. The chart recorder, which is sti1l used in the later

versions of the system for calibration, is a Varían Associates

It{odel G-14-45 modified for use with the 4938 magnetometer.

The A.C. voltmeter used as the final readout is the Flewlett-

Packard Model 403A, for use from 1Hz to 1MHz, Ðd 0.0001 to

300 volts. The double-bearn oscilloscope is the Phillips l4ode1

PM3230.

The basic actíve filter section is based on the circuit

described by Artr;sy (T972), md is a modified Wien Bridge os-

ci11ator. It is capable of achieving very high stable Q's,

and thus narrow bandwidths. It uses a readily available oper-

ational amplifier, ¡tA74Ic, ffid has separate frequency and band-

width controls. The filter, Fig. N,2, is fed by an emitter

follower which uses a Darlington tFpe compourd transistor, in

order to provi-de a very low source impedance for the fil-ter
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and yet have a high input impedance to prevent appreciable

loading of the rubidii-rn magnetorneter output.

In working with very high Qrs, in order to maintain a

stable calibration, an effort has to be nade to reduce temp-

erature effects. The whole filter r:nit including the emitter

follower is enclosed in a controlled temperature environnent,

rûrich consists of a srnall box built of k inch (0.635 cm.) thick

aluni¡rwn plate, enclosed in 1 inch (2.54 qn.) thick Styrofoam.

A sma1l heater element is embedded. in an aluninum block with-

in the box; the temperature sensor is a thermistor attached

to the b1ock. The heater is controlled by a circuit external

to the box, and the temperature within the box is maintained

to within 0.1o of a constant temperature at about 40oC (313 K).

This control cj-rcuit was designed in the Fhysics Department,

University of Manitoba, and versions of it are in regular use

there. The thermistor is in one arm of a bridge connected to

a differential amplifier, which controls an SCR, via an r¡ri-

jwrction. The SCR passes a portion of the half-wave rectified

120 volt A.C. supply to the heater, which can operate at a maxi-

mum of 20 watts. Once equilibriun has been reached in the box

(after about a day), the power supplied to the heater is very

sma1l.

The sample sensor is mounted on a frane built of Plexiglass,

adjustable so that the line joining the centres of the rubidíun

ce11 and the sanrple is coincident with the direction of the
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ambient field in the j:runediate region. The reference sensor

is mor-inted on a wooden frame and positioned a suitable distance

away. It is important to ensure that field gradients are not

too high at the sensor sites, ffid that the difference between

the two field values is about 250 ganmas (nanotesla).

The sample is inserted into a Plexiglass cube-shaped holder,

which may be placed in the rotatable holder in the several

orthogonal orientations required for the several neasurements.

The rotation is produced by an induction motor which is about

3 metres away from the sensors. A chain drive fron the motor

shaft gives a speed reduction of 3:1 to a sectioned brass drive

shaft, which extends to about 30 crn. fron the sensor. From

here to the sanple holder, a Plexiglass shaft is used. To

allow for imperfect alignment, and for field orientation changes,

the drive shaft is in sections, coupled by firm but flexible

joints. These transmit the torque satisfactorily, and do not

introduce significant errors in the angle measurements. In

addition, they help to reduce the tra¡rsmission of vibrations

along the drive shaft to the sensor motnt. (The problem of

vibrations has given some trouble in naintaining the base

noise 1evel of the instrunent at a low level.) Bushings

support the shaft at intervals.

The magnetometer high frequency cut-off is about Z0 Hz,

but the present mechanical stability prevented the use of
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rotation frequencies above about I0 Hz. In addition, the basic

magnetometer has an output filter with a cut-off at 8 Hz, md

this would increase the second harnonic rejection and also

decrease general higher frequency noise. For frequencies much

lower than this, the long time constant of the hígh Q active

filter would introduce excessively long measurement times.

The available motor and reduction drive produced a rate of.

about 6.45 Hz.

The reference pulse is derived from the drive shaft. The

shaft carries a disc with a shorting bar, which closes a circuit

between two contacts mounted on a plate, concentric with the

drive shaft. The plate carries a scale calibrated in degrees.

The angular position of the contacts may be changed by

rotating the plate, ffid so the phase of the reference pulse

may change relative to the drive shaft and sample. The pulse

is used to trigger the oscilloscope timebase, and the effect

of rotatj¡rg the contacts is therefore seen on the oscilloscope

as a movirg of the filter output waveform relative to reference

marks on the graticule.

A proposed improvernent to this is to use a light source

and photo-cel1 to produce the pulse. Other, electronic,

methods have been considered, but no fu1ly satisfactory one

was found.
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41.4 Calibration Procedures

The calibration is based on the larorn dipole moment of

a coil whose dimensions are known. Thís coil is placed in

the sample holder to give maximur signal. A lcror,vn current is

passed through the coil and the corresponding deflection noted

on the chart recorder. The coil is then replaced by a secon-

dary standard ir'hich is rotated slowly by haad; the corresponding

deflection on the chart is noted. This sub-standard is then

calibrated in tenns of the fi.¡ndarnental measurements. Thus far,

the determination is essentially static, and as such constituted

the intensity calibration for the early version of the systen.

Noise is not significant during a calibration. For the spin-

ner mode, the sub-standard is then rotated at the normal opera-

tion rate, ffid the output from the filter read on the A.C. meter.

Thus the whole system may be calibrated in terms of the furdainen-

tal measurements.

Phase angle calibration is carríed out rising the sub-stand-

ard, which has been positioned in the holder with its rem¿rnence

vector parallel to an axis of the holder (deterrnined using the

chart recorder trace). The angular position of the shorting

disk on the drive shaft niay then be adjusted so that the r^/ave-

form peak coincides with a reference mark on the oscilloscope

graticule.
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The calibration sub-standard is re-inserted at intervals;

norma1ly, a check at the beginning and end of a measurement

session is sufficient. This seryes to check both intensity

and direction calibration. The averaging of angles described

below ín Section 41.5 further removes errors due to any drift
in phase angle zero on the instrument.

The sensitivity of the instrument is such that renanences

above ó x 10-6 "*r7*3, 
(7.s x 10-10 lla/^z) are considered

measurable. The actual sensitivity is about 830 volt/cgs po1e.cm.

(ó.6 x 1011 volt/Vúb.m) and is d.ependent on the Q adjustment.

The measurable limit is determined by the noíse level, and has

been taken as about 10 times the mean noise level. The accuraq

is limited primarily by the magnetometer output attemrator and

by the output meter, and is taken to be + 52. Repeatability is

limited by the filter and can be better than 7%. Second

hannonic rejection checks have been made at jltervals, md

are better than 1000:1, for input supplied to the active filter;
the filter in the basic magnetometer increases the rejection

further. Even higher rejection has been achieved (exceeding

2000:.1 for the active filter) but at the e>ipense of increased

filter time constant and thus extended measurement time. Angles

may be meastred to + 2%,

41.5 Sample Preparation, Data Acquisition and Processing

Inrnediately after drilling, the rock cores are each given
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an orientation mark corresponding to the position of the x-

axis j¡ the core (Fig. 41.3). using sun sighting (Fraser 196j,

creer and sanver 7967) or magnetic compass rnethodsu the orien-

tation of the vertical plaae containing the x and z axes of the

core is folrrd, as is the inclination of the Z-axis,

The samples to be measured are obtained from the dri11

cores, ild are in the form of short cylinders, whose height

to diameter ratio is nominally 0.865, following the reconmen-

dations of Noltirnier (1971) , for ninjmization of shape aniso-

tropic effects. For the purposes of calculation, the sanple

magnetization is assuned to be equivalent to a dipole at the

sample centre. For a homogeneous samþle with the above dinen-

sion ratio, this assumption is valid at field measurement points

greater than a very few diameters away from the sample centre.

.AJthough specifically discussing rock-generator spiru:er magnet-

ometers, Doe1l and cox (r967a) have demonstrated the effectiveness

of conponent averaging in reducing the effects of rnagnetic in-

homogeneities in sarples.

The sequence of readings taken is similar to that described

by Doel1 and Cox (L967a). The sequence consists of 12 readings,

in three groups of four. In each group, the san'ple is rotated

about one axis, the voltage and component direction being recor-

ded; the sample is then inverted and rotated again about the

same axis, the voltage and direction again being noted. The
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means of the two voltages and of the two directions are taken.

This is repeated for the two other orthogonal axes in the

sample.

The conponent directions are combined graphically using

the method described by Doe11 a¡rd Cox (I967a). This is done

inmediately after the measurements, as a check on validity.

The total vector dj-rection, in terms of declination and incli-
nation relative to sample axese and the component intensities

are fed jnto a computer progran which determines the remarence

vector in terms of the geographic axes from the field orien-

tation ðata. A facility for carrying out Fisher statistics

(Fisher 1953; Irving 1964) on groups of remanences is also

included in tJre prograJn. Alternatively, the renanence vector

may be determi¡red graphically (Doell and Cox, 19ó7a).
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APPENDIX 2

AN AITERMT]NG FIELD DEMAMIETIZATTON APPARATUS

A2.I Introduction

Alternating field (AF) demagnetization has become a stan-

dard procedure in rock magnetism laboratories as a means of

obtainíng infornation about the various remanences carried in

rocks, and as a means of separating these rernanences, at least

partia1-lry. There are rnany variants on the basic principle and

some particular systems have been described in the literature

(e.g. Creer, 1959; As, 1967; Doell and Cox, I967b; Pearce, L967)

Doell and Cox gave an analysis of AF demagnetizatton equipment

and point out several factors of importance in the design of

such equipment. Pearce has also considered in detail various

tests of his equiprnent.

42,2 Instrumentation

The system used in this project has been based on the

turit in operation at Menorial University of Newfoundl-and, as

described in detail by Pearce (1967). The design was modified

insofar as different materials and different electrical arrange-

rnents r^Jere necessary.
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DemagnetizatilrL Coils

The basic dimensions of the coils closely follow those

of Pearce (1967). The arrangement is a compromise between

the finite solenoid and the Helnho1-tz artartgement, for square

section coils; it has in part the greater uniformity of field

of the Helnholtz method, and in part the increased specific

field (fie1d/current) of the solenoid. Pearce has shown that

an optirnum shape of winding cross-section is a rectangle 7

tmits high by 11 writs wide, for the following input criteria;

(a) the field strength in a space about 3 cm. in diameter, to

be occr-rpied by the sample, should not vary by more than 7%;

(b) the ninimun space required by the tunbler is 12 cm. by 12

ctn. at the centre of the coil system, with a separation of 4 cn.

between the coils; [c) a specific field of about 250 Oe/amp.

is required; (d) 14 swg. varnished copper wire is to be used, to

keep the resistance low a¡rd a1low sufficiently high currents

(10 amps. or less) to be used. These criteria agreed closely

with the requirements of the proposed unit here.

The actual dimensions of the present system are close to

those described by Pearce, who points out that slight varia-

tions in dimensions are not critical near the optim.un shape.

Subsequent checks on the present coils showed that the field varies

by less tTÊrL I% in the required region. The specífications
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of the coils are given in Fig. A2"I.

The coil formers are constructed from plywood and Perma-

wood laninate. The layers of wire are separated from each

other by paper insulation which is wrapped around the end turns

of each layer, md held by the overlying layer of wire. Although

this method reduces slightly the mmber of layers of wire which

may be fitted into a given space, it considerably improves the

strength of the coil, placing much less sideways thrust on the

former.

Each coil is mounted on a base, which is movable over Teflon

strips on a 1 inch (2.54 crn.) plywood platform with strpports

irnderneath. Each coil weighs about 34 kg. and is moved by

means of a Permawood nut and threaded rod provided with a handle'

the movement is necessary to insert and renove the sample from

the ttunbler, arrd is rapid and easy with thís arrangement. The

coils are mounted with their axes in the nagnetic east-west

direction, so that an uncompensated ambient field component in

this direction will be very sma11.

Power Supply

Several nethods for reducing the current from its naximtun

value are possible. Power urits with continuously variable

outputs have been produced commercially, and a continuously

variable transformer has been built by McElhinny (1966).
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Another nrethod which some systems use is the electrolytic res-

istor (Pearce 7967); this is very susceptible to heating effects,

change of resistance characteristics, and is not very safe in

operation. Methods where the demagnetization coils themselves

are moved are not wíthout problems. A considerable distance

of travel is needed at high fields, md the movernent of heavy

coils may give problems. Furthermore, the uniformity of field
at the sample position may deteriorate. As (1967) used auto-

transformers to control the current.

A variable output transformer was not available; hot^rever,

it was considered that in the future a smoothly variable porder

source might be obtained, and the demagnetization unit was

built on that basis. But in the present system, two autotrans-

formers were used. A disadvantage in using such an arrangement

night be that the field is reduced in finite steps, which be-

cone quite large lvhen high initial fields are used.

In the present work, some early runs were made with the

demagnetizatíon coils in parallel, to obtain fields up to

about 1100 0e. [induction of 0.11 tesla). A few samples sub-

jectèd to fields above about 700 0e. showed some indication

that the finite steps were becoming significant - erratic non-

repeatable directions were obtained. However, tæ to about

600 Oe., it appeared from the general behaviour under progres-

sive clealing that the finite steps were not of major importance

i-n the present work. Most of the magnetic cleaning was done
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i¡ fields rrp to about 400 0e. However, if in the future higher

fields must be used, especially in paleomagnetic work, then a

smoothly variable por^¡er source will be necessary.

The electrical circuit to prorride power for the demagneti-

zation coils is shown in Fig. Az.L. One autotransformer is used

to set the naximtun initial field, and the second transformer

is driven by a synchronous motor via a reduction drive. The

time for reduction from maximum to minimun field may be varied

between 1 minute and 4 minutes by nodifícation of the reduction

drive; usually, a time of about 2 minutes was used. The second

harmonic content of the line supply is low and the action of a

transfonner is to further reject even harmonics. The Q factor

of the tured circuit of capacitors and demagnetizing coils is

34.

Sample Twrbler

Doe11 and Cox (1967b) have shown that an important factor

in demagnetization is the manner in which the sample is rotated

within the decreasing alternating fie1d. The tr¡nbler in use

in the present system is a three axis one, with the rotation

ratios being norninally 1.61:I.2L:1.00, as proposed by Doe11 and

Cox. To obtain an efficient coverage of the directions within

the sample, it is important that the rates of rotation be com-

mensurate with each other but not simply related.
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The tl-unbler is constructed from laminated Permawood, with

pulleys and shafts of nylon. Drive belts are rubber 0=¡ing5.

It is designed to take cylindrical specimens up to 1 inch (2.54

cm.) diameter. The tunbler is driven, via a brass shaft 4 feet

1ong, by an A.C. induction motor with a belt reduction drive.

The rate of rotation of the outer frame of the tr¡nbler is about

5 Hz.

The average rate of fielcl decrease is about 0.9% per sec-

ond, during d"rich time the outerrnost frame (the slowest) has

completed about 5 revolutions, and the field passes through

about 12 cycles during one rotation of the outer fra¡ne. Thus,

an effective cancellation should be achieved.

The axis of the outer frane of the ttunbler is horizontal

and magnetic north-south in direction. The conponent of the

arnbient magnetic induction in this ctrirection is srnall (about

0.1 Gauss, 0.1 nillitesla), and with DC cancellation is readily

reduced ûo near zero.

N Field Compensation

It has been demonstrated by several workers (e.g. Doe1l

and Cox, I967b; Snape, 1971) that spurious moments may be in-

duced in a speci¡ren if subjected to a decreasing field on which

is superimposed a direct steady fíeld. The resulting anhystere-

tic remanent magnetization (ARM) often is of considerable stability.
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This effect has been minirnized in the present system by

the use of the three-axis tunbler, arid by the use of three

sets of orthogonal Helnltroltz coils arranged to ca:rcel the DC

field at the specimen position in the apparatus. The dirnen-

sions and electrical circuit arrangements are sholr'¡r in Fig.

42,2, The coils are por^/ered by three regulated DC power ulits,
N.J.E. Corporation lvlodel PVC-10-2-FIP, in constant current mode

of operation. The load regulation is 0.01% or 250 microamps.

in the High Perforrnance node; line regulation at constant load

is less than 0.0I% or 50 microanps. from 105 to 150 volts.

The main source of the field to be eliminated ís the geo-

magnetic field. The vertical conponent of induction is about

0.6 Gauss (0.6 millitesla) and the horizontal component about

0.1 Gauss. One pair of coils is used to cancel the vertical

component, while two orthogonal sets are used to cancel the

horizontal component" These latter sets make sma11 angles rvith

the rnagnetic north-south and east-west directions, respectively.

In this arrangement, the system is flexible and may be adjusted

easily for any long terni drifts in field direction.

The field is uniform to within 0.2% in a region about 10 cm.

diameter, and may be reduced to 0 + 50 ganrnas (nanotesla), the

accuracy being limited by the fltxgate detector used for mea*

suring the field and by the power supply controls, The power

sr.ipplies can control to about I 15 gamrna.
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The alternating field in the main demagnetizing coils

induces EMFrs in the DC compensation coils. In the NS and

vertical sets the net effect is very small, but for the EW

pair a large EMF is induced. In order to protect the power

supply, and to prevent any spurious alternating currents flowing

in the cornpensation coi1, a para11e1 LC impedance trap is

included in the circuit, as shov,n in Fig. 
^2.2.

A2.3 Calibration

The field strength produced by the demagnetizing coils

is measured in terms of the magneti-c induction which produces

an EMF i-n a small coil of several hundred turns permanently

fixed in position on the axis of the main demagnetizing coils.

The alternating voltage is measured by a voltmeter. This read-

ing in volts is calibrated in terms of field r.rrits by placing

a second smaIl test coil of lcrown dimensions at the sample

posítion, with its axis aligned with the main field axis. The

EMF induced in this coil is measured using a digital voltmeter

and the field determined using the lcrown dinrensions of the

coil, the nurnber of turns and lcrornn frequency. The corres-

ponding reading of the regular voltmeter is also noted and a

calibration is thereby effected. This procedure is repeated

at other field strengths. The calibration accuracy is about

1?, governed mainly by test coil construction and positioning.
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The maxinun attainable field with

and coils in series, is about 800

duction). Hora,ever, the coils are

currents to produce 1500 0e. with

42,4 Operation

the present power supplI,

0e. peak (or 0.08 tesla in-

capable of carrying tr-igher

improved power srÞplies.

In order that the system may stabiTize, it was normal

to keep the DC field compensation circuits in operation over

an extended period. Checks on the effectiveness of the field

nulling were made frequently and adjustments nade if necessary.

Long term drifts in the vertical component were often forrrd,

but the horizontal components showed very 1itt1e change.

A sample is placed in the tr-mù1er, and the coils moved

into operating position; the tunbler is then set in rotation.

Initially, both autotransformers may be at zero. The motor-

driven transformer is then rnanually turned to maximum position,

followed by the setting of the second transformer to produce

the required peak field. The sample is tunbled at this field

for about 15 seconds, and then the notor drives the transformer,

reduciag the field to zero. Alternatively, if a series of

runs are to be made at the same peak field setting, the field=

set transformer nay be left at a constant position. In the

various plots jn this section and in Chapter 4, the peak fields

are plotted to an accuracy of about t 10 0e. I{hen the field
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has reduced to zero2 the tr¡nbler is stopped, the coils sep"

arated and the sample removed, taking care to ayoid the DC

compensation coils. The rernaining ren¿mence in the sample

is measured i¡mediately afterwards. It was found that,

especially with the present suite of rocks, significant

changes in remanence may occur in a very short time after

the cleaning.

To consider the ínteraction of the system with a sample

carrying two distinct remanences, an artificial sarrple con=

taining magnetite powder in Plaster of Paris was constructed.

The grain size was between T77 and 250,¡,rn. The sanple was

given a total TRIvI in the earthf s field, and its renanence was

measured before and during progressive nagnetic cleaning,

Fig. 42.3. The curve suggests that although a total TRM was

imparted to the sanple the coercivities were predominantly

small (as might be expected from the grain size). After clean-

ing to 300 0e., the sample was given an IRM in a DC field of

30 0e. The behaviour with progressive magnetic cleaning is

shown in Fig. A2.3. It is seen that the IRM was effectively

removed and the remaíning TRM unaffected; this serves also to

demonstrate the repeatability of the renanences after succes-

sive operations"
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42"5 Conments

After the tumbler unit had been built, it was pointed

out (R.L. Wilson, personal connrunication, 1971) that there was

some evidence that spurious remanences night be produced as a

result of slow rotation of ferronagnetic material in alternating

fields (Wilson and Lomax, 7972). This has important implica-

tions for magnetic cleaning equipment in many laboratories.

The effect may be reduced by the two axis timrbler described

by Wilson and Lomax.

It has also been shor'¡rr (e.g. Doe11 and Cox 7967b; Pearce

1967; Larochelle and Black 1965) that spurious remanences

nay occur in samples, which are related to the orientation

of the tunbler ¿ìxes, in particular the inner axis, with res-

pect to tJre sample axes. Attempts were made with the present

apparatus, md present suite of rocks, to repeat these tests.

However, it was for.rrd that jn almost all attempts, soft com-

ponents masked any such effects. One sample, 40134, appeared

to have fewer soft components tlun most samples, but its rema-

nence at 600 0e was still quite high. An abbreviated test on

this sanple was made; the X-axis was placed successively in

the four positions para11e1 or perpendicular to the inner

tr.mrbler axis, the Z-axis remaining the same throughout. The

corresponding changes in remanence direction, rnrhen repeatedly
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cleaned at 600 0e. were suggestive of a spurious component

parallel to the irmer axis, but the changes were of the order

of the accuracy of the magnetometer direction determination,

and are therefore not conclusive. The attenpts to detect an

anticipated larger effect with softer samples failed as a re-

sult of the very soft components present. Thus, conclusive

evidence for or against the effect was not obtained, but it is

suggested that it exists, on the basís of the results from 40134.

It is proposed that the present tr¡nbler should be used

to investigate the phenomenon described by l{ilson and Lomax

(L972) and also the three axis behaviour, as and when inrproved

power supplies and suitable samples become available.
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APPENDIX 3

Computer Programs
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PROGRAJ\4 ''BLOCKII

1. Identification

Title: Calculations of total field magnetic anomaLies due

to a series of finite right rectangular prismatic

blocks.

Progranrner: R. L. Coles

Date: October 1972

Language: Fortran ïV

2" Purpose

To calculate the resultant total field anomaly caused by

any nrlnber of finite right rectangular prisms, of arbitrary

sizes and nagnettzatlons, when demagnetization effects are not

important.

3, Usage

ûperational Procedure: The rnain program reads the input data,

Subroutine PRI$4 computes the fiel<i due to one prism at a time,

adding this field to the prevíous resultant field. The main

program prints out the final resultant field, and the input

parameters 
"

ïnpút pârámeters:

SYMBOL Identification title

DELT Grid interval ír kilometres

Declination of geomagnetic field, cl-ocl$ise

from x-axis.

DD
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DI Inclination of geomagnetic field

ISTIE'JSTJE Start and end linits of field array (F)

Minimimr values 1r1,1r1 represent origin of

coordinates

LBI,OCK Ni¡nber of prisms to be added

IADD = 0 if computing a ne\^r model field

= 1 if modifying a previously computed field

which is read into array F

NBLOCK Nrmber of prisrns used previously, if IADD = 1

F If IADD = 1, field array to be rnodified, in

gailmas. If IADD = 0, F is initialized to zero.

ID Identification mmber of prism

IP Itlagnettzation intensity, rnits of 10-6 emu/cc

IREM = 0 if magnetization parallels ambient field

= 1 if magnetization non-parallel to ambient

field

P(1), P(2) XrY coordinates of rSWr corner of prism

P(3), P(4) X,Y exLents of prisrn

P(5), P(ó) Top and bottom of prisn

All P(ï) in kilometres.

DM Declination of magnetization, clockr¡ise front

x*.axis

Ilvl Inclination of rnagnetization
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Note; DM, Ill only required if IREIvi =1

Calculated parameters :

Resultant field due to all blocks

Output:

All input parameters, except previous F, are listed,

followed by the new resultant field F, in garffnas. A facility

for placing the F values on disk, tape or cards is included.

4. Conments

The field is computed for one prism at a time. In this

way, storage is constant, irrespective of the nunber of prisms.

Time required is closely proportional to the nrmrber of prisms,

after the basic I/0 time, and is about 0.02 seconds per grid

point per prism. The facility for modifying a previous field

means that if changes are needed, it is not necessary to re-

compute the complete field. All parameters pertaining to one

prisn are on one card. For 3000 data points, 46 K region are

required.

5. Input seguence

1. SYMBOL

2. DELT, DD, DI

3. rs, IE, JS, JE, LBLOCK, IADD, NBLOCK
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4, Preyious field, if IADD = 1. l'4ay be on cards or other

device.

5 " If IADD = 1, NBLOCK cards carrying parameters for

previous prisms (ID, IP, IREM, (P(K), K=16), DM, IM)

These are normally available from the previous run.

6. LBLOCK cards carrying parameters for new prisns

(ID, IP, IREM, (P(K),K=1,6), DM, IM)

Formats as per listing.

6. References:

Blrattacharyya, B.K. f964 }4agnetic anomalies due to prism-

shaped bodies with arbitrary poLarization; Geophysics,

v.29, no. 4, pp. 517-531.

7 " Method

As described in Chapter 2, section 2.5
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- 2_ù0____tL-i.:iAf_ClQll_i':DF_qL_L!4IrQj\ Qt MAIN FIELD FllO¡4 X-AXiS rrçF-4,0s
-)srt i):.GìEcS" )

\,/RITE(b9ZUi) Di
._._-.-^z.QL _ F-Oiif:iÁi(li0,,r'f if.lcLINlATI0N 0F--f:iAIN FIELD ,rçF4o0r¡¡DEGREISil)

I.IPI Tf (b,¿rJ¿) IS¡ I¿cJS uJ[
2C2 F0R,4AT(''üilq"GÈI[) SIZt-rrol4oil TCrrçI4s'| Byrlsï4,tt TCrrçl4ctt POINTSTT)

!,]-8lJLt5_"_<_tL I )_LILL L_
203 F0ri1AT (¡,0rr*rrÇ+Ji-) INIERVAL ilrF4,Ir'r KM,il)

IF ( IADD) +000 q,-r000 ç400I
".. .-,-4Q00 utii.Ti (ó.6c0 )



400i þiRITf (6"b01)
4î)A? C0i',iTIi'itli

_--_ó-t 0-l-cÊji|-I ( " j "-"51i * -tli-l I -9-A- r'{E-W-=!-c-aë:I-_l +!- î Ij]!
--+ 60I F0l,,tAT (,'i,0e,,ii.ri-.'Í T;,il IS-À- Mõtif lCnf tot'l TO EARLIER M0DEL +¡ù'+f r¡)

I'jP I Tí ( ó o:j rJ 0'J )

t---- --------:--'-::--:------ ----il)
trlFITË (os50i)l )

____5_0l¡__ruA,tqi!'0il-r_T_4r'l!!_QÇ1"oTI5c'3Sw"cgtNER"-:--19?:-"!=E!qlHl!It5:l 
Y!E!!l¡-

1^ I ;l¡prr , iZ t r rtr-)ASE'r s T89 e TTPOLAíì I ZAT I0N'ú )

r^ieITF* (6qiUn2)

, lrrlr.JlF_¡.lSITyrt)
I'rRITf (ór5rJ0,i)

5-qû:j FrjR"ii.\ I (" " " T-!5-:lllill'. J?¿'''Ki4e-Æ-:5Y1'--:-T-LA-:- ¡M J!ç T62 rr¡KM ' 
r'çJ72 ç

i 'rÁf4. " ' fT,:Jitif ç. tt sÍ92rITDCG "tt çT98 q¡rL 0-:f n-6 E¡'lU/CC. tt )
\^JRIT[ (f]r500C)

3 F(I.J)=0.
G0 TrJ 5'àt)

500 C0r,t1.i\rUr

-*- e-- INÞuT Lat<LIL? FiiLíJ T0 BE M0DiFIED
D0 5i.Ù J=¡SçiE

5 i 0 tË, ¡\'4-1-:-l-dl" ) lr (l-'!-Li-I S-dÐ
123+ FíJR"iAT (oG13.e,)

I R=5

-- nr-Áuiiq";i Ío"IPrI¡ìFMç (P(K) rK=lç6) çDM'IM
IF (iREi'1.\.lf .C¡ i-rO T0 5I?
Ðl'1= J0
INl=I0

5,-¿ C0NT I ¡.lUr

, .- \,ltì-iTE(b 22225) IDr (f (1,) LI=lr6).1DM,rlMrI?
5I I CCNTIIIUE
a

rrRIT[(6050]il)

-- 50i0 -FCãl¡AI ('içrr.rrADi)Eù FIL0CKS!')
520 CÜì'JT I ¡ILJE

C0N=3"1+15c2ô5/L80"
i0=DI':'C0r'l

-- 

Do=DAI_ÇÙll-----
SI=Si¡i(i0)
S3=SI:! (DO

"-, . çl-c0!(10
C3=C0S ( ùO
L l =C i';rC3
Mì=clrts3
Ni=SI
D0 c)0 LI=IçLtsLÙCK



2s9c jNPtjT DATA i:0o i_ìLc)cK.

Pt-,iu (5 g4) IDr IP" 1,ìÊ-V, (P (K) çh=I sb) çi)1"1e ÌM
4 FOAtiÅT ( ia. s TBq i+e!iF8' i )

r.

IF(IRf'¡"NL"O) GO TO -?O

C POL¡1¡liZÀTIOi'r ['jARÀLLtL T0 AMBILT'iT FIELD
r i-i I
LL-L ¿

tøl=¡'ll
À! /-i'.i1'\'L=.1!_ 

--_---_fll"l=il0
Tr,i=l1r
G0 T0 +0

30 Cti': i I'\rJ:
t^

L p o I ,A r:- i /_¡II O-r\L l:¡ Uj:r_l_a d¡ L != E!_T 0 Àitj_L_t l.r_Tl_ I*E_L_B_

I pt = i i,i ';3C0N

f¡ivi=!!i:Cù\t
L¿=C()S.(
t'l¿=f,0S (

f..r¿=>Ii,l (

Fl) -)i.r_-(J5 (Dr.1) 
"

i"1) ;i5,I ti (ill"1)
¡rt )

40 
-Ct-.;I_Lrl-r; 

- -

Dù¡r=Dvi/C0i!
LrIi.1_l!ì/,CUf\l
rlxllf(6ç??25)it)r(P(I)ri=lr6)rDtli'r'l)It¡oIP

?¿25 liìr,1A T ( r'û,r . T3 u I4 ç T l0 * I ò "? ç l-2 0 ç 18."2 ç T31 o i'-8.2 g14q'F 8.? s T5B s FB " 2 s1'69 g

IF8'¿sT[ì] cr--b. I u T90 ví 6.1,s TI00c i8)

ir (iç ) =:) ( ( ) -;il ùü00{_r,
+5 .fri.iIIl'll.Ja

^lP=I;/ L¡i

' c,ÅLL PR l Si'i (il[LT ]

Sl}--¿i.r-ìlA IllI i " - .LBl-té-"-Q¿t X l- )

90 Ct,NTIr\jUi-
f-)() ô0 I=ISu ÏE

-.--.....-bc - ... 'iri-tITã.f br5-C)." f t(It+I5:.1 sJ) IJ=JSrJ.É.)
I..'x=I
li'iR=0

a

c ¡HIIL OtJTpLlT r.)i\,r DisK 0R TAPE
Do i00.J=JSrJi-

1.00 i.lirill(7r It-3¿+) (i=(f q.J)'I=IS'IË)
. 1: ï l'., t-

YY'' (_i..i:l¡ I {lJi:

c'l íì -)
-:-L '_ 

- 

---

[: I,i t)



744* - õ iÂ¡!llÎ.?¿å*F,:låti'i3[tT,lorn¡r¡,sio¡r¡r onto DuE 
"T0 vËRTIcAL siDtD PRISM'

C 0n'Fi\ITE DcPTrl EXTaI\T
PE4L i!1ç I0,Ll o[-2sL3qMI çi"12çM3çN]. rNZsN3
C0i'1"10rr /f It t-,) / i ( o0 ç I )

c0f¡'.10,\j,/sPF-cs/ P ( t' ) , IF sL 2et"jz u N2 ç DM ç IM s AIP
_-, c0,v!ic¡! /LIt4lT.t . .!S c I E c JS u JE.

C0i1''1Oil/ANGLh- / TO "D0 sL I rM] eNI ç Sl rS3çCI sÜ3
R ( A ç tl ) =SORT ( A*A +iJ-:sq+h')'1h )

Ft (Aç¡) =ALi)G( (í? (arti) -A\ / (a(Açd) +A) )

F¿ (Ar¡) =ALi)(i ( (i-l (AçB)-ð) / (R (AçB) +E) )

Fs ( ¡\çB) =ÁLí)r; (Fi (A"C) +h)
Ff_(Ars) ¡,lIr\\l ( Ã1-¿/ ( A-:iA+Ê (A çr-t)*'t-l+H+t"l) l-
F5 ( Agl,) =AIAit (ArsÈ/ (R (A cÊ ) {'H) )

FÉi ( A ç;¡) -A ¿3¿.'*f I ( A sB) +4I32;rF2 ( A çd) -A 1.2'r'F3 ( A rB)
F7 ( À c i ) =ATA\i ( Atttl/ (iì (A çB ) iiR (4.3 ) +R ( A eiJ ) ì¡H-AríA) )

c
C CALCULATE f TFeCTS FR0M PeISl"lS r,rJIT¡l T0PS ÀI P (5) AND P (6) ç EXIENDING T0

SZ=SIlt(iM)
54=SIN (Dù1)

C¿=C0S(IM)
C4=C0S ( Dr"1)

A L2- C?-)? Cl * ( C4-;3S 3 + S4'*C 3 )

.-.-,.__¡"t-3_2= ( c 2 ìi c-r t:,-S r r s 2 j: c r I ç 3 ) l 2 t.

A232= ( C¿ìt54riS | + $2;t6 1 ìf S3 ) / 2.
L3-L¿*L i
M3-+12ìrt¡ I --Ì\3=N¿Ji¡J I
D0 100 iI=5sô
-b.=P-(iIr.
D0 90 J=iSçJE
Y= (J-l ) TtDLLT

D0 90 I=IS'IE
x= t t-l r'r'¡¿'r.-t
BL=P(¿)-Y
Qlf !L +r_J+¡
AL=P(i)-X
4y=AL+P (3)
XEu-q Ç-'i 

= 
¡- Þ-L9.l r lq91-L-liil!All-r q !¿) j! 3'1trå!4!j 

-s-U l : Yll-]qrq ul
ilrLuCK= xr.L,rcn -r-r, t q-r- , zu I .-f-::x'f +l of- , ¿u ) -,\:"f ç-i ÁL-" BÙi;M3tIf7t nL 

' 
t',tJ )

XTLOCK=XF-rL0C(-F6(AUeC,L)+L:ìrtF4(AUçBL)-l'l3rtF5(A[J"BL)+M3i-F7(ALJ"BL)
- - IblLQC(=XBL()CK+i-b.(AL::'!-l-L3ltF,t!Al. ,Bç-l "N3-1F5 IALlBL);M3-'.F7(AL'.BLJ

XbLOC(=X¡LOC'(rtAIP
I F ( i I " 

F íì . 5 ) F ( i c J ) = F ( I ç J ) + X B L 0 C K

IF(II ofiì.o) F (irJ) =F (I qJ) -XÈLOCK
80 cO¡JTIi'jue
9O CO\ITINUI
100 .. . C0l'r'l I '',Uf

RËTURN
END
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PROGRAM ''PRISW'

1. Identification

Title: Least-squares fit of finite right rectangular prism

to total-fie1d magnetic anomaly.

Progrannner: R.L. Coles

Date: March 1973

Language: Fortran fV

2. Purpose

To calculate the parameters of a finite right rectangular

prism which produces a best-fit (in the least-squares sense)

model field to the total field nagnetic anomaly being considered.

3. Usage

Operational Procedure: The main program reads the input data.

Subroutine PARAM is ca11ed to print out the input parameters.

The nain program conrputes derivatives and total field, and sets

up normal equations. Subroutine LNEQ, which calls SUBM, is

used to solve the equations. Parameters are modified in the

rnain program, and subjected to checks. Iterations proceed

until lfunits are reached, or convergence criteria met. Sub-

routine PARANÍ prints the output parameters.

Input Parameters:

LREP Nunber of iteration restarts
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NOTEST = 0 if convergence tests are to be applied

to each parameter

= 1 if no convergence tests

LIMIT Ït{axinun number of iterations allowed

XI-ANI Convergence parameter = IAI\4DA

IP Input device nurùer for anornaly field

IS, IE, JS, JE Start and end lirnits of anornaly and theoretical

field arrays. Ivfinimr¡n values lr1e1r1 represent

origin of coordinates.

DELT Grid interval in kilometres

I0 Inclination of geomagnetic field

DO Declínation of geomagnetic field, cloclq,vise

from x-axis

LCON = 0 if no constraints on parameters

= 1 if constraints applied to parameters

(In present form, only applied to top and

botton of prism; others may be included by

a si:nple extension)

ANOM Array contains input anornaly field, in ganmas

SYNIBOL Identification title for model

PI4AX(I) ,WN(I) it{axinrun and minjmum constraints for parame'ter

PA(r)

PB(I) ,PB(z) F{a1f X=length, half Y-length
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PB[3), PB[4) Top and botto¡i of prisrn

PB(s), PB[6) Inclination and declinatíon of prisnr

magnetization, clockrr¡ise from T-axis

PB(7) Angle from X-axis to Xt-axis

PB(8), PB(g) XrY coordinates of centre of prisrn

PB(10) lvlagnetization intensity

All parameters in degrees or kilonetres, except PB(10)

which is in units of 10-6 enu/cc.

PB(i) is fed to PA(I) in the program.

Ml(I) Control codes I = 1, 10

If I\,U(I) =0 Parameter PA(I) is unchanged

If MJ(I) =1 Paraneter PA(I) is changed during

the iterations.

MJ(i) is fed to MI(I) and N(I) in the program

BASE Lowest base 1eve1, in ganunas

BINC Base 1evel increment

TOP Highest base level

Calculated Parameters :

All PA(I) nay be modified, according to the specified

control codes Ml(I).

0utput:

The input anonaly field, initial parameters, initial and

subsequent nrodel fields at each iteration, the new parameter

values at each iteration, æd final errors are printed for
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each base level iteration.

4. Comments

If certain physically impossible values appear, checks

are avalLable which state I invalid resultt , ffid the program

proceeds to the next base leve1 iteration. If satisfactory

convergence is not reached after a specified ntmber of iter-
ations, the process is stopped a¡rd the next base 1evel itera-

tion begun.

The program requires 44 K region for 3ó0 data points;

of this more than 20 K are fixed. Tine is about 1.5 seconds

per individual iteration on 100 points; in many situations,

a sma11 ntrnber of iterations is adequate.

5. Input Sequence

1. LREP, NOTEST, LIMIT, )0.A].{, IP

2, rs, IE, JS, JE, DELT, I0, DO, LCON

3, A¡IOM

4. SYMBOL

5. F[4AX(I), P\4IN(I), f = 3,4 if LCON = 1

(N.8. If LCON = 0, no card here)

6. PB(I), I = 1,10

7. Ml(I), f = 1, 10

8. BASE, BINC, TOP
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Formats as per listing.

6. References:

Bhattacharyya, B. K. 1964 Magnetic anomalies due to prisrn-

shaped bodies with arbitrary poLarization; Geophysics,

v.29, no. 4¡ pp. 517-531"

Johnson, W. W. 1969 A least-squares method of interpre-

tìng rnagnetic anomalies caused by tnro-dimensional

structures; Geophysics, v.34, no. 1, pp.65-74.

7. Method

As described in Chapter 2, section 2.6



,rlA
pP0GR ¿.i'4 PF I SM i I l.'iPUT ç 0l.JT PUT c T/\PE 5= T NPUT c TAPE 6=0UTPUT s T APE7 )

Cx.iiü-ì+.)r l[rlIVF_,{SIîY i)F i-jANIT0BA ]i+irjfr+t3

ClsJi.JT PT<OIJRíTiVJ LISãS LEAST SGTJARES ALGO¡ìITI-{Þ1 Tt] FIT RiGHT RECTANGULAR
-- C':t ir_í-_-l¿iìl Sjt r"loiiE L _-I0 _ T_0I¡lt-__ El Ë L D M A Gñt T I C A \l0M AL y

Ct';'rí' PR0í,iRAi"lMLiì ioL" COLTS MARCH I973
C*ITìI. PriJiJRAI"l Ï S BASrD O¡J TTJRi,IULA FOR RTGTIT PRiSV DEVELOPED BY
Cråi(.* F"(o úHATIÀCHÄRy'lA 1964
C A¡rl¡¡ AÌ\J$MAL} F I¿LD
C i:Ii-L.D þlODfL F IELD

---C_--- Is_{,IirJS¡J¡.__aLAE,L_4ivD--END_LIMIILA-F*_4N,Qì_4_¿N_DIIELD aRRAyS
v
C DELT
C l0çD0
(.

C IJASE

l"iINI¡'1Ut'i VALUES I u 1r 1ç I ' RTPRESENT 0RIGIN CF C00RD,
GRID INT[RVAL

. . DECLIJ\IAT IOI\ì9 IN]CLii\ATIOI.I OF GEOMAG" FIELLI
DECLI\ATIOi.]S i'4EASURED CLOCKIdISE FROM X-ÂXIS
F3ASE LEVÈ-L START iI'IG VALUE

__L __gLlj c-=-_-_na_q E _L-E_v E L Ilt -c,R Ë_.{ E ttl __
C TOP t]ASf LfVSL i'1AXTi'4UM

C FA(1)sPA(2) I.1ALF X''LËÌ.¡GTHI hALF Y'ILEiIGTH
. C PA(3)çPA{+) ,TOP Ar'rD RAS[ 0F ppISr'r

C PA(5)çPA(b) INCLINATiOI-IçDECI-INATION OF PRIS¡,I À4AGNETIZATIOIJ
c PA(7) Ai\GLI FRUß4 X.AX i S TO X''-AX I S

---C ---PÀ(8jiPA-(91,-.. Xs-Y. -CO0ËD-5 "---0r.-'* 
CE"NTRi -0f-P-R I_S-U-

c PA ( 10 ) INTENSITY 0F POLAR,I.Z,xTIONI
Crii-ì? ALL PARATUf ïf RS Ar?f Ii\ DtGRËES 0rì KIL0f"IETRISç EXCEPT PA (1Ci r

Dil'.{[Nl-cI0N Ft {3) 'FZ 
(B) rF3 (8) gF4 (B) "F5 (B) çF6 (B)

DIMINSI0N pI (9] çPZ (B) 'F-i (8] rP4 (,5) çP5 (B) çP6 (8) çF7 (B) sPfl (B)
___- D_l_t_q_t,N9i_0lv _atirrù_L(a_4_)_el IQLI_LII lli ç FB ( r 0 )

DIi.4ENSI Ofr¡ pr,ía x (*)'P,vtiN (¿+)

Criü¡1C)'i,/S0L'/[/' SìJ¡i ( i0r I0) çVfC (ì0) c iR (10) çIC (]C)
Diò{:-NSIUN Ai"lO''i ( }5'24) cl- IfLD ( 15r24)
cOMi,i0N PA ( I0),Syr'is0L (80) çcot'j
REAL IOqIVOLAUDA

C E XPRf SS I Oi\S I.JSED FRE OIJiNTLY
T i ( A ç 3 ¡ H ) =SQRT ( A'rA+ts*8+iJitH)

T3 ( A r 3 ç *i ) =A'x'A +¡'x-¡1
T4(AcBiH)=¡Jt8+Hà'H

-C 
OÀl-= 3,-l-tl-15 Q 2 6 51_l-_8ll . ___

C II'.IPIJT LIA A

READ (5 s7 ) LREP çN0TEST uL IMITç XLAplr Íp
-.,.7.. .,, FOIìY¡XT (3I4"FE.4c I4)

READ (5 ç2) I Ss IF çJS çJE rDf LTç IOç00çLCOI\
? FOR''1AT (,+I4r3Fq"¿rç I4)

----- TO_=lOir:CQN * ____
D0_û0*c0Ì\
DELÏ=u)¿LT*I0Û0C0"
DC ¡ Jr-=iS. Jf

6 RIAÙ(iÈs5) (Ai\l()l'¡(IícJF) çIF=ISsIE)
5 FOIìVAT(i5F5,0)

__!{PJIE (í-.r¡l)__ 
_

I F0eyAT I ír I rr ç r'Àr.tüMALy F IELDtT )

DO Ç -¡F=,JS.Jf
9 14Riï¿ (6e9C03) (ANOM (IFçJF) E IF=ISç IE)



247C STANT UF PAOGRAI'4 REPEAT
9-q99 C0f.tT I NUE

REAû(5ç l) (SY!180L(I) çI=l ç80)
_f_OP.rAI_( 8'lA L)

I F ( LC0N. f Q.0 ) (J0 T0 ¿999
REAur (5qa) (PMAi{ ( I) çPMIt\ ( i ) çI=3ç4)
I,JRiTt (6ç29q8) P¡-,îAX (3) rPi.lIN (3) rP"4AX (4) qPMIN (4)

299e FOR,.1 AT (t,gtt.tt¡r,'! ¡\X. T0pt,çF8,4srr MIN, T0PttçFB.4cr. 14AX" BASErrcFB,4s
It¡ i"'i Il'J. BAStttglSo4t

----- Dç*-Z)S.Z I =f r-4-- ---PMAX ( I ) =PMAX. ( I )';r100000.
pMIN ( I ) =pf.1Ii! ( i ) -.+I 00000.

2997 CO[iT I \iut:
29c9 CcjrtTiNU:

Pf rrD(5ç+) (PB(i) cI=Lç10)

READ(5ç3) {MJ(I) çI=IrI0)
3 FORTAT(icìI2)
C --- BAST LEVEL ITL:RATION START

LCOUNT= 0

READ (5.4) BASf çilIf'JC r I0P'

- 

n0--,3.ti0 0- JF-=JS.-JL-
D0 3000 Il=ISs IE

3000 Af'.10¡"1 ( IF rJF) =Ai'jL)l'4 ( IFgJF) -r3ASE
3005 c0l'JTI)tuÉ

IF (LC0Ui.lT "F0.0 ) GO T0 3020
D0 J0I0 JF=JSçJE

-- n Q--3 0 10-tE: LS s-I F

30i0 Al'.]0'r (IFçJr- ) =Ar'.tOit¡ ( IFçJF) -tlINC
BA_c:= jA SF_ +'3 ï NC

3020 c0f.lT i;!ul
\^JRITf (b'30-10) iASE

3030 F0Rù1AT (rr0rrr"B,ASE LtVtL rrçG13"6)
.CO-UilT-= I

D0 3040 I=Içi0
pA(I)=pd(I)
MI(i)=MJ(i)

3040 C0f'iT I \iUf
PA(r)=PA(Ì)ì'I00000.

---P-A -( 2 )-=-P1t ( ¿) li I u C lì 0 Q_o.-_--
PA (r) -PA (3) -;sI û0000.
PA(4)=PA(+¡;t100000.
PA(5)=PA(5)*'C0¡l
PA(b)=PA(6)']:'CON
PA(7)=PA(7)'x'CON

-PA (8).;P-A (8) iil 0 0 0 0 0 .
PA (9) =PA (9) i"I0000ù.

C ALLUUIING FOR ì O.)í-:r5 FOR GAUSS TO GAMMAS AND 1O#ä'-6 TO E14U/CC
PA(.10)=PA(I0)/10"
MCtJtjirlT=0

35C0 CONiTIi'.IJf

----LC0Ui¡l-ï 
=-0-

NCOUù] T = O

LAMÙA= XL AV

SUì'/T=I 0830
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c

CALL PARAI,I
't'iRITf i6ç7008)

-._l 0 0 g___ F c)!ì14 A T ( " C! j:', rll,a ll0 r'1 aLY _ _t I E LD-" I 
-, -D0 7009 JF=JS ' JE

7009 i.rP1T[ (6 ç9Û03) (AN0l'1 ( IF sJF) ' IF=iSe IE)
8000 co\lTI'{uE

r,tc0llf\l T = t"1c0tJN T + I
D0 iJi00 I=ìsIC

_ R-i_00_ ]\J_LL-L=_!II_LII _ _-_
C STÁÍìT ()F ITTPATI'JN
5OOO CON¡T I ¡IUÉ

Ir (tCJi'ì.FCl.0) iiO T0 6I55
C TtST FO.I CONSTRAIi'ITS

D0 bl50 I-3q4

PA(i)=Pùrfíl(I)
irl (I ) =0
\.vÊIT[(6ç6151.) i

óI5i FOail,qT (tr0r¡ e"PARAMËTERrrç I4çrr C0NSÍPAINED AT MIhiIMUM")
6 I 50 C0i'lT I \itlL

-DCI--ct:rll=*l_r+--iF(PA(I),I*E.PÑ1AX(I)) GO TO 6152
PA(I)=Pf.lAX(I)
N(I)=0
f,rRiTE(bçÉ¡I53) i

6I53 FOPiqAT(I!OII9''PARAMETERIIgI4gfI CONSTRAINED AT MAXIMUM'')
6),q ? 

-C-Ojrilli:l 
t.l F^-

6155 CCt'l l- I \JLrf
JCOUitIT= t)

c
4000 c0r\jiI)rt-JE

'NcùU¡Ji=¡¡69¡Nlf + I

-ÐQ=!0-:PA 

L7l-
5l=SIN ( I0)
S2=S I f.l ( DO )

53=SI¡j(PA(5))
s4=sIN (PA (ó) )

CI=CÛS ( IO )

- C2-=C0S IDG':)
C3=COS(PA(5))
C+=COS(i-A(ó))

.. ALL=CIr+C2*CjiiC4
AMI'l= f I -:i s 2 r:' c 3'lt s¿+

Alì\¡=S I ItS3
Àl Z-ze iii-C-ìi'-{ -C4;¡t 5 2-t-S-a:i-C 2 ),
A 13= ( C3 rtS4-)! $ | + $l'iif I ]ts ¿) /? .
A3 1 = { C3ìfC+riS i +s3*C I t!c2) / ? @

TH05=q1\l (P,i(7))
Th0C=C0S (PA (7 ) )

D I 9=-S3;tC i':iC4ì1S2-S3JtC I +S4rfCZ

*020=-S3 lS+;i:SL t Ç:lì1C l-rlSe-
D?. L=-S3';tC4-islì I +C3'.ic 1{'c2
DZ?=-C I j¡CZ';Í S3';sC4

. Da¿3=-S3';!Ci*S+JiSZ
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t¿4=C3+tSl
D25=-C3*C I it54riS I +C3xC I +¡C4+¡Ca

026-C3rtC¿+*-SI
D27=-C3r54!SL-
D2 8 = - C3'x'S 4 JrC .I if C 2

D29 -C3-)t C4ìiC I')'ç S, 2
D3L =-THOC
D32=-Tr0S
U33= Ti-l0 S

C 7-I-KO VATRIX AND VECTOR FOR NORMAL EOUATiONS
D0 ¿000 I=içI0
D0 ¿000 J=l-ul0

2000 SUñ1(Iç.J)=0.
ll0 ¿00i I=IuÌ0

-¿00ì 
-VFC(L)-=-0--
SUMS0=C.

C CALCLILATE TI-IEOATTICAL FIELD ANIJ DERiVATIVES
DO b000 Ii=IS ' Ï[D0 ô000 _IF=JScJE
X=DELT'É ( IF-i )

]LDFLT_ì! (JF_.TI
XP= (Y-P,X (9) ) jrTHOS+ ( X-PA (8) ) *THOC

YP= (Y-PA (9) ) +TH0C- (X-PA (B) ) -)rTH0S

AU=PA(I)-Xír
AL=-FA(l)-XP
BU=PA(Z)-YP

-lrL=:PÄiZJ-:YÈ-C EACH CÀLCLiLATION trS SROKEi\I UP TNTO SiMPLE SECTIONS

D0 I00 J=lrô
IF (J.GT. I ) GO TO IO
A= AU

B=iìiJ

- 
H=PAl3l----
GO TO BO

IO IF (J.GT.¿) GO TO ?O
. A=AL

B=rl U
H=PA(3)

_ G0 _I0_J0 __

?O TF(J.GT':J) GO TO 30
' A=AIJ

B=uL
H=pA(3)
GO TO EO

-ì {]-----_JF [J"-GT- + )--C0--IL-4L0-
^-^tH_I¡L

B=rlL
H=PA(3)
G0 T0 ii0

40 IF(J"GT.5) G0 T0 50
A-=-Au--
B=tlU
H=PA (+)
G0 T0 80



2s050 IF(J"Gl-uó) GQ I0 60
A=AL-
B=Bi-l
ír-PA l_.rj_
G0 T0 80

ó0 IF (J,GT.7) G0 TO 70
A=Au
¡ì=¡iL
H=PA(+)
Gô T0 ¡ì0

70 A=AL
B=¡ìL
H=P¡\ ( r+ )

80 C0l.lT I l'luf
PI(J)=Ti(As3çFr)

-P-LL) 
)-;12lA-rd )

P3(J)=T3(Aodçt-i)
P+ (¡)=-14 (A"3rl)
P5(J)=Pj.(J)J!t-r ,

P6(J)=Pl(J)+i-t
p7(Ji=p31¡¡+p5(..Í)
P-&1 -J ) =P-4-(-J -+-P5-{. 

J i- ----

_Eó-LJI--=,4-IANLP_àLJIÆ5_L.]_)-)
IF(NCt]UÑT"F.Q"LiI,1IT) GO TO IOO
Dì=_2",/Ël (.J)

D3=A/(PI{J)-^'P6(J})
D¿+= ( ò-iîP7 ( J ) -2 o i'Ar'{-A;i-E-Ar^(AiFBìrH/P i ( J) ) / (P7 ( J) nP7 ( J) +P2 (J ) nPZ ( J) )

ll5= (rLx'PSlJLnr¡A'.Biid¿P_l__(!l_l/ (P_d__(J_1¿ql_J_Þee (J)_tZ_LJl__)

FI
F2

"F3
lr+
F5

015=i"/PI
Dlo=-P2 (J

- 
nI-7:-:P2 (J

J) =ALOG ( (Pl (..i1-A) / (PI (J) +A) )

J)=ALOG ( (PI (J1-t3) / (Pl (J) +B) )

J)=AL0G,ti1¡¡+rl)
J) =AIAN (P¿ ( J) /P7 (J) I

J) =AiAriJ ( ?? (J) ./PB (J) )

Dt'= (BJ3Pa (J) -A')í'A-:iììiH
D7=2.');P¿(J) / (PI (J) J!

. D8=D I
D9=,t/ (PI ( J)'x'P6 ( J) )

D10= (ArlP7 (J) -Ai-d-;r3-)rH 1Pl (J' ) / (P7 (J) riPT (J) tP2 (J) r.Pz (J) )

-D]j-=-(A¡:F-B 
( Jl- -2,-ÈA:ì:lB t-d,:Ar.Fi,"-81-!11?L -( Jl ) l-f P.8-1J-ì lfeA( .l)-isaIJLIP?-(JI-)

D12= (AJtP5 (,t) -A.t'¡ì-:iB-;iHlPi (J) ) / (P5 (J)-:¡P5 (J) +P2 (J).'f P2 (J) )

Dl3=2ô')Í4.';?|-i / (Pl (J) rtP4 (J) )

DI+='¿o'ir.ðt.ts1/ (Pl (J);rP3 (J) )

/pI (J) I / (p5 (J)_:..p51.1¡ +p2 (J) *.pZ (J) )

P4(J) )

.J)
-)s (hjrn /?l I J ) +F I ( J ) +2 o -;r¡l t / (P1 ( J ) +rP7 (J) +p2 ( J) ltPz ( J) )
Jr [b-tli1-?i-1.J-L:t¿]-(J,]--12-",;i'¡)1-€8 (-¡,li:ej (-JL f 2 (J)Ìl?-LJl )-

Dl8=-?? (J) ii (t1)?a/P I (J) +pl (J) ) / (P5 (.J)'*PS (J) +P2 (J)'.sP2 (J) )

E ( J ) = A ¿ 3 J.' [),1 + A 3 I -x' D 2 - A I 2 -)+ D 3 - A L L * D /+ - A M M d' D 5 + A N î\ * D 6

E ( J * I ) = AZ3rtiJT + A 3 l.'ì''DE- A i ¿rsD9-ALL'r'D I 0 - AMM-:rD l I + ANIN-xD I 2
E ( J+ L o ) =A¿3ìiD I 3 +43 l'xD I 4-A I 2*D I 5-ALLrtD I 6-AMl'rJlD I 7 +AtlNl.f'D I B

IOO CONTII'JUE

--C---:-LINI-LI-ALL-LJ[R0-G-{ L) ¡_10- USE-!-0-I!I8QL- PARAMETEBS-r---
D0 I01 I=Isl0

l0I Q(I)=0.
Ci=FI (t ) -F l. (2) -FI (3) +FI (a¡ -¡ L (5) +rl (6) +Fl (7) -F1 (B)
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C?=f 2
C3=F3
Q+=F 4

I) -F2 Q)-î2 (3) +F?(4>'î2 (5) +F2 (6) +F?(7)-F2(8,
I ) -F 3 (?.\ -f 3 ( 3 ) +F_? (4 i -t3 15 ) +.F3 (6 ) +F3 ( 7 ) -F3 (B )

I ) -i.* (?.) -l+(3) +F+ (4) -F+ (5) +F4 (6\ +14(7) -F4 (8)

- e5=f5 I Il:i5-[2) --F,5-t3 ) tFS-(a) :E5 15 ) t-i--L(.é IJES-L7 )-:laf 8-)

C6=i6 ( i ) -F 6 (?t *F6 ( 3 ) +F6 (4 ) -F6 (5 ) +F6 16 ¡ +F6 ( 7 ) -F6 ( B )

F i Er_D ( I F , JF ) = ( 423'x'C 1 + A3 i'rC2-A l?'*C3-ALL+r-C4-A MM'JIC5+ANN'rC6 ) råPA ( l0 )

IF(NCOUNT"EQ.LIViT) GO TO 2iO
1I0 IF(Ni(1).80"0) GC TO lli

Q ( I ) = (E ( L ) +í (l-) -E ( 3 ) -É (4) -E (5 ) -i (6) +E (7 ) +E ( 8) ) ¡¡'PA ( I 0 )

G (2 ) = ( i ( 9 ) -E ( i,J ) +E ( I l ) -E ( I Z) -a ( 13 ) +E ( 14 ) -E ( i5) +E ( t6) ) nPA ( l0 )

tt2 IF(,\(3).Ê-iJ.0) Gù T0 Il3
Q (3) = (f ( I7) -t ( Iq) -t ( i9) +F- (20) )'*PA ( I0)

It3 IF(\l(¿+).8G,"0) Gû IO iI4
0 (a) = (-tr-(¿l ) +E (?2) +Eí231-l(,?4 ) ) rtPA ( 10)

--l-l¿r- 
IE (¡.i-t5)-.EQ-tlj--l¡ll -TC- I-i5-
o (5) = (020-ÞCI/?"+Ll¿lJrC?-/?"-DL9JtC3-D22;tC4-D23+C5+D24+C6 ) råPA (i0)

tl5 IF(\r(6).8Q"0) G0 Trl 1i6
Q ( 6 ) = ( D2ô{'C I /2 " 

+D21t!C2/?, -D25+C3-D2BrtC4 -D29 ',*C5 ) #PA ( 10 ) ". _.

I I6 CONTiÌ'lUE
035= (-E{1 ) +E (Z) *E (3)-[ (4) +E(5)-E (6)-E (7) +E (B) )r+PA (10)
fr36={:E_L9)_tËtl0)-iÈ(_1 I):E(L2tI-E_U_3j_-_E_LLÐ_-flA$_¡3_f_lì6) )xPA(l_0_)

117 TF(\(7)"EGr"û) G0 T0 LIE
0 ( 7 ) =D35';r'lP-D16*XP

tl8 IF(¡t(8).8Q"0) GO T0 li9
G ( I ) =D35-ìrD34 + D3brf D33

It9 IF(r.i(9).t_0"i)) íjO T0 120

--O 
( 9 )-=-035r1ll¿ttj 6 iD-3-i -- -

l?0 IF('l(i0).¿ri"0) G0 T0 I?L
0 ( I{J ) =Fib.LD ( IF ç JF) /PA ( 10 )

I2i COl'JTINUt
C SET UÈ 14AT?IX AI'ID VECTOR FOR NORí'4AL EOUATIONS

D0 2û0 I=l,lÛ
DO_2O_O_J=-L--I
þp[=0.
iF (J.EQ"I) DPt-=1.
SUI'1 (I çJ) =SUM (I c J) +Q (I )''TQ (J) rt ( I " 

+DPLjTLAMDA)

SUiø 1.J s I ) =Stll¡ ( I r.J)
200 e0f.tT I;\UF

DIFi=FIELIJ ( IF q JF) -ANOi'4 ( IF ç JF )

D0 300 J=Ì,10
VEC ( J) =VEC tJ) -0 ( J) ilLl IFF

300 Ct'ìilTI\Lla
SU,¡5tl- SUi,l 5O + D I FF 

y-.ù Ï FF

t'JRI Tt (ósb002) SlJt't5ç
6002 f0al.1AT{rt0rterrSIJ¡'1 OF SCUARES'rgEl6.7)

IF(JC0U\jT"L_Q.I) G{j T0 6005
t¡lRiIE (6"bU0a)

600+ F0l¡i'1AT ('r0"çrtr'4()DEL FIILD'r)

---DO- 
o003--.1ñ-=JS s JE

6003 hiPITh- (6q9003) (FIËLlJ ( iF çJF) ç IF =IS" IE)
9003 F[)Rt1AT(rr tr.I0G].2"5)
C TEST FOR SQUAIìfS IIEDUCI'iON



)tr1
IF {Sll:¡Sil"Gi"SrJi"1-f ) Gil T0 q500
ì,li-ir (r,r70lû) (ir ( I i ç I=l s.ì.0 )

7{lILl la,,'¡1T (t'tl,railiÅ;ii)i..r;:T-n C¡¡l'.jG¿S r'* 10I2)
IF (ICTJU),iT.f0.0) G0 T0 ó(105
il(t.ir.)TiST.r,É-"0) (ìù TC ó0U5

c Ti:sl's ¡u; cí-|\\/r_irìit.,jcI oF pai?Ai"iETE,ìs
U!';DL--¿=5, J i--ù?
I['.rl]aiì= I .0--2
D0 o¿.t)0 I=I'10
T: .,_=.,,._,j (5 i,,.1,r : ( l) /i¡ ( I ) )

IF ( il.¡.).LL " LJf.¡,,lL.ì) l\ ( I ) =0
i.) ¿ 0 rJ C íj i'i T I ,'., L.l r:

6005 CLì¡l'iI:'ll.J-
S Ll:,r T = ,i tJ.,l S e
IF (\C,,JU\]T"í,t- "LJi.lIT) G0 I0 c,0i0
i.,iiilTI (6gii0i)o)

600b Fc)É)VAr("crq,riTaR,rTl0t\ Lii"liT REAcHEDT')
G0 T0 900I

É,010 Cr,r.tii:lur
Dû 500r J=-lol0
Il-'(ilr(J) "N["ù) G0 T0 5002

----5C0i _- CLL:I II¡iUF*
It ("iC0Ul{l-.frJ.LRFP) G0 T0 900I
G0 T0 1500

5ù0¿ CLli'JTI:[r:
cllLL l_r\r-0

C !lODIIY Ii.]]TÌAL VALUES ---
!1-t(,rC i=Iylû

ô050 PA (i )=r'+ (i ) +vt C ( i )

t-ì0 Êrl0U I=isi0
C,100 SI"lii¿ (I ) =VF-C ( i )

IC0Ulrl'=.1
r','RIif (É'çó9q8)

- 699H --f 0i?-::i¡I-(-!lûllsil:-:--:::-a--- ----¡r )
r¡rlT[(o"i1999)

6995 F0ni'1i\I ("0trrr¡qOLUTiOi! F0LL-0tjS,')
. C ivRITi: 0UTPl.Jl PAeAT4ETtRS

CALL /!\'.'^ir
IF(P¿'i(l).Li|"0") G0 T0 9t)0
ir-(PA.(U),L1.0.) G0 T0 990
ïr(ÈA(3).LE.0.) G0 T0 990
TF(PA(¿+)uLi,,0.) (ì0 I0 990
IF(PÀ(4)"1_i'oPa(:J)) G0 TrJ 990
L Ai''1 l) A = L- AM i-ì ri';r- Q . I
GA T0 5ìlC0

- ---e5 C 0 - *-C C¡i'l T I il Uç"*---
itËÏli(cçiì5llI)

',1501 FCiìri,1T('r0rroirqii\4 of- seuAiìfs i't0ï DrcRIASfD")
C frL-Tr_l ;.)ar IU È¡iiV ì-(ìrJS C0\STAl.1 15

D0 951)Z I=lulij
s502 PA ( i ) =PA ( I ) -STORI ( i )

.-. Lì. :.::: Ir.iCrìi'rliSÊ- Lri¡Lìl\
t.:,.1 ij A-LÀi"i.ta / 0 "t>u
..lC0u\'jr= I
iF ('lC{jr.-J''.il o\lÈoLiÑ11T) G0 IC ¿r0Ù0



?53
WRITf(6se5l0)

95IO FORJ.4AT (''OII gIINL] CONVERGF-NCE AT iTERATiON LIViTI')
G0 T0 900.t

991 F0Ri.iAf1rI0¡r'ttINVALiD RESULT")
900I C0l':TI\¡uf

hlRITi (6çc005)
9005 F0,ìf4AT ( r0n q i¡F Ir!AL EeR0RSil )

D0 90r,r2 .;F=JSsJE
- n0 9.u0 2- lF= I-Sr I E

9002 FIËLù ( IFr¡i) =ANOi'4( IFrJF) -FiELD ( IFçJF)
D0 Ç0 0¿+ JF--JS ç JÉ

900+ l¡lRiTf (os90r-ì3) (FitLD ( IF rJf ) r IF=iS' IE)
IF (!ASI:.LT.TOP) GO TO 3OO5

999 i¡RIT[(óç99x)
- --,,99 

8--.E-OÊr'44-IJ I 
' CLi 

I .ir I [: \ifI-OF F {E-LLJILO]|'' )

STOP
EI\ir_)

SUì:JP.OUTiITiE SUrJM ( I çJ)
C0tti',10N/S0LVE/ A ( i0sI0) çW (LfJ) ç IR ( I0) ç IC( l0)
MA=I0
hl Â- I fì

I=0
J=û
T¿ST=0 o 0

DO 5 n=lrMA
Il'(IR(K).\rE"0) G0 TO 5
nn ¿L I -l.Ni 5

IF(IC(L).¡tf.0) G0 T0 4
X=At3S(A(KçL))
IF (X.LT'TIST) bO TO 1
I=K
J=L
Ttr(T=X

4 CONTINU¿
5 CÛI.]TI\JUE

, RETURN
ENL-)



254SUfl"lûUT It'lE Ll'jf0
COr¡'4Cirl,/SOLVf/ A (I0ç Ì0) çtd (10) c IR ( l0) s iC ( l0)
\,ÍA= I0
F=LlA
S=0.
DET=1.0
D0 è K.=lsiutA
IR(()=0

2 IC(()=0
_ i cALL_SUr¡4_li-,Ji___

PIV=A(IçJ)
DET=PIVTiDET
lF(Piv"f0..î.0) G0 T0 I6
IF(I)=J
iC(J)=I

D0b K=içf'1¡\
6 A(IçK)=A(I'()*PIV

þ/(i)=id(I)'rt'¡IV
D0 l0 L= 1 r ¡,1A

IF(iC(L)"i'JF.0) GO T0 i0
-- P T V-l- =--A-( lç L-)

DO 9 K=içi4A
IF (K.NE.I ) A (f( rL) =A (KrL) -PIVl'rA (K çJ)9

-10 COhiT I NUE
pIyl=r,J(I)
DO l¿ (=leivi{

[¿----If.1l-"llE-"-L) 
-:]--0l)- 

-',',-!51-:¿I-V-2--$ LK ü) --
S=S+ 1 .
IF'(S.L'I.FI)GO TO 3
D0 i5 J=lçi¡A
K=IC(J)
L=IR(J)

-Il(K'ro.J-l G0 TO l5
TEi'1P=r¡l ( J )

t¡J(J)=l',i(K)
l¡J (K ) =Tf r"1P

IC(L)=K
iR(K)=L

-- nl--T=:Df T-
ts
ló

CONT I i\]UE
Â(l.l)=DET
RETUR\.
ENLI



C i.\iRITi- I\PUT/OIJTFUÏ
c0f"iù10i! ¡rA ( ili ) " syl"ldoL (8Û ) scON

--- 
RF AI I-M,

AX=ÈA (Ii I1000üC "
BY=P A(?l / 100000 "
l-lU=PA (3) / Lù0000
t-rL=Ë 

^(4) 
/ i00000 "

Iùi=P¡ (5) /C0¡1
l)M=r,al¡-I1-Crl[--
Th0=PÀ(7)/CrJN
XO=pA(g)/10CC00"
YO=PA(9\ / l0ûC00"
AIP=PA(i0)'x-i0"
T AX=2 "-)rAX

_T¿Y:--).if=i_Y
!^it?IIa (bq7001) (SYM¿OL (i) r I=Iç80)

700 t F0Q"1AT ( 'r I t'" E0 À1 )

'¡JRITi (6 ç700¿) XOr Y0
7OA'¿ f0Fl\iÀT("0iT,ilCOODDINATES 0F CEr!TRE 0F L0CK X0=rrçGI-?u6ttt YO=rrç

IG13"6)
l¡i.Ll-TE-1 le-7 t-03) - I ti.X. rT3Y

7003 FOp{AT(¡r0rr'rrl ¡¡lf'ReL EXTÈNTç X rrçGl3o6ç]t Y rrçGI3'6)
I TH0= I NT ( T-]O/ l6Û. )

THû=THû-l f ir¡+t36ç¡.
ì,i,Ri TË (1s7 00+l ThO

7OO+ FORÑ1AT('IOIIqIIA¡itILË FROM GRID X-AXTS TO BLOC X.AXIS IIçF6.Iç
ì r¡ ¡-tf (lPf F$tt )

r¡lpI TE (ó s 70(j5) Ht.tçHL
7005 ¡QQ*iAT(rr0rrorr TCp rrsGL3.ôs10Xr't 3/1SE rrsGl3"6)

ì4RiTt(b'7u{)f:') ÀIP
7006 FCR!1AT ( rr0rr e r¡POLAR I ZAT I0i.l ¡rç F I 0.3 ç trtt ( | 0r^('r-6 ) EMU/CCtt )

I[)t¡=ÏNlT (D¡4 / -]60 ")

-- 
DLL\EùU-- lDiA'flll.,-
DDM=DtJn1+Ïä0
r¡JRITf (ó,7007) If'tçi)Dl4

l rr DEGRFiS" )

RF-TURi{

--- ---F*I,D-
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1. Identification

Title: Two-dimensional

Progran'mrer: R. L. Co1es,

Date: Jwte 7972

Language: Fortran fV

PROGRAT,Í IIPOWER''

Spectrum Estimation

using FFT routines by R.G. Agarwal

2. Purpose

To estirnate two-dimensional por^/er spectra using Fast Fourier

Transforms (FFI') a¡d a data window.

3. Usage

Operational Procedure: The main program reads the input data,

ca1ls subroutines in sequence and produces the output. STATS

computes the mean and variance of the data, and removes the

mean from the data; TAPER applies a data window; TWODIM cal-

culates two-dimensional Fourier coefficients of the modified

data, calling G,IDFT and GRITDFS (FFT routines); RAhtrOW squaïes

and adds the real and irnaginary parts of the coefficients;

FILOUT coÍpletes the array; SHIFT moves the frequency origin

to the centre of the data block; $vfOOTH is an optional extra

smoothing for ímprovement of visual plots; NORM calculates

the normalizing factor for normalizing to the variance.



Input Parameters:

SYX,IBOL

NN

]NT

DELT

IDC

ISI\4

xP(r,J)

Calculated Parameters :

xP (I,J)

F].lYQ

VAR

MEAN

FACTOR

Output:

257

Identification title
Spectrum array size

Data atray size

Grid interval (kilonetres)

= 0 Mean removed

= 1 Mean not removed

= 0 Additional smoothing applied

= 1 No smoothing

Input data1, f, J = I,INT

Spectral estimatei IrJ = l,NN

Nyquist frequency

Variance of data

Mean of data

Normalization factor

The input data, spectral estimate, smoothed estimate and

logarithm of estirnate are printed, with values of array sizes,

Nyquist frequency, mean, variance and normalization factor.

4. Comments

The technique used for the Fourier transform is slightly
modified from that of Naidu (1970). The data and spectral
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array sizes, IM and NN, n'ust be even, NN greater than oï'equal

to INT, and not contain factors greater tha¡ 13. The FFT rou-

tines of Agarwal (19ó8) were modified to accomrnodate extended

precision variables; other FFT routines may be used in their

place by calling the variables X, Y and NN where X and y are

extended precision variables containing the data on input and

the transform on output. An alternative version of the Ir{AIN

program (not listed) is available, for sampling the data in

smaller blocks and combining to give the resultant spectnm.

5. Input sequence

1. SYX{BOL

2. NN, INT, DELT, IDC, I$4

3. XP(I,J)

Formats as per listing.

References

Agarwal, R. G., 1968. T\.\'o-dimensional Harmonic Analysis

of Potential Fields; r-rrpublished Ph.D. thesis,

University of Alberta, Edmonton, 250 p.

Naidu, P.S., 1970" Fourier Transform of Large-scale Aero-

magnetíc Field using a Modified Version of Fast

Fourier Transform; Pure and Applied Geophysics,

v.79, no. 4, p, L7-25,

Method

As indicated ín Chapter 6.

6.

7.
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PIìOGIìAM PO"ÍËR(iNJPLJT,OUTPUTgTAPE5=II'JPUTETAPE6=OUTPUTçTAPESçTAPE9)
Çråríriì¡:"r* uN I vERS I TY 0F 14AN¡ I T03A .Ìr.)!ìf.*ì{,rr

c,r{.riìr?¡* Dt_pAaTMñt\j i 0F EARTr-l SCIEI,¡CES ,¡-r++rà.i¡.rf

----- C liil-a- PB 0 G iì A þ]ly'! E R --R--L- C O L I S - !1 A R C h - I -e I 7--
Çi.+I. T\',ODIM¿¡]SIO\IAL POI'fQ SPTC'IRUI"1 VfRSTON 2 JUÌ\E L97?
C1Tì1i.USII..]íJ FAST FOUAIfR TRANSFOHí"f (R"(]. AGARwAL T9ó¿])
C{.Iï;..A IJATA IdT¡'JDO|4 IS APPLIEDç A¡JD SOIjARLS OF MODIFIED hYPER.FOURIEF?
C*'{'+ C0tiFICIEIiTS C()MPUTEti
C+¡*.;i Ntrlqli'vN DII'lFNSiOi.lS 0F ilCi-ìKING ARRAy

_-CËJ.iI-INT-_,j)-IIYifI.JSIOI'J5 OF DATA SA]'4T-¡ g ARRAY
C-).!*.ù( DELI DATA ir0I \T SPACiNG
C.;ri?ii XT i\'OiìK ,iiìaAY FOE TRANSFORMS
C-;ri.-:,- XP Sir)lqGE aRtìAY
C,.+ì.* XçYçS I¡iOFìK VECTOiìS FOR TRANSFORI'4S

DCIJJLI PALCiSIOi\J XT
_c.0 ¡1ì:roN /-AitËi_Y 1_ _X T -t 8 {Ù B4l_ _

c0if Í"10|''l,/sT0eE / xP (4açl4l
C0i4\40N/C0NST/ Ni'J çi\j¡'vN o Nh r NflH çl.JI çl'lN I ç NJ'l\NJ
DI14LNSI0NI SYMd0L (d0 )

F',CAr) (5s à48 ) ( SYr'lìi(lL ( I ) q i=1 çfJ0 )

248 F0a.,1AT (8ûAl )

-QE AU L5-r ¿ 0 )-- N N-il Nl -T-r-D 1 L-T--: -l -ú- C- LI-Sj1-
20 F0iì!1AT (2I4qFB "aç?I4)

D0 30 J=lrIl'iT
30 frEAD(9r1234) (XP(IçJ) uI=IsIl'lT)
?23+ FOR|{AT ( l5F 5, C ç5X )

Nf.Ji\j=t\..1 \
l\Itr=l.iN,z 2

t,i il I If_( 6¡-+51_
45 F0R"iAT (rrr,ile''cATA VALUEStts///)
2L FOFìñ1AT (il0¡r.I4)

. D0 5C J=I ç INT
I,JRITE(l¡s2l) J

50 t'JRITE(óç55) (XP(IçJ)çI=lçINT)
---54 F-Où:ylAlLr''1u-10G13.6)-

CALL STATS ( IDCc\/ARr INT)
CALL TAPER ( ihiT o INT)

Nl.l¡1=NNjN,z 2
NI=NH+l
NNI=NNH+I
l.lJ=N¡.{+ 2
NNtJ=Nl'\lH +2

D0 4ó0 *l=Ief\li\ti
D0 +60 i=.1."\lN

460 XT(icJ)=0.1)0
_DO__+rl0_ _J= L i.lll
D0 4E0 I=l s INT
XT(IçJ)=XP(ïsJ)

480 C0¡lIIr,tUE
CALL Tl'r0D l Pl

CALL FrAwP0'''l

-- n0 
-55O--J=-LgllNltl)O 55{l I=I n^lN

XP ( I s.J) =SNriL (X-i ( I ç i) )

550 C0l'jIlNUE
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c
c

CALL SH ].I T

ALLOI.] FCR DISCRÉTE D ATA
F0iìM SPËCTiì aL tST I l',iA T0R

!!UJ*I-= lüI-rL I:!T
DC I0 ï=.1 çt'.lN
r)0 I0 J=lç\jttN
XP ( i çJ) =,XP ( I sJ) rtDILT*DELT/MULT
CO¡.IT i NUE
hrk'ITE(6ç70)

- 
-:LA -- 

E! -i¿!1 A,T -( J I Ì i | ç-ilP 0 t{ E R-S P [ -C ] RU'LE S Tl-l:'lA -I F=l]]

60 FoRrlAT(!r0rruI0 (El0.3o2X) )

D0 ijQ ï=1ql.ll'J
80 l.rRIT[(6ç60) (XP(IçJ) rJ=lçl''¡NN)

IF(ISI4.GT.O) GO TO 8I
CALL SV1OOTH

300 F0R,"1AT (,rirq',pOitEe SpECTRUt"I ESTiMATE SM00THEDil s///l
D0 301 J=t.ñll\\
\4JP.IT[ (6sbt¿ ) (X.p (I rJ) ç I=1rNN)
coNJT i l,trlE
CÀrLL i\lCal,1 ( VAR ç tJfJ r DELÏ )

____ _,bjiìLT|- 15 ._1¿-.0 ) _ _

10

301
8l

I¿O FCIRtlAT(r'lile'lL0G
DO i0Û0 I=lçNrtj
D0 i0C0 J=.L sNi\JN
IF(ÁP(I"J) "Lf.0"

OF P0þJER SPECTRUM ESTIMATETT c///l

1000 XP(irJ)=AL()G(XP(
)GOT099
IçJ))

-----. 
n0-j-5-0-0-J-=l:i\i\l

1500',,iRITi(6ç15I0) (XP(IuJ) çI=Içl'Jl'J)
15I0 fORüAT("0tï s20 (F5.IçiX) )

c
C Ì¡JRITE ON ONE NIONTH PACK FOR CONTOUR

D0 ¿000 J=Içtrjt.JN

---2-0-A-0-Ìji tlI -]-E-(l r-L? r-Ð-( X P ( i, J-L I:-bNN )

PLOT

123+ FORT"lAT (6Gl:J"ó)
\-
99."_ C0i\.tJ\ltJF-

FN=.ì. "/ (¿.*ljELT)
l¡/RITf (6c?49 ) (SYM,*OL (I) s i=l '80)

--29_9---FOùv1 
A,T-l-rll-L!-r-l 0:I IJ -

I'JRIT[ (6ç2Û(] ) DELTçFN
20A F0RvlAT ('rùrrerrDILT-rrçFI0.5ç2Xçr'NY0UIST FRi0UENCY='rsFI0"5çtt CYCLES PE

JtF K;"1'l )

220
t'JRITL (6' 120]' Il{Iq INT
FORN4AT (IIOIIç'IDATA SAÑ4PLE ARRAY SIZEO'ç I4ç¡I FJY IIç I4)
l¡lPI Ta (6s 23,,1) -\N s-N\N

230 F0R!1AT ('r0ile'TSPECTRUIl ARrìAY SIZEIt gI4ç'r BY trgI4)
S TOP
Ef\tD.



26LSUrieCUTiNt STAIS ( IDC ç VAR çNiN)
C0i'4ñ10ft,/STOaf/ XP ( 84 ç 8+ )

RÊ- AL i'1É AN

IF(lDC.l'r8"0) G0 TC 15
D0 J0 l=]erlJ\l
D0 i0 J=lcNi\i
MEA\=¡4fAirr+Xp(IçJ)

i0 CÛi!Ïintuf
\t E A,!.=i"j r A \l/j L Q l\ I L\i \LIl\l'\iì___ _-
i^tìRIIf(oç

L2 F0R:1t ¡ 1',
t^liliIE(óç

¿i MI asJ
rr r,ivFlrr! 0F DATA'rgGL3oó)
3)

t 3 F0,ì,,1AT { r1í) f I q IrDC HAS BEEN REM0VÈ0" )

15 Col'iTIiltif

- 

U0-20-*I=ls-Ni¡l --
DO ¿û J= I ç t\.lirl

XP ( I c J) =XP ( I ç J) -|''IEAN
20 CCNTIi!UÊ-

IF ( iDC.\lÊ"ti ) t/aITE t,6ç2Ii
?_L F0Q)4,AT ( 'r I 

rr, nlf Hf¡$ N0T ErEN REM0VEDil )

_--C Ë, U,i. 
--C 

N Ì:1P U T L-_UAi ] A¡IC E
VAR= 0 "
D0 30 Ï=I.hl[']
Dtl 30 J-Irr'i¡.¡

30 VAFì=VAR+XP ( I ç J) iiXP ( I ç J)
VAR=V AF/ FLTIAT (i\r..1-;tf\jN-l )

l,rPJTl (6ç31.1 VA,.-_
3i F0pi'JAT (rr0!!e!'VAiìIANCE CF DATA 0"G13.6)

rìETuRi'l
END

SL,BR0UT I ¡lí ¡'l0RM ( V AR ç n"N ç DELT )

COM|''ìON/STCRE/ XP (84 r84)
SUM=0.
n F I T \i-=If- LI¡-F-L OA T-t¡lNl
DEL'i NS=DELT \;f DËl- Tr\
[,0 i0 I=lrr'ii',¡
D0 1.0 J=IrNlNl

}O SUII=SUI..,1+XP ( I,..J) /DfLTNS
C*-.':.i- TTIf SPECTRI,Ii¡ ESTIVATT IS NORI'4ALIZED TO THE VARIANCE

F- AC-I 0!-=V A R./-.5 U:!L
r¡JRITE(6ç-ì0)

30 FOP!1AT ( r:ûil e il

Rf T URN
Ei\D

F AC I'lR
N0Ri{ALIZATIOI.¡ FACT0R'r qG13"6)



SUi];ìOUT IN¿ TAPEP ( i{i''I, NNN, )

C0r'1140N /STOa.l/ XT (84ç84)
RãAL K'L
r ( tlçIJ_= O . 5,ril I r-C C S-LCXìI SG RI-LK ¿* K + L J¡ L )Jl

¿o¿

PI=3.14I59265
I N=Nl.l/i
INll=t\ll'jN,/2
Xf,l=rL0AT (I¡¡rf Ift)
CX=P I /FLOAT ( ïÌ'l )

-D0-.i20- I=2 qli\-
K=FL0AI(IFJ+l-J¡
lK=K':'K
TX=T((gC")
I I=,'¡\-Ï +2
xT ( L ( Ir..ri\+i ) ) =xT ( I ç ( INrrl+L ) ) ì'TX
X r -LI I c -Ll\ lv-t-I )-)- 

= 
KT-( Ltu -(IN[l tll Ii-lX

D0 l¿0 J=2cItr\j
JJ=i'.lNN- J + 2

IF (i.GT.2) G0 TO 110
XK=L*l-

XT( (i\+1) çJ)=XT( (IN+l) sJ){'TY
XT ( (IN+l ) çJJ) =XT ( ( IN+I ) rJJ) *TY

1i0 cONTIr'trjÊ
XK=KüK +LìiL
TXY=T(K.L)

- 

T EIX(, Gl-"ÀILL=T.\-Y,-0*.*-
XT ( i çJ) =XT ( I çJ);!TXY
XT ( i cJJ) =XT ( I qJJ) *TXY
XT ( 1I ,r JJ ) =XT ( i I ç JJ ) JTTXY

XT ( I I oJ) =XT ( I I ç J) r:-TXY

IZ0 CQNtTii.tUE

--D0--13O__I=IrÀiN--
XT(Iç1.)=0"

I3O CONTINUT
D0 I35 J= I' r NNN
XT(1çJ)=0o

135 C01.'lT I NUE
RE.f UR¡J-
ENJD
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SUÈROUT I N¿ Ti,JOD i I'I
DOUBLE PREClSION ATçXçYçS
colvlù10Ì..l,/Á\RfìAY/ XT ( 84 " 8¿+ )

rì 0 iyli.t O N./_V lçV_ X" ( 2 0- 0i -r I -( 2 0-01-' S -l-2 -0 -0- )

C0MM0N,/CONSTI NN sNN\cNh cNNHçi\iI çNNI ENJ rlrNJ
L=0

C TRANSTORM J RO!.IS IN PAIRS
l0 coNTIi'll.JE

J=L+I
1¡-=_l_+2
D0 I5 I=l sNN
X(I)=XT(içJ)

. Y(I)=Xi(IrJJ)
I5 C0i¡T I NUt

CALL GR iD TT (NN)
LL_GRI¡,Df_S (N\l)---

XT¡.r..¡)=Xü)
XT(lrJJ)=Y(l)

..XT(NIrJ)=X(i'lI)
XT(NIçJJ)=Y(NI)
DO ¿0 I=¿rflH
I L=rriN:lt

a¡l

'.¿

XT(IrJ)=(X(l
XT(lIrJ)=(Y(

+X(IIl)/2.iiO
)-Y(1Il)/2"D0
))/?"D0

52=(Y(i)+Y(Iil)/¿.D0
XT(LJJ)=SZ
XT_(IJ_"J_J) =_Sl__

¿0 coNlT i NUt
L=L+ 2

-- NNL=Nl"JNi- i
IF(L.LE.NNL) GO TO 1O

C TRI\NSTORNl I COLUI.4IIS
D0 ?-5-J-=i.-r-\-l,lll
X (J) =XT (.!' c J)
Y(J)=XT(\lI'J)

..-- ...,25,C0f'¡ÏINUÉ
CALL GR I iJ FT ( NNII )
CALL GRMDFS ( I\i\N )

-åLLL al.l-=--X-( I )=.----
XT (NI r I ) =Y ( I )

XT ( I çi'lNI ) =X (NNI )

_ .XT (rrll çl'li,iI ) =y (NNI )

D0 30 J_2 e ¡Jr.th

JJ= NtNi{ -J + ¿

KLLI_çJ_=IÀ ( J ) _r_I_LJ_J) / 2 
" D_0,

XT(
êi->r-
Ç2=

3O---C-Q\llilìru-E

ç.jJ) = (Y ( J) -Y ( JJll /2 "ÙAx(J)-x(JJ) ) /?.Ù0
Y (..1) +Y (JJl ) /?.'D0

XT(\IqJ)=S2
XT(\I"JJ)=-Si

D0 40 I =2 c i\lH

II=r'lN-I+2
.-.D0.50 J=I"NlNNl



264X(J)=XT(ïrJ)
Y(J)=XT(ïI'J)

5O CONTiNUE
CALL _GR _ ID ET (.NI.JI{L
CALL GR*lDFS ( N\]N )
D0 b0 J=1.çi.iNN
XT(ïrJ)=X(J)
XT(IIçJ)=Y(J)

60 C01.rT ï i!U[
__aß___c0NTl_r!uE _

Rã TURN
El'lL)

SUillì0UT I NE RAI\iPOl,i
DOLIdLE PRiCÏSION Á

C0f4t40i'J,¡ARRAY / .x (84 ç84 )

Ç_0.1{i:t0¡\1_Çf.)\ls_T_1__l:lj\i¡-u_\Nrl\tLr_rl-ll{LLNI_r_llN_I 'NJ,NrllJ_C SOIJARI ARRAY -

X ( I ç I ) =X ( I " I )'+X ( I ç I )

X ( I ririNI ) =.X ( I rNNI ) xX ( I rlrNi )

D0 10 J=Z ç rlNH
X (I rJ) =X (L rJ) -x'X ( I çJ) +X ( I r (Nl{l.l-J+Z) )'ÞX ( I ç (NlrN-J+2) )

- 

X (I-r-(NNN:J-+-Z)l 
=-X-{.-L-çJJIO CONTINTJ

X(NIç1)
X(h.lIrNNl
D020 J=
X (Ni,J)

---X-( ¡i-l ç-( llN N - l-t2i -L=X-L|'[¡-J I -20 CONTI\UE
D0 30 i=2rrrlH

. "I I=NN-I +2

E

=X (¡.JÏ c I )'::'X (NI ç I )

I ) =X (NI qNiiiI );tx (NI çNNI )

2 q NNJH

=x (i\I qJ)'ìrx (NI çJ) +x (i..lI s (NNfl-J+z) )'*x (NI s (NNN-J+Z) )

DO30J
X(IçJ)=

_ i0 c0t\iIlNll

=l ç\iNN
X (I çJ) JtX ( I çJ) +X (II çJ) {-X (I1 çJ)
F

CALL FILOUT
RETURN
END

-. -.-. SUsFìCUTINi FÏLOUT
DOU*LE Pt?fCISION XÏ
C0M)'10N/ÀiìRAY/ XT ( 34 s 84 )

_co-M !l ONr'_c (J irLS I / NLIJ N N f',¡_LN l-,.r I'J N H qN L_llILl¡ÀJ,¡l! NJ J
D0 50 1=ZrNH
NL=NN- I +2

. .XT(NLrI)=XT(Igl)
D0 50 J=2sr.lNN
NNL=NNN-J + 2
llfLLiJl;ì-T-Lle NNL)

50 COIIT I NUL
RE T URN
EI'ID



SUÊJqOIJTII'IT SHIFT
C SHIFT ARRAY

COM140N,/ST0rE / XT ( 84 ç 84 )

26s

c 0|l !::1-0- N I c 0_N S Tl _ ¡tN s! N ¡\ s,N [r N N l1ç_rVI rN N l_,ll& X N J
D0 4C
J P=Ni'i-
IS=\I-

= l e lj l
+l
+l

D0 40 J=I"\NI
_lR= \JN i_l + J_ ì

-r(Ï-tI 
P r JP ) 

= 
X-T_tf 5 c JL_ __

IF (J.GT" (r\¡JH-1) ) G0 T0 ¿+0

XT ( IQçJ) =XT ( ISç (Jrl+2) )

40 COr\T i iiUL
NG=r'lH- I
D0 50 I=Iç\JG

-NL=,NN-:IXT ( I TNINN) =XT (NL,NTJN)
NNvl=NltiN- I
D0 50 ¡=lrNi'.lM
NNL =NilN-J
XT ( I cJ) =XT (NL,NNL)

--5O- 
cONlIl\uE-
RE TURI'I
END

SUI]ROUT I NI SI'1OOTH
C SI.,1OUTHID EST I I'1A TE
C NTGLECT SI'1(]OI-HIhJG OF Et]GES

DO U ts L È*P_P F C I S iO¡] _X'T--
COMVON/ARRAY,/ XT ( 84 ç 34 )

C0t',tUg¡7STCaa./ X ( El+ ç E¿+ )

C0i4l'40N,/C0\lST/ t\\ 3l!NN *Nlr r NNH ç i'l I r NN I ç NJ gNNJ
IR=i
IRR=IR+1

-- 
NM T_=Nf,l.fR_
IPT_¿+¡JR+i
t¡uLT=1pT* !aT
D0 20 J=iiìtrl\¡,1I
D0 ¿0 I=IRRrNlt4I
XT(içJ)=X(Is¡)

--n0-30-f,=ìr IR30 XT ( I sJ) =X I ( i gJ) +X ( I +K çJ) +X ( I-K 9J)
DO 40 L=IçIR

40 X'i (IgJ)=XT(IgJ) +X(IEJ+L)+X(.IçJ-L) 
_

D0 50 K=içIe
D0 50 L=l ç îR

--50----XT-[LJ] =XT (i gJ)-+X(LtK.J_+_L_)t-X,l_I_tl_¡J_-L) +X (I_:Ér_J-L) +X (I-KqJ+L)
XT(IçJ)=XI(isJ)/MULT

20 Cot'.lT I NUI
..D0 200 i=lPRgllMI
D0 ¿00 I=IRRçltji"lI

200 X(Iç-J)=Sl"iGi_(xT(IsJ) )

.RE_TUFLN--.
ENIJ
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PROGRAM ''PROF]L''

1. Identification

Title: Profiles across two-dimensional spectra, using bicubic

splines.

Progranrner: R.L. Coles, with some subroutines based on work

by M.T. Holroyd.

Date: October 1972

Language: Fortran fV

2. Purpose

To calculate values along profiles across tu'o-dimensional

spectra. A facility for reduction to the pole is included.

3. Usage

Operational Procedure: The main program reads the input ðata,

and performs the reduction to the po1e, if requested. DERIV

calculates the derivatives of the data for each spline ce1l.

II4AIN program considers each required data point on the profile

in turn, the spline coefficients are calculated by COEFF, md

the data point value obtained using Function SPLINE. Profiles

may be added and averaged, if requested.

Input Parameters:

SYMBOL

NN

Identification title

Data block size (square)



NQ

F\IYQ

IRED

GI, GD

)@(I,J)

PH]

Calculated Paraneters :

G(i)

srORE (i)

¿o/

Ratio of interpolated interval to

grid interval (integral)

Nyquíst Frequency

= 0 for no reduction to the pole

= 1 for reduction to the pole

Inclination, declination of geomag-

netic field clockwise from x-axis

Spectral data IrJ = lrNN

Angle between x-axis and profile

(cor.rrter - c 1 ockrui s e)

= 0 no averaging

= I add to previous profile

= 2 add to previotis profile, output'

averaged profiles and zero store.

Profile data

Averaged profile data

incrernent.

each aver-

IAV

Output:

Identification, Nyquist frequency, frequency

Each profile is listed, with angle identification;

age is listed, with identification.

4. Corunents

The purpose of the program in this form is to examlne a
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tlvo dimensional spectrum in profile form. The spectral values

have not been actually detennined at the frequency points otl

these profiles; the assunption of a smooth spectrtrn is made.

This program is readily converted to a general profiling pro-

grm, by omitting the reduction to the pole and averaging

procedures, and adding a facility for variable profile ori-

gins.

5. Input sequence

1. SYMBOL

2. NN, NQ, FNYQ

3. IRED, Gr, @

4. XP(r,J)

5. PHI, ïAV

Formats as per listing.

6. References:

Holroyd, M.T. and Bhattacharyya, B.K. 1970 Automatic

contouring of Geophysical data using bicubic

spline interpolation; Geological Survey of. Cartaða,

Paper 70-55, 40p.
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PROGRAM PROFIL ( INPUTeOUTPUTsTAPES=TNPUT TTAPE6=0UTPUT çTAPE9)

C--- PR0FiLES ACR0SS T''dO DIMENSI0NIAL GRIDDED DATAç USING BICUBIC SPLIIt;[5
C--- BASED ON WORK BY EIiATTACHARYYA AND HOLROYD

COMM0 N 1 BL 0 C K / X P ( B/+ ç 4 4 | g P (84 s 4 4 ) r Q ( B4 e 44 )_ e g ( Q þ,ç_q4 ),,e_A ( 4_s 4 I, z
lG (84) çXC (84) eXD (84) çYX (84) rGGI (2t ,6G? (2) EGXL {21 IGXZ (2) çGYl (2} s

¿GYz (2J |GZL (2) cGZZ.{?t
C0MM0N/CQNST/ NN e r\ll-{ ç trJ ç NM

DIMENSI0N SYMÈ0L (E0) EST0rì5 (84)
READ(5çI000Ì (SYM80L(ï) sI=1 çBC)

IOTO f ORMAT (BOA} )

t0ûI FORMAT(illrre80AI)
þJRITE (óç l00l ) (SYi'480L ( I ) ç I=l c80)
REAii (5r 1002) NNçNQeFi\Y0

t 002 F0l?þ1AT (?l.a çFB "4)
READ ( 5 q I 003 ) IRtD ç GI qGD

- 
-1003 -FORMAT {14 sZlB '4)-

NH=Ni,l/2
NJ=NH + 2
NM=NH - I
NP=NH*NQ-N0+! -

D0 lû04 J=1 cNJ
,---1004---READ (9 c 1234) ( XP ( tr rJ-Lr-I=I-rNN )

1234 F0RF1Aï (66I3"ó)
CON=3.14156265/180,
FYNC=FhlY(J/NH
F INC=FYNC/N0
þ¡RITE (óç10t5) FNYO

----1005-- F0RMAT(!10"ef¡NY0UIST FREQUËNCY rrçFl0'ó)
l,tJRIl'E (6ç 1.006) FINC

I00ó F0Rþ4AT(''0ile'!FRE0UENCy INCREMËNT rrçF10"ó)
IF(IRED"EQ"O) GO TO 31OO

C{â+I* REDUCTiON TO THE POLE IN FREOUENCY DOMAIN
HRITE(6ç3001)

__3 0 0 r _E 0 R M A T ( 11 0' I ç 11 S p E C T R UU__J_S_ßE D_U C E D__T o_Ih f, _ 8*0_t E i! _
GI=GI ìtCONl

G0=GD+C0N
DL=C0S (GI ) +¡'C0S (GD}
DM=C0S(GI)ìrSiN(GDi
DN=SiN (Gi )

-00 
3000 Ki=2rNH

K=NH+Kï-l
KK=Nii-K I + I
IK= (l(I-1)
D0 3000 LJ=ZçNH
L=NH+LJ- I
LL=\lH-LJ+,1- -
JL=(LJ-i)
R=SQRT (FL0ÂT ( IKi'IK+JL+JL) )

þ ! ft=[[_+r I K,/R + D l'1+ JL /R
FACT0R=DÏRttDIR+DN*DN
REDUCE=FACT0RnF ACT0R
REDUCE=AL0G ( REDUcE )
XP ( KK rLL ) =XP (KK rL[- i -REDUCE
XP (K çl-L ) =XP (K rl-L ) -REDUCE
IF(L"GT,NJ) GO TO 3OOO
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XP (K rL) =XP (K çL) -REDUCE
XP (KK cL ) =XP (KK sL) -REDUCE

30OO CONTINUE
REDUCE= DL itDL + DNi*DN
REDUCE=AL0G { REDUCE )

D0 3010 K=IENN
3010 XP (KsNH) =XP (K sNH) -REDUCE

RiDUCE=DMiåDM + DN rf DN

REDUCE=A.L0G ( REDt-.,CE )

DO 3020 l-=l çNJ
3020 XP (NHçL) =XP (NH rt-) -REDUCE
3100 c0t'tTINUE
C--- CALCULATE DER I V,àT I VES

CALL DEPIV
40OO CONTiNUE

DO 4001 I=IçNP
4001 STORE(I)=0,
óOOIì CONTINUE

I =NH
J=NH

- 

--JEAD 
(5, 600 l) P-HLç IAV-- 

---600I FORI{AT (F8'4g I4)
PHI=PHIrtc0N
CPHI=COS (PHI )

SPHI=SIN (PHi )

G(I)=XP(irJ)
D0_5000 K=2r-NP
KI=K-l
X=KI#CPHI/N0
Y=KÏieSPHI/N0
XX=FLOAT{I)+X

" IX=INT (XX)

-YY=FLOAT (J) -Y
JY=INT(YY)

C--- CALCULATE C0EFFICiEilITS F0R CELL(IXçJY)
CALL C0EFF(IXTJY)
X=XX-IX
Y=YY-JY
G (K ) =SPLINE (X r Y r A)----

5OOO CONTINUI
PHI=PHI /C0N
h'RITE(6s500i)

5001 F0RTAT(ilIil,il------- ----tr)
klRITE (6ç5002) PHÏ

--- -5Q02 -F0R\44T 
(!'-0'!ç'1qR0rILE- 4-I-- 'nf-6"0-n-'-' Df G&EES.-,C-QU!I-E-Eç-L-Qç,5-UI-S-E--LBql

l+IX AXIStT)
þIRITE(óc5003) (G(i) çI=IcNP)

5003 F0RMAT (rr rtqóG13'6)
TF(IÀV"EO"O) GO TO 4OOO
N=N+L

_00 5004 I=l cNP- - ,
5004 STORE(I)=STORE(I) +EXP(G(I) )

IF ( iAV.EO. I ) GO TO óOOO
D0 5005 I=I çNP
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ST0RE ( I ) =ST0Ri ( I ) /FL0AT (N)
ST0RE i I ) =ALOG (STORE ( I ) )

50C5 CONTINUE
WRITE (6 ç5001 )
ldRITE (ór5006) N

500ó FoRl,iAT (rr0ne"sIMpLE AVERAGE 0F THE PREVI0US ileI4ert PROFILESTT)
TdRITE (ós5003) (STORE ( I ) ç i=l rNP) .

IF (IAV.LT'3) GO TO 4OOO

e000 coNTiNut
STOP
END

SUBROUTINI C']EFF ( IK ç JL)
COMMONI,/BLOCK/ GP (B¿+y44) çP (84 e44) EG (84 c44l ES (84 g44l EA (4ç4) ç

lG(84) çXC{E4) çXU(84) sYX(84) çGGi (2) oGG2(2) çGXl(2) çGXz(2) sGYL(71 s

zGYZ.(?J çGZI (¿) sGZ?12ì
COMMON/CONST/ NNçNHçNJçNM
J=JL
JP=JL + I
DO 27 ID=l ç2
I=IK+ID-l
Gì(ID)=GP(IrJ)

GXI(ID)=PiIrJ)
GYI(ID)=Q(TsJ)
GZI(ID)=S(IsJ)
GGZ{ID)=GP(Iv.JP)
GXZ(ID)=P(IrJP)

-GYz.( 
ID

27 GZz(ID
I=1
I P=2

:Q(IrJP)
=S(IçJP)

A(Içl)=GGI(Ii
A(2rl)=GXi(I)

--A(Ie2l=GYl(I)A(2ç?)=GZltTl
Gl=GGI (iP)-GGt (ï
G2=GX1(IP)-CìXI(i
G3=GYl. (IP)-GYi (I
G4=GZ1 ( IP} -GZ1 { Ï

--A (3r I )¡3"!G1: (GX

A(4sI
A(3ç2
A(4E?

Pl.=GGZ(I+i
P2=GX2(I+1
P3=GY2(I+I
P4=GZ2(Ï+l

I ( I+l ) 92-.+GXl (Iì_)
=GXl^ ( I+i ) +GXI ( I ) -2"*GI
=3uÈ-G3-GZI ( I +i i -2'+GZI ( I )

= lG71 ( I +Ì. ) +GZl ( I ) ) -2u+fG3
A ( I ç3) =3o# (GGZ ( T i -GGI ( I )

A12s3) =3"ë (GXZ ( I ) -GXl ( Ï )

-(GYZ{I)+2"*GYI(I))
-(G7?(I)+2.+GZI(i))

__A_( l-r*4,) =GY 2 1l ) + GY_I_(-I ) : 2 c I ( GGZ ( i ) :GG-l -( I I ) -
A(2s41=G7? ( I ) +GZI (l ) -2 o+ (GXZ ( I ) -GXl ( I ) )

.GG?I I ).GI+GXi ( I ) -GX2 ( I ) -G3+GZI ( I)
-Gx2{I)-G2-G4
-GYZ ( I ) -G3+GZI { I ) -GZZ ( ï )
*G7?(Ï)-Gr+

a (4 ç 4 ) =P4-2 o r1P3-2 . *P2 +4 , *P I
A (3 ç 3) =9 o J¡PI-3 .*P?-3'+P3+P4
A (4 ¡ 3 ) =-P4+2. *P3+3 

" 
rf P2-6 o *P I

. A (3 ç4 ) =3 o'áP3-P4-6q *P I +2 o *PZ
REÏURN
END



SUBROUTINE DERIV
COMM0N/BL0CK/ GP (84 ç44) sP (84 c44l s 0 (84 q44l çS (84 s44l s A (4ç4) ç

IG(84) çXC(84) çXD(84) çYX(84) çGGI (?l cGGz(?) sGXI (2) çGXz(2\ sGY I (2) ç
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--?GY?(?) cGZl (2) rG7?(,?)
COMN4ON/CONST/ NNçNHENJsNM
M=NN
N=N..¡

41 CONTINUE
D0 ¿I KKK=lç3

--jF- 
( KKK:2)2 e 3 c 4----

? LZ=N
LLZ= I
GOTO5

3 LZ=M
LLZ= L

____GO T0 5 _
4 LZ=N

LL2=N- I
. 5 . D0 2L KK=l "L?cLL?IF(KKK-Z)6ç3ri0

6 Ll=M
D0---7--K=lsLl

7 G (K) =GP (KçKK)
GO TO T?

I LI=N
D0 9 K=l¡Ll

9 G (K) =GP (KK eKl
_ G0 TO _I2, _____-_

tû LI=M
D0 Il K=lrLl

ti G(K)=Q(K¡Kl()
12 XC(l)=0,5

.XD (I ) =I.5+ (G (2) -G(l) )

_ t,X_X_=L-l:l ____
D0 I3 K=2ç IXX
KP=K + 1
KM=K- I
XS=3, 0{' (G (KP) -G (KM) } -XD (l(M)
XC (K) =1.0 / (4.0-XC (KM) )

- ---i3 -- XD(K)=XS''tXc(K)
XS=3u0* (G it-i ) -G ( IXX) ) -XD ( IXX)
XT=2"0-XC(IXX)
YX (Ll ) =XS/XT
K=L I
DO I4 Kl=ZsLI
l(=K-:l - _,-
KP=K + I

l4 YX (K) =XD (K ) -XC (K) rrYX (KP )

iF (KKK-2) l5ç l.7s l9
15 DO i6 K=l sM
Ió P(KsKK)=YX(K)

G0, T0 7r___,
t7 D0 IB K=l rN
lB 0 (KKcK) =YX (K)

GO TO ?L



19 D0 20 K=l sM

20 S{KeKK)=YX(K)
?T COhIT I NUE

I T=N-2

?73

DO ?6 I=I çM
DO 22 J=lpN

?? YX (J) =P ( I eJ)
XC ( 2I =0 ,25
XD (2)=(3"0{'(YX(3) -YX (I) )-S(I qI} )f0,25
D0 23 K=3r1I
KP=K + I
KM=K - l
XS=3u 0 it (YX. (KP) -YX (KM) ) -XD (KM)
XC (K ) =I.0 / (4 

" 0-)iC (KM ) )

23 XD(K)=XS+XC(K)
IX=N-I
K=IX
XS=3"0rt (YX (N) -YX (IT) ) -S (i çN) -XD ( IT)
XT=4,0-XC(IT)
S(IcIX)=XS/XT
DO 24 KI=3çIX

-K=K 
- I

KP=K + I
?4 S ( I ç K ) =XD (t( ) -XC ( K ) rfs ( I ç KP )

26 CONTINUE
RETURiV
END

FUNCTI0N SPLIh¡Ë (X øY qÁ)
c---
C--- CALC. VALUE 0F BICUBIC AT POINT I¡JITHIN SPLINE CELL

DIMENSI0N A (4c4) çAB (4)
IF (X.EQ.O.OOAND'Y.EO"O.O) GO TO 4
Y2=Y*Y
Y3=Y2+Y
IF(X.EQ.O"O} GO TO 2

--__,\2=X+X
X3=XZ+X
IF (Y.EQ.O.O} GO TO 3
DO I IY-ìç¿'

t AB(IY)=A(iYçl)+A(IYc2)*Y+A(IYs3){'Y2+A(IYp4)*Y3
SPLINË=AB ( 1) +AB (2) ìtX+AB (3) #'X2+AB (4) *X3
REÏURN

? SPLINE=A(lrl) +Â(I g?)#Y+A(l ç3) ËY2+A(1ç4)#Y3
RETLIRN

3 SP[-INE=A(Is I) +A (prI ) #X+A(3s] ) ëXZ+A (4¡ I ) *X3
RE TURN

4 SPLINE=A(lç1)
_ RETURN --=END
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PROGRAM ''SPLINT''

1. Identification

Title: Interpolation of gridded data to finer grid

Prograrnmer: R. L. Coles, based on subroutines by M. T. Holroyd

Date: March 1973

Language: Fortran fV

2. P,urpose

To interpolate gridded data to finer grid, on submultiples

of basic grid interval.

3. Usage

Operational Procedure: lvl,\IN prograrn reads the input data, and

subdivides the basic writ" Derivatives are calculated by DERW

(see PROFIL). The interpolated values are calculated in profiles

para11el to the x-axis. Ce11 coefficients are calculated by

COEFF and the interpolated values by SPLINE

Input Parameters:

SYMBOL

NN, NJ

NQ

IX, Jy

X,Y

Identication title

X, Y, ðata a-rray size

Si.¡bdivisor for interpolation (integral)

X, Y interpolated data array síze

Starting point [origin) for inter-

polated data
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xP (I,J)

Ca1cu1áted Parámétérs :

Input data

xQ(I,J)

Output:

Interpolated data

An alphanumeric display is printed, with the interpolated

data and identification tit1e.

4. Connnents

The program has been used to interpolate back to original

grid after decimation and snroothing.

5. Input sequence

1. SYMBOL

2. NN, NJ, NQ, IX, JY, X, Y

3. XP (r,J)

ó. References:

Holroyd; N{. T. and Bhattacharyya, B. K. 1970 Automatic

contouring of Geophysical data using bicubic spline

interpolation; Geological Survey of Canada, Paper

70-55,40p.
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PROGRAþ1 SPI-INT(INPUTeOUTPUïETAPE5=INPUTsTAPE6={IUTPLITqTAPEEçTAPlq)

C--- PROTILES ACROSS Tl.J0 DIt'4ENST,INAL GRIDDED DA-fAE USING BICUBiC SPLItiES
C--- BASED TN l¡JORI( BY BI-iATTACHARYYA AND HÛLROYD

----C-- ----__- -I N IE RP 0 L Â T I 0 N T O-' Ef N ER GRID ----c---
COMI'|0N,/BL0CK/ XP (50ç65 ) cP (50ç65)

lG (90) sXC {E¿+) çXD (84) sYX (84¡ tG{rI (2}
?çY? (,?) cG71 (Z\ IGZZ (?'t

C0þ{M0N,/COl.lST,/ l'lN c NH s NJ ç Ni't

-DIl-IENSIOt{ -XA (¡J6 q, IEZ
DIMENSION SY}"1Aç¡ 1 

g¿'
READ(5ç1000) (SYMBOL(Il rI=lç80)

1.0t0 FûRM,1T(80,1Ii
t 00I F0Rl"lriï ( rrl rt eE0,Xl )

$JRITE ióçi.001) (SYl'480L iI ) çI=l sBC)
RE^D ( 5 ç I 0 0 ¿) - -Ni'J ç N*l gNO E-Ïå ç-.,lY.cK*J

1002 FORf'lAT (5T4ç2F8.6)
D0 I004 -r=]eNJ

I004 READ(9"1234) {XP(IqJ) sÏ=loNN)
L23+ FoRMAT (6G13,6i

0O i0l0 .!=IçllJ
XP-( N fr! t t sJ L=jtP-{N N¡JI-+IíP_J N ltre-J )- - XP-r.NNl=}Jl

l010 CONT i Ì'JUE
Nil'l=NN + I

-.. D0 1020 I=lsNM . .

XP(IçNJ+I}=XP(ICNJ)
1 020 coNT INUE

+XP(IsNJ)-XP(IçNJ-Ì)

C--== sUgD I Vf S I 0N,-0I-B AS LC-- UN-I-L-
DINC=1.r'FLOAT (NQ)
CALL DERIV
XX=X

s0(50s65) rS
sGGZ (2) çG.x1

(50+ó5) sþ(4ç41 s

(2) çGX?- (2) cGYl t?l g

D0 4ù00 J=1. s .,'Y
, JL=INT (Y) +1

DO--3 0 0 O-l-=J sJ X
IK=INT(X)*'l
XL=X-INT (X)
Yt-=Y-INT(Y)
CALL COEFF (

G(I)=SPLINE
IKsJL)
(XLçYLçA)

--X=X+DIt{C--
30OO CONTiNUE

DO 3tr00 I=IçiX
-.- 3ì00 X0(IcJ)=G(ï)

X =XX
Y=Y+D I l'JC

__4000__-_c0NTIr,ruE

sioo

D0 50C0 J=IsJY
D0 5I00 Ï=LçIX
K=XQ(Tçi)/100"
G ( ï ) =SYMBOL. (K+ ! 6 ¡

wRiTE(6ç515û) iG( i) sI=1çiX)
- 5150---F0Rþ1AT (!l-1!-,-i-2041.-)-

50OO CONTTNUE
D0 5200 J=1 rJY

,-. . ..5200 lJRITE(8rI234) tX0(IaJ) çI=lçIX)
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DO 5300 J=lç..,1Y
kiRiTE (6ç5301) J

530I FORMAT (2Iql
---__530c-ldRITE.l6+2234)-(Xo(I+JL+l=-}9Itr)--

2¿34 F0RMAT ( '¡ rr ¡ 6G I3 
" 

6 )

STOP
END
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